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A:8STRACT

This thesis describes several studies in which nuclear magnetic

resonance (nmr) spectroscopy has been used to probe the structure,

orientation and dynamics .of liquid crystal mesogens and molecules

dissolved in liquid crystalline phases. In addition, a modern high

field nmr spectrometer is described which has been used to perform

such nmr studies.

Chapter 1 introduces the quantum mechanical formalisms used

throughout this thesis and briefly reviews the fundamentals of nuclear

spin physics and pulsed nmr spectroscopy. First the density operator

is described and a specific form for the canonical ensemble is derived.

Then Clebsch-Gordon coefficients, Wigner rotation matrices, and

irreducible tensor operators are reviewed. An expression for the

equilibrium (Curie) magnetization is obtained and the linear response

of a spin system to a strong pulsed r.f. irradiation is described.

Finally, the spin interaction Hamiltonians relevant to this work are

reviewed together with their truncated forms.

Chapter 2 is a deuterium magnetic resonance study of two "nom"

liquid crystals which possess several low temperature mesomorphic

phases. Specifically, deuterium quadrupolar echo spectroscopy is used

to determine the orientation of the liquid crystal molecules in

smectic phases, the changes in molecular orientation and motion that

occur at smectic-smectic phase transitions, and the order of the

phase transitions. For both compounds, the phase sequence is deter-

mined to be isotropic, nematic, smectic A, smectic C, smectic BA,
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smectic B
C

' and crystalline. The structure of the smectic A phase

is found to be consistent with the well-known model of a two dimen-

sional liquid in which molecules are rapidly rotating about their long

axes and oriented at right angles to the plane of the layers. Molecules

in the smectic C phase are found to have their long axes tilted with

respect to the layer normal, and the tilt angle is temperature dependent,

increasing from zero at the smectic A - smectic C transition and

o
reaching a maximum at 9 at the smectic C - smectic B

A
transition. This

finding contradicts the results of X-ray diffraction studies which

indicate that the tilt angle is 180 and temperature independent. The

smectic BA - smectic BC phase transition is observed for the first

time, and is found to be first order, a result that contradicts the

prediction 6f a mean theory by McMillian.

Chapter 3 is a multiple quantum nmr study of n-hexane oriented

in a nematic liquid crystal solvent. The basic three pulse multiple

quantum experiment is discussed which enables the observation of

transitions for which 16ml>1, and then the technique of the separation

of multiple quantum orders by phase incrementation in the multiple

quantum evolution period is reviewed (TPPI). An explicit example of

multiple quantum nmr is given by the calculation of the multiple

quantum spectrum of an oriented methyl group.

Having introduced the fundamentals of multiple quantum nmr, the

method is then .used to study the configurational statistics of

n-hexane-d6 oriented in a nematic solvent. The symmetry group of a

4-methylene chain is derived (CZh ) and the energy level diagram is

obtained. From the energy level diagram is determined that the six

f ~.
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quantum spectrum contains 29 lines (14 pairs and a central line) and

the seven quantum spectrum contains 4 lines (two pairs). A general

expression for the dipolar coupling in a nonrigid alkyl chain

molecule in a uniaxial phase is derived assuming a rotational isomeric

model of motion~ Six and seven quantum spectra of a 4-methylene chain

are calculated assuming varying populations of isomeric states. The

best fit is found to occur for the configurational probabilities:

P
ttt

= .2

P ± = P± = P ± = .1
ttg tt tg t

P ± ± = P ± ± = .05
g tg g tg

P ± ± ±= p ± ± = P ± ± = 0
g g g tg g g g t

A refinement of the above values was attempted using the dipolar

coupling constants as parameters in an iterative calculation of some

five quantum lines and all the six and seven quantum lines. It was

found that while there was a slight improvement in the 5 quantum fit,

there is no improvement at all in the 6 and 7 quantum fits. In fact,

the 6 and 7 quantum fits are not as close after iteration. It is

concluded that convergence has occurred to a non-global minimum.
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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTORY TOPICS

In this chapter we introduce basic physical concepts and forrnali~ms

that will be used throughout this thesis. In section 1.1 we introduc~

the density operator which provides the connection between statistics

and quantum mechanics. We will derive the equation of motion of the

density operator, expressions for expectation values using the densit~

operator, and finally, we will derive the explicit form of the canonical

density operator.

In section 1.2 we discuss the transformation properties of spher~_

cal tensors. We begin by deriving an expression for the rotation

operator and the elements of the Wigner rotation matrix. Finally, we

will review Clebsch-Gordon coefficients and introduce equations gover_

ning the rotations of spherical tensors.

In section 1.3 we introduce the basic principles of nuclear

magnetic resonance required to understand the material in this thesis.

We begin by introducing the equilibrium magnetization of a diamagnetic

substance in a magnetic field. Then we consider the displacement of

the system from equilibrium by pulsed radio frequency field. Finally,

we consider the general forms of the spin interaction Hamiltonians

relevant to this work, and their truncated forms.

1. Introductory Topics

1.1 The Density Operator

1.1.1 Equation of Motion

We begin by introducing the basic tool of quantum mechanics, the

density operator. Suppose we have an ensemble of N identical systems



The solution of the first order differential equation is

-iXt iXt: h' h b '1 .pet) = e p(O)p w ~c can e eas~ y ver~fied:

• -iJCt . iXt -iXt iXt
pet) =-i1(:(e p(O)e ) + (e p(O)e )(iJC) (16)

= iXp (t) + p(t)iX (17)

= i[ P (t) ,J!' ] (18)

1.1.2 Expectation Values

We are also interested in developing an expression for the

ensemble average of the expectation value of a dynamical variable 0,

using the density operator formalism. We begin with the double

average

4

liN
N k* k<0> = E fdT~ (rit)O~ (ri,t) (19)k=l

We now ¢xpand ~k in the cP(ri ) orthonormalized basis to get

1 N k* * k<0> = IN E fdT(Ea (t)cP (r.)O(Ea (t)cP (r.) (20)k=l n n n ~ m m m ~

1 ~ E k* k *= IN k~l nm an(t)a (t)fdTcP (ri)0cP (r.)m n m ~ (21)

(22)

(23)

I

I

I

f

r

h

We now use the definition of the density matrix, the principle of

detailed balance, and the definition of the trace of a matrix to

get
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r"-~ N
k* k

LO' <0> = liN L: L: a (t)a (t)O (24)
k=i nmn m nrn

p
f -

L: p 0 (25)1 = nm mIl nm
r~

I

= L:(pO) (since L:ln><nl = 1) (26)
m nm n

= Tr(pO) (27)

1.1.3 Equilibrium: Microcanonical Ensemble

We now concern ourselves with the expression for the density

operator of an ensemble of systems in equilibrium with a heat bath.

Specifically we will obtain an expression for the canonical density

operator corresponding to the cla~sical canonical distribution

function, which provides the connection between quantum mechanics

and statistical mechanics.

Let us begin with the microcanonical ensemble. Such an ensemble

is composed of systems characterized by a fixed ·volume V, particle

number N, and energy lying within the interval (E-~/2, E+~/2) and ~«E.

Furthermore, the number of states accessible to a system is r(N,V,E:~).

Evaluating matrix elements of the density operator in the eigenbasis

of the Hamiltonian <i.e. an energy representation) and applying the

postulate of equal a priori probabilities we obtain the following

form for the microcanonical density matrix

f

1
and

accessible states

(28)

o otherwise
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and, corresponding to classical mechanics, the entropy is
f
f -
( -=

S = klnr (29 )

Suppose now that the ensemble could be decoup1ed into components,

so that the total wave function could be factored. Then we could

associate with each system a definite wavefunction. This means that

for any given system f=l, which is called the pure case. Then in any

basis

and then

*a a
mn

(30)

(31)

*= L:a anana
Q, m JV JV n

*= a a
mn

(32)

This means that the density o~erator in a pure state is idempotent:

2
p = p (33)

If f»l we have a mixed case. Now to assure that equation 28 is

fulfilled we must invoke an additional postulate, the postulate of

random a priori phases. This postulate assures us that for all k,

",k . i h i i h b {}0/ ~n an nco erent superpos t on of t e asis ¢ .
n

Now we have

i(ek_ek )

Pmn = liN L:akak* = liN L:la/ 2e m n (34 )
k m m k

W 2 i(ek_ek)
= ~e m n (35)N

= eo (36)
mn
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1.1.4 Equilibrium Canonical Ensemble

We now consider an ensemble in which each system is parametrized

by N, V, and T, and the energy is variable. In such an ensemble, a

system is at equilibrium if it does not evolve under its Hamiltonian

which means that

[ X, p] = 0 (37)

and so the density operator must be a function of the Hamiltonian

p = p (3C)

The form of the density operator may be deduced from the

(38)

following considerations. Suppose two separate systems are in contact

with a heat bath and are in equilibrium with the heat bath. They

may be imagined to form a composite system with a Hamiltonian

X = *1 + X
2

• On the other hand, the composite density operator is

a product of the individual density operators. Thus it is reasonable

to assume that the density ope~ator is an exponential function of

the Hamiltonian

p = ceSJ(' (39)

and B is a function of the temperature. c is a normalizing

constant and it can easily be shown that

-SJ(' -1c = [Tr (e )] (40)

~

which is the inverse of the partition function. Furthermore, it

can be deduced, from the correspondence with classical mechanics

1that B = /kT.
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Of interest is the expression for the canonical density

operator for the limit kT » 1IJ(11, which is termed the high tem

perature limit. This is usually the case for nmr. If kT » 1IJ(11

r
\ -

i

then II SJdI « 1, and we can expand the exponent in equation 39 to

get

P tV c (l-SJC) (41)

to first order. Also we note that

llc ;;; Tr(l) (42 )

1.2 Transformations of Spherical Tensors

Throughout this thesis we will concern ourselves with the

effect of coordinate transformations on tensor operators. The purpose

of this section is to define the conventions to be used in this

work. For a thorough discussion of the theory of angular momentum

and tensor operators, the reader is referred to any of the standard

texts by Rose (1), Edmunds (2), Tinkham (3), Brink (4), or especially

Silver (5).

1~2.l The Rotation Operator

By convention, a rotation of a function in real space is defined

by a sequence of three rotations. The initial rotation is through

R (a) = e
z

an angle a about the z axis corresponding to an operation by
iar

z The second rotation is through an angle S about the
isr I

y' axis corresponding to an operation by Ry'(S) = e y, and the

final rotation is through an angle y about the z" axis corresponding
iyr "

to an operation by R ,,(y) z For a sketch of the appropriate t J= ez

rotations, see figure l. The angles a,S, and yare called Euler

\. J
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z, z'

(/I)

z'

(b) (c:)

Figure 1. The Euler angles relate on initial coordi-

nate system (x,y,z) to a final coordinate system

(x'" ,y'" ,z" '). An initial rotation by an angle a

about the z axis carries (x,y,z) into an intermediate

system (x' ,y' ,z').

carries (x' , y' , z ' )

A second rotation by 6 about y'

into (x" ,y' I ,z") and a third
;f -,,
i
t.~ rotation by y about z" carries (x" ,y"z' ') into

(x"',y"',z"').
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angles and I , I , and I are the familiar angular momentum operators
x y z

related by the commutation relations

I = i[ I ,I ]
x Y z

I = i[ I ,I ]
Y z x

I = i[ I ,I ]z x y

(43a)

(43b)

(43c)

These commutation relations lead, in turn, to the equations

I
2

II,m> = I(I+l)II >
m 1

I +1 I,m> = [I(I+l) - m(m+1)] /2 II,m+l>

1/2I - II,m> = [I(I+l) - m(m-l)] II,m-I>

where the phase terms e±i~ have been set to 1 (~ = 0).

(44a)

(44b)

(44c)

(44d)

Suppose we have a function fer) and rotate it about z by a.

The expression for f
l

(r), the function in the new coordinate system

is

R (a)f(r)z (45)

iaI
z= e f (r)

The next rotation is by S about y':

R ,(S)R ,(a)f(r')
y z

iSI , iaI ,
= eYe z fer')

The final rotation is by y about Zll:

(46)



f
3

(r") = R II(y)R II(S)R "(a)f(r")
Z· Y Z .

iyl II iSI II ial II
= e Z eYe Z f (r")

(47)

11

Dropping the primes we obtain an expression where all coordinates

and operators are in the final frame:

iyl iS1 ial
f

3
(r) = e ze Ye zf(r)

Finally we define the rotation operator as:

iyl iSI ial
D(aSy) = e ze Ye Z

1.2.2. Wigner Rotation Matrices

(48)

(49)

Having defined the rotation operator D(a,S,y), we now cons.ider

the effect of a coordinate rotation upon the angular momentum eigen-

functions Ijm>. We note that the (2j+1) functions !jm> span the

irreducible representation D(j) of R
3

and so a rotation transforms

Ijm> into a linear combination of the (2j+1) functions

where the states Ijm'> are represented as a row vector.

a column vector then the equation is

j t

D(aSy) Ijm> = m'~-j D~~) (aSy)jjm'>

(50)

If we use

(51)

and (D(j»t is the transpose of D(j)
mm' m'm

We get an explicit expression for D~~.(aSY) by premultip1ying

equation 50 by <j 'm' I and noting that,
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<j'm'ljm>= (52)

to get

D(j)(aBy) = <jm'ID(aBy)/jm>
m'm (53)

A final expression for the matrix element is obtained by expanding

D(aSy) :

D~1~ (aSy) = <jm' ID(aSy) Ijm>

iy1' iB1 iaI
= <jm'le ze Ye. Zljm>

iym' i B1
y iam

= e <jm'le Ijm>e

(54 )

Several properties of Wigner rotation matrices will ,be

utilized throughout this work and are now tabulated:

(i) D(aSy) is a unitary operator and so Dq) (aSy) is a
mm

to the adjoint. That is,

= D(j)(-y -13 -a)m'm ' ,

= (D(j)(a 13 y»)+
m'm ' ,

= (D(j)(aSY)* (55)mrn'

unitary matrix. As a consequence, the inverse of

D(j) is equal
m'm

[D~1~(aSY)] -1

(ii) D(1)(aBy) is a unitary matrix so the rows and columns
m m

are orthogonal:

LD(j) (aSY)D(j) (aSy) = <5m'm" (56a) , '

m m'm m"m
f _

LD(j) (aSy)D(j) (aSy)
\ ./

= <5 m'm" (56b)m mrn' mrn"
4 -
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(iii) Elements of rotation matrices, considered as functions of

a, S, and yare orthogonal to each other within the domain

covered by the Euler angles.

(57)

where

2TT TT 2TT

fdQ = f d fdSsinSf dy
o 0 0

(58)

spanned by the 2j1+1 eigenfunctions

spanned by the 2j2+1 eigenfunctions

1.2.3 C1ebsch-Gordon Coefficients
(j 1)

Given a representation D
(j2)

and a representation D

, what is the form of the (2j1+1)(2j2+1) basis functions !jrn>
(j1) (j2)

which span D X D ? Evidently Ijm> is obtained by a unitary

transformation of the direct product states !j1m1>lj2m2> and so

we would expect

(59)

j 1j2j
To get an expression for the coefficients C , define

~m2m

(60a)

(60b)

Now use the identity

(61)
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to obtain the expression

(62)

and we realize that

(63)

(i)

..

The geometric interpretation of equation 62 is that a given !j1j 2j >

vector exists in a space spanned by (2j1+1)(2j2+1) orthonormal

direct product vectors Ij1j2m1m2> and can be expressed' as a linear

combination of those vectors. Therefore the projection of the vector

!j1j 2m1m2> onto Ij1j2j> is the C1ebsch-Gordon coefficient given by

equation 63.

C1ebsch-Gordon coefficients have several properties that we

will find useful and are listed below without proof

j1j2 j
C~m2m = <j1j2m1m2Ij1j2j> = 0 unless

(64a)

(64b)

(ii)
j1j2j

The coefficients C form a real, orthogonal matrix
~m2m

and so

(65a)

0 .. ,0 ,Ll (j1 j 2j )
JJ mm

(65b)

, J
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L 1.2.4 Spherical Tensors

Spherical tensor notation will be used extensively in this

work. In this section we introduce the concept via Cartesian

tensors, and then define irreducible spherical tensors. We will

also consider the behavior of spherical tensors under rotations.

15

A Cartesian vector is a set of three elements that transform as

the coordinates of a point. If R is a vector in some coordinate

system and R' is the vector in a rotated system, Rand R' are

related by

R' = AR

where A is a real, orthogonal matrix, and R' = (x' ,y' ,z') and

R = (x,y,z). R is said to be a first rank Cartesian tensor.

(66)

Now consider the quadratic combinations of x, y, and z that

2
span the direct product space (x, y, z) X (x, y, z), i.e. x , xy, yz

etc. These 9 entities are related to the quadratic combinations of

x', y', and z' (which span (x', y', z') X (x', y', z')) by a

9 X 9 matrix which is A X A. The 9 elements are a second rank

tensor. These relations are directly generalized to a higher rank.

thIn fact, an n rank Cartesian tensor may be treated as a 1 X n

vector, that is, its algebra is isomorphic to the algebra of a

first rank Cartesian tensor.

What is the relationship between Cartesian rotations and

rotations in R
3

? We realize that Acorresponds to D(l) and·

AX Acorresponds to D(l) X 0(1) which reduces to 0(2) + 0(1) +D (0) .

We define the set of 2k+l entities that span o(k) a k th rank

irreducible speherical tensor, T
kq

, since D(k) is an irreducible

representation of R
3

, the continuous group of all rotation operators
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o(aSy ). Transformations of spherical tensors are governed by

the equation:

(k)
D(aSy)T

k
= r Tk ,0 , (aSy)

q q' q q q

a relationship that will appear frequently in the following

chapters of this thesis.

(67)

Another useful relationship allows us to express a spherical

tensor as a sum of products of two other tensors.

is a Clebsch-Gordon coefficient.

In Appendix 1.1 we use equation 68 to give relationshps between

tensors of zeroth. first. and second rank. In Appendix 1.2 we

give the relationship between spherical tensor and Cartesian tensors.

Finally. in Appendix 1.3 we compile values of dj
,(13) for j = O. 1.

rom

and 2.

1.3 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

1.3.1 Introduction

The central phenomenon discussed in this thesis is nuclear

magnetic resonance (nmr). the resonant absorption of radio frequency

(r.f) energy by a diamagnetic substance in a magnetic field. The

purpose of this section is to review the basic theory of nmr and to

clarify the "jargon" of the field to the general reader. The reader

is referred to the excellent tex~by Abragam (6). Slichter (7), or

Goldman (8).
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1.3.2 Equilibrium Magnetization

We assume· that a system of N nuclear spins I
j are equilibrated

with a lattice which has a very large heat capacity compared to

the spin system. Equilibration occurs via some relaxation phenomenon

or combination of phenomena, and by equilibration is meant that the

temperature of the nuclear spin system equals the lattice temperature.

The Hamiltonian of the nuclear spin system has two parts:

where
N

hX
O

= -hyB L I j = yhI B .
j=l z z 0

(69)

(70)

is the Zeeman term and Xl is the spin interaction term, describing

spin-spin couplings and the quadrupolar coupling.

Given an ensemble of such systems in contact with the lattice,

the canonical density operator is given by equation 39:

-6 (X
O

+t1£'i)
p = ce
eq

-6 (XO+t1£'1)
1 = Tr(e )Ic

The equilibrium magnetization MO is the expection value of the

magnetic moment yh I which is
z

(71)

(72)

(73)

r~

L

Since nmr is normally in the high temperature limit we can

expand p as was indicated by equations 41 and 42:

M - Tr(Ylz (XO+t1£'l)P)
o

Tr(l)

(74)



where we have used the fact that I is a traceless operator. Now
z

we use the fact that for spin-spin couplings and the quadrupolar

coupling Tr(IzXl ) = 0 with the result

18

M - Tr (YBIzJeO)
o Tr(l)

(75 )

Now we substitute the expression for the JeO into equation

75 to get

M o
2 2

Tr(y BOIz B)

Tr(l)

(76)

where we have used the fact that

= ...>.(2...;I;;....+...;.1~)(:..;.;I~)~(I;;....+..;:;,.l)
3

(77)

and

Tr(l) = 21+1 (78)

Finally, equation 76 may be written in the form MO = XOJeO

where

(79)

We call Xo the static magnetic susceptibility and M
O

is the

Curie magnetization.

1.3.3 Linear Response of a Spin System to a Pulsed R.F. Field

In the last section we considered the nature of equilibrium

in a system of nuclear spins in a strong magnetic field in the

high temperature limit, in which the spin system is coupled through

relaxation to some large heat bath. We now consider the linear

t- ....J
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response of the spin system to a pulsed r.f. field.

Suppose we have a spin system at ,equilibrium in a strong

magnetic field. The density matrix is

where

and

llc ~ Tr(l)

(80)

(81)

(82)
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If we turn on an r.f. field, the complete Hamiltonian is,

neglecting relaxation,

(83)

where the first term is the Zeeman term, the second term is the

r.f. field and the third term is an interaction Hamiltonian (see

next section). We transform X into a frame rotating about the

z-axis at w by rewriting the Hamiltonian as

iwI t -iwI t
X - w I - w e z I e Z + Xo Z 1 x int

(84)

where we have introduced a counter-rotating component to the field.

We now define the transformation operator

iwI t
U = e Z

and the rotating frame Hamiltonian is defined as

(85)



-lwI t
z-1 iWIzt

= U (-wOIz - wle Ixe

-iwI t +iwI t
= ie z (+iwI e z)

z

+;}C, )U
~nt

(86)

20

( ,

!-

where we have used the fact that [I ,JC, t] = 0(8). We rewrite this
z ~n

expression as

p(tp)

JC = -b.wI - wlI + JC,R z x ~nt

In all the work which follows we will use rotating frame

Hamiltonians. Thus we drop the R subscript.

Now if the pulse is of very high power, wI »b.w,.IIJC, II,
~nt

and the Hamiltonian is

So the density matrix immediately after the pulse is

-iwlt I iwlt I
= -cSw e p x I e p xo z

and we have neglected the scalar part of the density matrix.

(87)

(88 )

(89)

Now the spin system evolves for a time t under the Hamiltonian

JC = -b.wI + JC
z int

and the density matrix is

-i3Ct
e

(90)

(91)
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We will neglect the I term in pet ) since it commutes with3C .
z p

Therefore

e
-i~w1

z I
Y

e
i~w1

z
-iJC t

inte (92)

where we have used the fact that I and JC. t commute. We obtainz ~n

iX. t -ill
pet +t)= -cBy Bosiuwlt e ~nt (I cos~wt + I sin~wt)e int

p y pyx

{ -

= -cBy Bosiuwlt (p (t +t) + p (t +t)
y p x p y p

The x component of the transverse magnetization has the form

<I > = Tr(p1 )
x x

= Tr (p I )
x x

= L (p) (I)
mIl X mIl X nm

-iw t

B i t i A ... e nm I(I) I2= -c wos UWl pS nuwt ~
mIl X nm

(93)

!
L

)

" d

-i(w +~w)t i(w -~w)t
= lB· ( t)'" (e nm _ e nm ) I(I) 2

1- ~ wOs~n wl p ~ x nm

(94a)

Similarly,

-i(w +~w)t -i(w -~w)t

<I > = - %-cBwo sin(wltp ) l: (e nm + e nm ) I (I) 1
2

y mIl Y nm

(94b)

-t
We can add a decay term e /T2 to obtain
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(95a)

(-i(w +6w)_1/T )t (-i(w -6w)_1/T )t
<I .> = C I l: (e nm 2 + e nm 2 I(I) 1

2
y ~ y~

(95b)

~here c l = cBwOsinw1tp.

To calculate the linear frequency response F(w) we Fourier

transform the complex function <I > + i<1 >
x Y

F(w) = F (w) + iF (w) = !-fdt e-iwt«1 > + i<1 »,
x y 2rr x y

and we find that

(96a)

F (w) =
x

c l

/rr
(T )-1

2 2 I(I) /2
~ (T )-2 + (w +6w -w) x nm

2 nm

(96b)

F (w) =
y

c l

/rr l:
mn

w + 6w-wnm
(96c)

We notice that the quantities F (w) and F (w) defined in
x y

96b and 96c are proportional to the components of the complex

susceptibility

x(w) = Xl (w) - ix"(w)

obtained by solving the Bloch equations (lG) in the limit of

negligible saturation, that is,

(97)
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! - Specifically,

F (w)a.x"(w) and F (w)a.x' (w)
x y

(98)

(99)
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Therefore, the Fourier transform of the transient response of a

spin system to a high power pulsed r.f. field, is proportional to

the steady state response of a spin system to continuous irradiation

by a weak r.f. field.

Finally, we notice that F (w) and F (w) are proportional to
x y

I (I) 1
2

and I(I) 1
2

, respectively. It is evident that in the
x nm y nm .

case of the linear response of a spin system to an r.f. field,

the magnetic quantum number m can only change by 1:

Illmf =·1 (100)

In chapter 3 we will discuss nmr experiments in which this

condition "does not apply.

1.3.4. Spin Interaction Hamiltonians; General Expressions

We now introduce the Hamiltonians relevant to this work.

For convenience, all Hamiltonians will be written in frequency units.

Therefore:

a)

fIJ{' = h (J{' + J{' f + J{' + J{' + JC
J

+ Jf )
z r cs Q D

Zeeman Hamiltonian: J{'
z

(101)

This Hamiltonian has already been introduced. It describes

the interaction between the dc magnetic field, taken to be

in the z direction, and the magnetic dipole moments of the nuclei.



IiJC
z

i
= -hB l:y. I

z i ~ z
(102)
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Y
i

is the magneto-gyric ratio of the i
th

nucleus and

- A -i iii
B

O
= (O,O,B k), and·u = y.(I ,I ,I ) •

z ~ x y z

b) Radio-Frequency (R.F.) Hamiltonian

This Hamiltonian describes the coupling of the spins with the

magnetic components of an r.f. field. The field is assumed to be

linearly polarized in the x direction

i -IiJC = - liEu °B (t)
rf i 1 = - i

IiB
1

cos(wt + ¢(t» ry.I
i ~ x

(103)

where B
1

(t) = (B1cos(wt + ¢t» 1,0,0)

c) Chemical Shielding Hamiltonian: JCcs

This Hamiltonian describes the interaction of the nuclear

spin with magnetic fields induced by electron currents. It has

the form

-i ::::i
liru 00 oB

i

where cr i is a Cartesian tensor of rank 2 and -criOB is the

magnetic field induced by the electrons at the i th nucleus.

(104)

d) Quadrupo1ar Hamiltonians: JC
Q

This Hamiltonian describes the interaction between the electric

quadrupole moment of the nucleus and the surrounding electric field

gradients. Nuclei with spin = 1/2 have no quadrupole moment.

i _
\ .-,0;;
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(105)

i hI' 1 f h . th 1 VieQ is tee ectr~c quadrupo e moment 0 t e ~ nuc eus,

1 . f' 1 d' h . th 1is the e ectr~c ~e d gra ~ent tensor at t e ~ nuc eus, i.e.

the second derivative of the electric potential. Vi is a second

rank Cartesian tensor.

e) Indirect Spin-Spin (J) Coupling Hamiltonian (X
J

)

This Hamiltonian describes the through-bond interaction of

two nuclear spins. It has the form

hX = E I.· J .• I
J ij ~ iJ

-where J .. is a second rank Cartesian tensor.
~J

(106)

(107)

f

L

L;

f) Direct Spin-Spin (Dipolar) Cou~ling Hamiltonian: JeD

This Hamiltonian describes the through-space coupling of the

magnetic dipole moments of the nuclei. It has the form

hX = _ 2h 2 E y.y. x,~,z[ Ii.Dij.Ij ]
D i<j ~ J as a as

:i • ~ij

D~~ is the as component of D ,the second rank Cartesian tensor

describing the coupling between the nuclear spins i~j.

1.3.5. Spherical Tensor Forms

We may refer to Je
Q

, X
J

, X
cs

' and XD as internal Hamiltonians

since they describe interactions internal to the spin system as

opposed to interactions with externally applied fields, described

by X f and X • We also notice that the internal Hamiltoniansr z

involve second rank Cartesian tensors. It is also possible to

describe these Hamiltonians as scalar products of spherical



tensors, (11, 12) given by the equation
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(108)

where A is a tensor involving spin operators and T is a tensor

involving interaction parameters.

Now the tensor A is written in the laboratory frame. Spin

interaction parameters, however, are simply linked to some

principal axis system (PAS) in which the interaction tensor is

diagonal. Therefore we use equation 67 to relate T with the

principal axis system tensor TPAS

(109)

Now the equation for the Hamiltonian is

(110)

1.3.6. Truncation of Spin Hamiltonian

The nuclear magnetic resonance experiment is usually carried

out in very high magnetic fields. Typical field strengths reach

tens of thousands of Gauss. However, nuclear spin interactions

normally only involve fields of a few Gauss at best. The quadrupole

79interaction is an exception and may in some species like Br exceed

the Zeeman interaction for realistic magnetic fields, but we will

not concern ourselves with such systems. The point to be realized

is that for all spin systems discussed here, the spin interaction

Hamiltonian may be considered a perturbation on the Zeeman Hamil-

tonian. Therefore, to'first order, we need only concern ourselves

with that portion of the interaction Hamiltonian which commutes with
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the Zeeman Hamiltonian. The commuting portion of the interaction

Hamiltonian is called the secular Hamiltonisn, and only the secular

r,
(

Hamiltonian determines line positions to first order. Now by Racah's

definition (13) of an irreducible tensor operator we have that

(Ill)

and so only the A.Q,O components occur in the secular Hamiltonian.

We now have, as an expression for the general interaction Hamil-

tonian

~ = ~ (~ TPAS n(.Q,)(Q) Anosecular .Q, m' .Q,m' m'O N
(112)

As an example let us consider the dipolar Hamiltonian. T.Q,m

(113)

We obtainis nonzero.

2hy.y.
~ J

3r ij

= -~
d,secular

is a second rank traceless tensor which is uniaxial in its PAS.
1

Thus only T~~S(ij) = (3/ 2) /2

(2) 1 2
where DOO (Q) = /2(3cos 6-1) and 6 is the angle between the inter-

nuclear vector and the z axis of the laboratory frame~

From equation 7 of appendix 1.2 we find that

-1
= 6 /2(21 I (lxl1x2 + 1yl1y2 ))zl z2

-1
= 6 /2(31 I - I •I ) (114)zl z2 1 2

l "



and we finally get
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Jtecular
D

(115)

as the expression for the secular dipolar Hamiltonian in the

laboratory frame. In all work that follows, only the secular part

of the interaction Hamiltonian will be considered. Therefore the

superscript "secular" will be dropped.

Truncated forms for the other Hamiltonians are (14):

(116)

(ii) Chemical Shift:

(iii) Scalar:

(117)

(118)
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Appendix 1.1 Spherical Tensor Forms

Using equation 68 of section 1.2.4

r
! (1)

we obtain the following relationships:

(2)

TlO (Al ,A2) = - 1//:2 (Tl _l (Al )Tll (A2) - Tll(Al)Tl_l (A2) (4)

TIl (Al ,A2) = - 1//:2 (TlO(Al)Tll (A2) - Tll(Al)TlO(A2) (5)

T2_2 (Al ,A2) = Tl _l (Al )Tl _l (A2) (6)

T2_l (Al ,A2) = 1//:2 (Tl _l (Al)Tll (A2) + 2TlO(Al)TlO(A2) + TIl (Al )Tl _l (A2) (7)
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The relationship between a second rank Cartesian tensor and the

irreducible spherical tensor are:

30

T11 = - 1//:2 (xl + iy1)zZ - zl (xZ + iYZ»

1 -
T1_1 = /Iz ((xl - iy1)zZ - zl (xZ - iYZ»

= l/Z (xl + iy1)(xZ + iYZ)

1= - /Z ((xl + iy1)zZ + zl (xZ + iYZ»

(1)

(Z)

(3)

(4 )

(5 )

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

I
i
b



Appendix 1.3

The Wigner rotation matrix element is given by

r
i

-i n
e

d (0) un =100 .

d(l)(B) = d(l)(B) = -d(l)(B) = -d(l)(B) = !(sinB)
01 -10 0-1 10 12

d(l)(B) = cosB
00

d(2)(B) = d(2) (B) = cos4(~)
22· -2-2 2

(2) (2) (2) (2) 1 .
d21 (8) = d-1- 2(B) = -d12 (B) = -d-1- 2(B) = zs~nB(l + cosB)

di~)(B) = d~;)(B) = d~~6(B) = d~:~(B) = ~ sin
2

B
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2. A DEUTERIUM MAGNETIC RESONANCE (DMR) STUDY OF THE

SMECTIC PHASES OF A THERMOTROPIC LIQUID CRYSTAL

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter we will study the structure of some of the low

temperature mesophases of a thermotropic liquid crystal, using

deuterium magnetic resonance (DMR) as a probe of molecular order

and orientation. In particular, we will concern ourselves with the

changes that occur in molecular orientation at the smectic A-

smectic C phase transition. We will also study two iower temperature

smectic B phases.

In section 2.2, the study begins by briefly reviewing the

structure of the various liquid crystalline mesophases as obtained

via X-ray diffraction and conopscopic studies. In section 2.3 will

be described the nmr method used as a probe of molecular orientation:

deuterium magnetic resonance and in particular, quadrupolar echo

spectroscopy. The quadrupolar echo experiment will be described

1by expanding the dedsity matrix in a basis of fictitious spin /2

operators. We will consider the experiment in the limit in which

the r.f. power (in frequency units) exceeds the quadrupolar splitting

(w »w). In section 2.4 we will introduce a single domain model
1 Q

of the smectic A mesophase and a multidomain model of the smectic C

mesophase. Both models assume that the liquid crystal has been

aligned in a strong magnetic field. These models will be used to

simulate experimental DMR spectra. Finally, in section 2.5 we will

use the models introduced in section 2.4 to interpret DMR spectra

of a monodeuterated liquid crystal in its smectic A and C mesophases.

I
f

r
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From the DMR spectra we will extract information on the changes in

molecular orientation and order that occur at the smectic A-C phase

transition. Comments will also be made on the order of the low

temperature smectic BA-B
C

phase transition.

2.2 Liquid Crystalline Mesophases

Throughout this thesis we will study either compounds that

possess, within certain temperature ranges, liquid crystalline

phases, or molecules dissolved as solutes in such phases. In

this section we will qualitatively describe various common liquid

crystalline phases. The reader is referred to several general texts

on liquid crystals: deGenne (15', Priestley et.al. (16), and

Chandrasekhar (17), and Taylor (18).

It is well-known that certain organic compounds, rather than

showing a single transition from liquid to crystal, pass instead

through one or more phases that have mechanical and symmetry

properties intermediate between isotopic liquids and ordered crystal-

line solids. Such compounds are called liquid crystals and their

peculiar phases are called mesomorphic phases or simply mesophases.

While the molecular structures of compounds with mesomorphic phases

vary greatly, a broad class of liquid crystalline compounds have

the general pattern shown in figure 2. Rand R' are commonly alkyl

or alkoxy groups while A=B may be a Schiff base linkage or an

azoxy linkage. In figure 3 we show examples of several thermotropic

liquid crystals. Empirically derived rules on the influence of

Rand R' on the stability of the vario~s mesophases have been

extensively reviewed in the literature (21), so we will not consider

the subject here. Rather, we will turn to a descriptive review of the
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J--A=B-4.

XBL 823-8600

Generalized structure of a molecule with

f---

f'
\ .

l .

mesomorphic phases. Rand R' may be alkyl or alkoxy

groups while A = B may be a Schiff base or an azoxy

linkage. In a series of liquid crystals called

cyanobiphenyls, R would be an alkyl or an alkoxy group,

R' would be a eN group and A = B would be replaced by a

single bond.
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-r8BA

XBL 751-5548 (a)

HOAS

DL 751-5547 (b)

C5N
(c)

Figure 3. A. Teraphthalbisbutylaniline (TBBA)

B. Heptyloxyazoxybenzene (HOAB)

C. R-cyanobiphenyl. R is an alykl or

an alkoxy group.



mesophases to be studied in this chapter.

2.2.1 Nematic

The first mesomorphic phase below the isotropic phase is

usually the nematic. The main characteristics of the nematic

phase are as follows:

a) There is no long-range translational order in a nematic

liquid crystal, and so there is no .Bragg peak in an x-ray

diffraction pattern (23,24). The correlations between

molecular centers of gravity are liquid-like. In fact,

nematics flow, with typical viscosities of about .1 Poise.

b) Although there is no long-range translational order, there

is long-range orientationa1 order in the sense that the

long axes of the individual molecules tend to align

parallel to a common direction, labelled by a vector n.

n is called the director. This long-range orientationa1

order causes macroscopic properties, such as. the refractive

index and the diamagnetic susceptibility, to be highly

anisotropic. For instance, a nematic is optically

uniaxial with the optical axis parallel to n (25).

c) In the absence of external fields, the direction of n is

arbitrary, and can be influenced by wall conditions, for

example. Static distortions of the director field can be

36
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described by an elastic continuum theory (18. 19, 22).

d) The states nand -n are equivalent. Thus, if the individual

molecules have permanent electric dipole moments, nand -n

are equally populated. Therefore the phase is not ferro-

electric.

f~,
I .
l~
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e) The component molecules of a nematic phase are either

achiral or if chir&l, the phase is a racemic mixture.

From the remarks above, we conclude that in a crystallographic

sense, the nematic phase has Dooh-~ymmetry. A sketch of the

nematic phase is shown in Figure 4b.

2.2.2 Smectic A

This phase is commonly the highest temperature smectic phase,

if several smectic mesophases exist. Its characteristics are

a) A well-defined layer structure in which the layer thickness

is about equal to the molecular strength. This thickness

can be measured by x-ray diffraction (26,27).

b) Absence of long-range translational order within the layer

structure.

c) Long-range orientational order within the layer structure

described by the director n as in nematics. The phase is

optically uniaxial.

d) As in nematics, nand -n are equivalent.

Figure 4c shows the layer structure of the smectic A phase.

Its crystallographic group is D •
00

2.2.3 Smectic C

A smectic C phase is a two-dimensional liquid as is the

smectic A. However the phase is observed to be optically biaxial (28).

An interpretation of the phenomenon is that the molecules are

tilted within the layer, an idea that has the support in the x-ray
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Figure 4. The common high temperature phases found in

liquid crystaline systems.

(a) Isotropic: this phase is characterized by an

absence of long range translational and

orientational order.

(b) Nematic: this phase is characterized by an

absence of long range translational order but

orientational order occurs about a direction

defined by a vector called the director.

r\ -

(c) Smectic A: in this phase, orientational

order is again described by the director, but

molecules are confined to layers within which

layer occurs isotropy of motion. The !
L

director is normal to the plane of each

layer.

(d) Smectic c: this phase is similar to the

smectic A except that the director is tilted

relative to the normal vector of each plane.
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literature since the layer thickness is found to be less than the

molecular length (26,27,29). The tilt angle would also appear to be

temperature dependent (30). Figure 4d shows the structure of the

smectic C phase. There is a 2-fo1d axis parallel to the layer and

a plane normal to it. Therefore, the smectic C phase has C2h

symmetry.

2.2.4 Smectic B Phases

There exist lower temperature uniaxial and biaxial smectic

phases, and x-ray studies indicate that there is some order within

each layer, although the exact type of packing is controversial

(27,31,32,33,34). Uniaxial phases are called smectic B and biaxial
A

phases are called smectic BC. Smectic BC phases are often, called

smectic H in the literature. Other more exotic phases have been

reported, but they will not be discussed here.

2.3 Quadrupo1ar Echo Spectroscopy

In order to appreciate the utility of nmr as a method for

studying the structure of liquid crystalline phases, we need only

consider equation 110 of chapter 1:

(1)

Recall that A is a spherical tensor involving spin operators and

T
PAS

is a spherical tensor involving interaction parameters in

Some principal axis system.
(Q,)

The D I (~)'S are elements of themm

l .J

Wigner rotation matrix that transform T into the laboratory frame.

We assume throughout this thesis that the z axis of the laboratory



frame is parallel to the magnetic field. Now the principal axis

system is always related in some manner to molecular geometry. For

example, the z axis of the principal axis system of the dipolar

tensor is defined by the internuclear vector, and for deuterium

bonded to trigonally hybridized carbon, the major axis of the

electric field gradient tensor lies along the axis of the C-D

sigma bond (see figure 5). Thus, by measuring the interaction in

nmr, we effectively obtain the prOducts TP~SD(7)(n) which yield
m mm

directly, information on the orientation of a molecular-fixed frame

to the laboratory frame (we will develop these ideas thoroughly in

the following section). Therefore nmr has come to be a popular

tool in the study of liquid crystals. Since liquid crystals are

13 .
organic' compounds, natural abundance C nmr has been used (35-37).

Single quantum proton nmr spectroscopy has not been used extensively

since oriented proton spectra are dominated by direct dipolar

interactions. Since liquid crystal molecules contain large numbers

of protons, the number of intramolecular dipolar couplings can be

very large, resulting in very complex and often intractable spectra.

In recent years multiple quantum proton nmr has been used to

simplify such spectra, but we will reserve discussion of that

technique for the next chapter.

Deuterium magnetic resonance has seen extensive use in the

last fifteen years as a tool for liquid crystal study (38-51) as

14has the pure quadrupo1ar resonance spectroscopy (52-54) of Nand

deuterium. THe NMR spectrum of selectively deuterated or perdeu-

terated liquid crystal molecules is dominated by the quadrupo1ar

40
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Figure 5. Principal axis systems of the dipolar and

quadrupolar Hamiltonians. The dipolar Hamiltonian is

uniaxial in its principal axis system (pas) and the z

axis is parallel to the internuclear vector. In the

case of the quadrupolar Hamiltonian, assuming the

asymmetry parameter is small (n ~ 0) the Hamiltonian is

approximately uniaxial in its pas. For deuterium

l >

bonded to carbon, the z axis is approximately parallel

to the sigma bond axis.



interaction, the interaction of the nuclear electric quadrupolar

moment with anisotropic electric fields which results in a first

order splitting of the Zeeman resonance (see figure 6), The doublet

splitting can vary from a few thousand hertz in very disordered

nematic phases ,to almost 80khz in very highly ordered smectic

B phases.

The general form of the quadrupolar Hamiltonian was given by

equation 105 of chapter 1:

42
,, -

E e
Qi

. Ii.~i.li
i 61(21~-1

(2)

However, we will use the truncated version of the quadrupolar

Hamiltonian, which is obtained from equaltion 2 above by the

method described in section 1.3.6. The Hamiltonian for a single

nucleus is:

I1xsecular
Q

where

w
= ~(312 - 1(1+1))

3 z
(3)

eqQ 1 2 2
21(21-1) (2(3cos e - 1) + nsin ecos2~)

We define e = V and n = (V - V )/V • q is called theq zz xx yy zz

field gradient and n is the asymmetry parameter.

When deuterium magnetic resonance is performed in the time

domain, the free induction decay (fid) is detected after a high

power "ninety degree" pulse. The free induction decay is the

evolution of the single quantum coherence under the spin system's

internal Hamiltonian, which includes the quadrupolar Hamiltonian.
\.. j
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Figure 6. Energy level diagram of an oriented spin 1

nucleus. The interaction of a nuclear quadrupole

moment with surrounding electric field gradients,

results in a first order perturbation of the Zeeman

Hamiltonian. The result is a splitting of the Zeeman

resonance at WQ into a doublet.
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However, the initial part of the fid may be unobservable since

the preamplifier will be driven into saturation after the high

power pulse and will require a finite time to recover.

An elegant solution to the problem is to produce a quadrupolar

echo. Figure 7 is a schematic of the quadrupolar echo experiment.

The spin system is first given a ninety degree pulse, and subsequently

evolves under its internal Hamiltonian for a time T. After the time

T a second ninety degree pulse is given where the phase of the

of the irradiation is shifted ninety degrees relative to the first

pulse. Further evolution occurs for a second period T'. However,

the evolution of the spin system during T' is the reverse of the

evolution during T, and so at T'= T the signal is without quadru-

polar information. If the acquisition system is triggered at T' = T,

and if after a time 2T the preamplifier has recovered from saturation,

the complete fid will be accurately recorded. Let us now describe

the quadrupolar echo experiment quantitatively.

Suppose we have a system of noninteracting spin 1 particles.

In general the density matrix may be expanded in as basis of

2(21 + 1) operators. For I = 1 this is nine operators which includes

the identity operator:

r

(4)

If the Hamiltonian is linear in spin operators, only three of

these operators, I , I , and I , are relevant and are related byx y z

the commutation rules given by equation 43 of chapter 1. As a
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Figure 7. A pulse sequence used to produce a quadrupo

lar echo. Assuming W1 »W
Q

' the two pulses would be 90°

pulses (wltpl, wl tp2 = n/2). Then the density matrix

after the x pulse is proportional to Iyl. Evolution

under the quadrupolar Hamiltonian for a time T produces

a coherent state described by a linear combination of

Iyl and Iy2. The second pulse is phase shifted

relative to the first by 90° and echos Iy2 back to Iyl

at a time equal to 21.

{ -
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result, the density matrix may be represented by a vector, and the

effect of strong pulses irradiation may be represented as vector

rotations. The effect of internal Hamiltonians in the absence of

irradiation may also be represented as vector rotations, but only

if those Hamiltonians are linear in spin operators. Once bilinear

Hamiltonians are included, we require all (21+1)2 operators. There-

fore, in a system of noninteracting spin 1 nuclei, 9 operators are

required, including the identity operator. We are free to use any

basis, but an especially convenient basis is related to I x' I y'

and I by the relations:
z

I = 1:-1 I = 1:-1 I = II
x,l 2 x y,l 2 y z,l 2 z

I = 1:-(1 I + I I ) I = l(I I + I I ) I = t(I I + I I )x,2 2 y z z y y,2 2 z x x z z,2 x y y x

I = 1:-(1 2 _ I 2) I = l(I 2 I 2) I = 1:-(1 2 _ I 2)
x,3 2 z y y,3 2 x z z,3 2 y x

(5 )

Since there are nine operators, we must have the condition

t _

I + I + I = 0z,l z,2 z,3
(6)

This set of operators was originally used to describe pure quadrupolar

resonance (55), and has also been used to describe double quantum

nmr in systems of noninteracting spin 1 nuclei (56, 51, 58). The

convenience of this bases lies in the fact that I l' I 2' and
p, p,

I 3 are related by the commutation rulep,

i1 3 or cyclic permutation of 1,2,3p, ,
~ -

(7)
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In other words the spin space has been divided into three subspaces,

each spanned by a set of operators I p ,l' Ip,Z' I p ,3' The operators

of each set have transformation properties identical to spin t
operators due to the existence of the commutation relations given

above. That is:

-i8I i8I 1
e p,l I e p,

p,Z = I Zcos8 + I 3sin8p, p,
(8)

We are finally ready to describe the quadrupo1ar echo experiment.

In Appendix Z.4 is listed the commutation relations and rotations that

will be of use to us.

We begin by considering the form of the rotating frame

Hamiltonian during the first pulse:

j( = -llwI
z (9)

Converting to the new operator basis we get

(10)

For simplicity, let us assume that the irradiation is on resonance

so llw = O. Then we get

(11)

Now we make the assumption that during the pulse the Hamiltonian

is j(- - Zw I since w
1

»wQ. Since the initial density matrix1 x,l

, -

is given by p(O) ~

is given by:

I l' the density matrix after the first pulsez,



(12)
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The spin system now is allowed to evolve under the Hamil tonian

:J( =
2 - I ) for a time T. After a time T the density

Q JUlQ(1x ,3 y,3

matrix is given by

-i~3Q(1 3-1 3) ijwQ(1x 3-1 3)
= e x, y, I . e ' y, COSW t

z,l 1 pI

-i~Q(1 3-1 3) ijwQ(1x 3-1 3) .+ e oJ' x, y, Ie' y, Sl.nw t
y,l 1 pI

(13)

The first term is unaffected since [I 1,1 3-1 3] = O. Toz, x, y,

evaluate the second term we make the substitution

( ,

i

W

= W I - ~(1 -I )
Q y,3 3 z,3 x,3

(14)

and realize that [I 1,1 3-1 3] = O. We easily obtain the
y, z, x,

expression

iWQ1 3T -iWQ1 3T
e y, I e y,

y,.l - I 2sinwQTy,

(15)

So at the end of the first evolution time T the density matrix is

p(t 1+T)= I lcoswlt 1 + (I lCOSWQT - I 2sinwQ )sinwlt 1p z, P y, y, P

Now a second pulse is applied ninety degrees out of phase with

the first pulse, and we must now evaluate the expression:

(16)
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(17)

The first term becomes (Iz,lcoswltp2 + Ix,lsinwltp2)coswltpl-

The second term contains I so it is unaffected by the pulse_ Toy,l

obtain the third term we must evaluate the expression

= Iy,2cos2wltp2 - Iy,3sin2wltp2

(18)

The form of the density matrix at the conclusion of the second pulse

is

49

+ (Iy,2cos2wltp2 - Iy,3sin2wltp2)sinwQT sinwltpl )

(19)

The spin system now evolves for a time T' under the Hamiltonian

(20)

l _'

The I 1 term is again unaffected since it commutes with thez,

Hamiltonian, and the evolution of the I 1 term is obtained byx,

evaluating

(21)



The evolution of the Iy,l and I
y,2

terms is given by the

expressions

iWQI 3T' . I 'e-l.WQ y,3T
I 2sinWQT' (22)e y, I = I I COSWQT ,+y,l y, y,

iWQI 3T -iWQI 3T '
I 2cOSWQT' - Iy,lsinWQT'e y, I e y, = • (23)y,2 y,

The I 3 term is unaffected since it commutes with I I
y, x,3 z,3

So the final e:~pression for the density matrix is

50

r
r

P(t + T+tp2+ ')pI

(24)

We consider the case of two ninety degree pulses, wlt
pl

and for T = T' we get p(tpI + t p2 + 2T) = Iy,l (26 )

We note that the density matrix p(t
pI

+ t
p2

+ 2T) is identical to

p(tpl ) and subsequent evolution is identical to evolution after a

single pulse.

We should also note that the phase shift is quite important

for efficient echoing. Suppose the second pulse were in phase with



i
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with the first pulse. The expression for the density matrix after

the second pulse is

(27)

The I 1 term isy,

(28)

and the I term is
y,2

(29)

51

If we assume that w1t p2

the second pulse

'IT
= 2 we get for the density matrix after the

(30)

We realize that there can be no echo since both terms commute with

I -I Thus, if the pulses are in phase the double quantum
x,3 y,3"

transition is pumped since I is a double quantum operator.z,2



2.4 Theory of the Orientational Dependence of the Quadrupolar

Splitting in Smectic Phase Liquid Crystals

Having introduced the liquid crystalline mesophases of interest

and having completed a study of q~adrupolar echo spectroscopy, we

are ready to develop a theory of the orientational dependence of

the quadrupolar splitting in smectic phases. Of course, such a

theory would apply equally to the chemical shift anisotropy or the

dipolar interaction, so we will keep the notation quite general.

2.4.1 Smectic A

As we mentioned in chapter 1, spin interaction Hamiltonians may

be written as scalar products ~f spherical tensors

52

(31)

where A is a tensor involving spin operators and T is a tensor

involving interaction parameters.

Suppose TP is the tensor in some principal Qxis system. We

now obtain T in a molecular-fixed coordinate system by the

expression

(32)

where QO = (aO,Bo'YO) are the Euler angles relating the principal

axis system of T to a molecular-fixed coordinate system (see figure

8) .

We now wish to transform T into a domain coordinate system in

which the z axis is parallel to ii, the director. ilowever, this
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XBL 757-6739

Figure 8. The molecular coordinate system of a liquid

crystal (Xm,Ym,Zm). The arrow parallel to the C-D

sigma bond axis indicates the z axis of the pas of the

quadrupolar tensor. Zm is parallel to the "long axis"

I of the molecule. Xm is normal to the plane of the

Schiff base linkage and Ym completes the right-handed

coordinate system.
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transformation must be averaged uver all molecular orientations

relative to U, since ordering is not perfect in a liquid crystalline

phase. Therefore, we obtain

r,

(33)

(34)

occuring between the molecular-fixed frame and the domain frame.

Now P(Ql) may be expanded in terms of generalizerl spherical harmonics,

(35 )

If we substitute equations 34 and 35 into equation 33, and carry

out the integration making use of the orthonormality property of

Wigner rot<:ltion matrices and the relation

(36)

we obtain the result:

(37)

The C~;~(~l)'s are called complex motional constants or order

parameters.

We will concern ourselves with second rank spherical tensors

so ~= 2. In general, we must have 25 motional constants since both

m and m' vary integrally from -2 to 2. However, the smectic A

phase is uniaxial and this requires that m = 0, since P must be



r
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independent of.yl. Therefore we.obtain

Td
ZO

= ~ (~ T P D(Z)(Q » C(Z) (Q )
m' q Zq qm' 0 -m'O 1

We conclude that in a uniaxial phase there are at most 5 order

(38)
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parameters. A further reduction in the number of·order parameters

may be achieved on the basis of molecular symmetry. If, for

example, the molecule is linear, or rotates rapidly about its

"long axis", P must be independent of a. Then m' = 0 and we get

(39)

If a smectic A or nematic liquid crystal is placed in a strong

magnetic field, the molecules will align so that the director

n is parallel to the magnetic field. Then after truncation the

Hamiltonian is

x = AZOTZOd = AZO(~ T P D(Z)(Q » C(Z)(Q )
q Zq qO 0 0,0 1

dwhere we have neglected the isotropic term AOOTOO •

If, however, the uniaxial liquid crystal is first aligned

(40)

, .,

r~

!

L"

l.,..,.,;

in a magnetic field and is then rotated through an angle Sz (see

figure 9) we obtain the expression

JC = L d (Z)
AZOTZO = AZOTZODOO (QZ) (41)

= AZO(~
T p D(Z) (Q » C(Z)W) D(Z) (Q )

'1 Zq qO 0 00 1 00 Z

where (QZ) = (0,8Z'0).
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Figure 9. Rotation of a smectic A liquid crystal.

Given the uniaxial symmetry of the smectic A phase and

assuming that the layer structure is preserved after

the rotation, the quadrupolar splitting should be

proportional to 3cos2e - 1 where e is the angle between

the z axis of the original laboratory frame (a) and the

final laboratory frame (b).

l _
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We now describe a multidomain model of the smectic C phase

in a strong magnetic field that will ~e used to simulate dmr

spectra. Similar models were first proposed independently by

Luz (41) and Wise (40), and later by Allison (59). TEe assumptions

upon which multidomain models are based are:

(i) The molecules align with their long axes parallel to the

magnetic field, but the smectic layers, rather than being

normal to the magnetic field, are tilted.

(ii) The azimuthal distribution of molecular domains about the

magnetic field direction is random (see iigure 10).

(iii) If the sample is rotated, the domain structure is maintained~

but molecules reorient in such a way as to minimize their

magnetic energ:' (-H. x. H) while maintaining their t~lt angle

. and orientation relative to one another. Since the subse-

quent angle between molecular long axes and the magnetic

field is not the same for all domains, there will result a

distribution of molecular or.ientations (see figure 11).

The maintenance of domain structure after sample rotation is supported·

by nmr (40,41) and esr (60) evidence while the reorientation of

molecules on a cone is supported by magnetic torque studies (61).

The model involves six coordinate systems and five transformations.

As in the last section, we will rotate from the principal axis

system to the laboratory-fixed coordinate system. As before, the

Hamiltonian is written as a scalar product of spherical tensor

operators
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Rotation of Smectic-C

domoi n I

Ho

domain 2

2

XBL 751-5494

Figure 10. Multidomain structure of a smectic C liquid

crys'tal. The domains are oriented on a cone about the

direction of HO• The angle between the layer normal

and the molecular long axis is the tilt angle.

Rotation of smectie C phase preserves the domain

structure, but molecular reorientation occurs wi thin

each domain in order to minimize magnetic energy while

preserving the tilt angle.
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Molecules reorient with
fixed tilt angle to minimize
magnetic energy

E.= _. H X H.
#'W #'W #'W

#'W

XBL 751-5493

Figure 11. Detail of molecular reorientation within a

domain after rotation of a smectic c phase. Assuming

preservation of the multidomain structure, molecules

within a given domain will assume a position on a cone

that minimizes the magnetic energy E = - H • X • H
-

while preserving the tilt angle.



with A and T defined as before. We wish to rotate T from its

principal axes system, through a molecular-fixed frame, into the

director frame. The expression for Td is identical to equation

7 of th0 preceding section:

60

r
I

(43)

We next rotate into the domain-fixed coordinate system or

the domain frame. The z axis is normal to the plane of the layer

while the y axis pointn radially away from the direction of axis

of radial symmetry of the domain, and the direction of x defines

a right-handed coordinate system

(44)

the position of the cone.

The next rotation is from the domain frame to the initial

laboratory frame of the unrotated aligned sample (see figure 12).

The expression is

(45 )

t.._:J
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l?'igu:re 12. Relationship between the domain coordinate

system and the initial and final laboratory frames.

The Z axis of the domain frame is parallel to the layer

normal, the y a~is lies within a plane of symmetry of

the cone and the x axis completes a right-handed

coordinate system. The domain frame (xd ' yd' zd) is.

related to the initial lab frame (xLi' YLi' zLi) by the

Euler angles (0, 63 , Y3) where 63 is the tilt angle and

Y3 specifies the domain. The initial lab frame is

related to the final lab frame (xLf ' YLf' zLf) by the

Euler angles (0, 64 , 0) where 64 is the sample

rotation. ZLf is parallel to HO•
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The final rotation is from the initial laboratory frame to

the fi~al laboratory frame. This frame has the magnetic field

direction as the z axis (see figure l:~). The expression is .

(46)

where (~4) = (0,S4'0) and S4 is the rotation angle. Again, we

are only interested in a second rank tensor so ~ = 2. Truncation

of the Hamiltonian leads us to consider only the T~ab component:ZO

(47)

Combining equation 47 with equation 42 we obtain the final

expression for the Hamiltonian:

(48)

In order for equation 48 to be of use to us in calculating

nmr spectra, we need to determine the number of order parameters

required by the symmetry of the smectic C phase. We also need to

determine the position of a molecule on a cone (yZ) as a function

of the tilt angle (S2)' the domain (Y3)' and the rotation angle (Y4).

In appendix I of this chapter We will rigorously derive the

number of order parameters required by the symmetry of the smectic C

phase. For our present purposes it is sufficient to make the

following simplification. Let us assume that liquid crystal

r
!

t .. ?'
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molecules are of low symmetry and so no simplification of the

order tensor is possible. We rewrite equation 49 as:

'J( = A
20

E (_)mQ (2) (~ ,~ )D(2) (~ )D(2) (~ )D(2) (~ ) (50)
mpr. mOl mp 2 pr 3 ro 4

where

63

(51)

The assumotionthat we wish to make is that the only term that

we will retain in equation 50 is Q62)·(Q0'~1)' This simplification,

which has been used in earlier studies (41, 47, 51), means that the

biaxial order parameters are much smaller than the uniaxial order

parameters and S0 the symmetry of the ordering may be approximated

as cylindrical. Biaxial order parameters have not.been extensively

studied, howe'Ter, Bos et. aL (45) report values better than an

order of magnitude smaller than the uniaxial ordering. Therefore,

we rewrite equation 50 as

(5Z)

It remains to determine the molecular orientation within a

given domain (yZ) as a function of the tilt angle (SZ)' domain (Y3)'

and rotation angle (S4)' It should be noted that reorientation

in a liquid crystal is a cooperative effect, since it is done to

minimize, the magnetic energy

E = -H·X·H

Therefore the reorientation as specified by YZ is a domain

(53)



reorientation, We emphasize that intermolecular orientations do

not change (i.e. a
Z

~ 0), since intermolecular interactions are

much greater than m.:tgnetic intera~tions, We determine YZ in i:erms

of 6
Z

'Y
3

' and 64 by writing the mag~etic energy in terms of

YZ' 6Z' Y3 , and 64

64 r'

r
I .,

(54)

and extremizing E w,;.th respect to YZ'

dE = 0
dYZ

Tile value of YZ that yields the extreme magnetic f~T.' given

62 , Y
3

, and 6
4

is obtained by solving equation 55 for YZ' E is

a minimum if for th~ given 6Z' YZ' Y
3

, and 64 ,

(56)

We begin by assuming that the z axis of the magnetic suscep-

tibility tensor is parallel to the z axis of the director frame,

We write an expression for the magnetic ener?s with X and HZ

in the spherical tensor form

(57)

It will be shown in appendix Z of this chapter that in the

director frame the magnetic energy is

~ -

\ .. J
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2 1 1 1
E = - IHI (= XOO + ~ X20 ~ I(X22 + X2- 2» -

13 16

(58)
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H is the first rank magnetic field tensor in the director
1 t n

frame. If we again approximate the symmetry as cylindrical then

we get

1 2 2(3(H10) - IHI )X2016
(59)

The only term dependent on Y2 is H
10

. Therefore

For an extremum the condition is

dE
dY2

dH10= 0 or ---- = 0
dY2

(61)

~ -

Now H10 is related to H in the laboratory frame (Hi;b) by the

transformation

(62)



In appendix 2 it will also be shown that: equation 62 leads to

(63)

Equating equation 63 to zero and solving for Y2 yields after

some algebra (see appendix 2)

66
r >

Therefore, assuming approximately cylindrical symmetry in the

(64)

director frame, the dmr spectrum for a given domain, tilt angle,

and sample rotation may be obtained from equation 52 and the

condition given by equation 64. The value Q62)(~O'~1) may be

obtained ~y normalizing to the dmr spectrum at zero rotation.

2.5 Experimental Results and Discussion

2.5.1 "nom" Liquid Crystals

The liquid crystals that we c~ose to study were selected from

a series called benzylidineaniJines (figure 13). These compounds

are of interest since they are known to possess several mesomorphic

phases at reasonably low temperatures. The members of the series

chosen were

N-(p-pentoxybenzy1idine)-p-n-heptyani1ine (507)

N-(p-hepty1oxybenzy1idine)-p-n-penty1ani1ine (705).

Each compound is known to possess 5 mesomorphic phases. The

transition energies, entropies, and temperatures have been reported

in the literature using differential scanning ca1orimet~y, and

some of the ranges for the various phases are given in table 1.

, ~
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2.5.2 Chemical Synthesis

Each liquid crystal was deuterated at the methine position.

The synthesis was accomplished in three steps. We will describe

the synthesis of monodeuterated 705. The synthesis of 507 is

analogous.
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In a 500 ml flask, under nitr~gen, 1.17 gm (28 mmoles) of

lithium aluminum deuteride were added to 100 m1 of dry ether.

4-heptyloxybenzoic acid in 150 m1 dry ether was added dropwise

with stirring. The mixture was refluxed for 2 hours. The reaction

was quenched with dilute sulphuric acid and worked up in a

standard manner. The deuterated alcoho: was recrystallized in

aqueous ethanol. The melti:lg poin't was 45-46oC. The literature

value is 48
0

C (63).

In a 300 m1 flask, 2.80 gm (12.5 mmole) of 4-heptYla~JbenzYl-d2

alcohol were mixed with 65 m1 of pyridine. 5.54 gm (12.5mmole)

of lead tetraacetate were added and the mixture was stirred over-

night. Most of the pyridine was removed by rotary evaporation.

The residue \vas stirred with 150 m1 of ~ther and filtered, and the

the mixture was distilled after removal of the ether by a bulb-to

bulb apparatus at approximately .1 mm from l15 0 -120oC. The yield

was 2.01 gm (-76%).

t -_
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1.00 gm (4.S mmole) of 4-heptyloxybenzaldehyde-d
l

and. 74 gm

(4.S mmole) of 4-pentylaniline (Kodak) were refluxed in 10 m1

of absolute ethanol overnight and recrystallized in 9S% ethanol.

The yield was 1.00 gm (-60%). ~1easured transition temperatures

are compared to literature values in table 1. A mass spectrum

indicated 98% deuteration.

Table 2.1 Mesomorphic Transition Temperatures : 70S

54-53 53-52 52-51 5 -N N-I1

Liter:lture 58.0 64.4 68.3 79.6 83.2

Found 57.2 63.0 67.6 78.9 82.5

2.S.3 Experimental Methods

A~proximately .7 gm of the liquid crystal were sealed under

vacuum in pyrex tubes (00 = 8 mn) after three or four freeze-pump-

thaw cycles. The pyrex tubes were cut to a length of about

12 Dun.

The nmr probe was of the type shown in figure 14. The probe

was of a double coil arrangement where the deuterium coil was of

a solenoidal type and the proton decoupling coil was of the

Helmholtz type, Tuning was performed with a high power series

capacitor and matching to SO ohms was done with low power

capacitors to ground.

5ample orientation was controlled by a goniometer which

consisted of a vertical shift passing through the base and
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Shield a_---.
capacitors

Goniometer

r--:-~-4--Ai shield

Support tube
vacuum jacket

......... Mounting plate
~....Aoo:I~

Goniometer adjust
Shield adjust

~::;;::::::I~-N2 in

Vacuum valve

Capacitor adjust

BNC connectors

XBL738-3691

Figure 14. A schematic of the nmr probe used in the

study of two nom liquid crystals. Sample rotation was

effected by turning a goniometer which rotated a worm

screw through a miter gear set. The screw in turn

rotated a worm wheel to which was attached the liquid

crystal sample.
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attached to a worm gear. The worm gear is rotated by two gears

which turn the gear wheel mounting the sample. Rotation was

oprecise to about 1 .

Temperatu~e was controlled to within .1oC by a two stage

heating system. Dry nitrogen .was preheated and sent through an

evacuated stainless steel transfer line. At the top of the

transfer tube was a second auxiliary heater. Temperature was

monitored by a copper-constantan thermocouple mounted near the

sample, and the entire probe head was enclosed by a glass dewar.

The thermocouple voltage was amplified and sent to a comparator

amplifier which output a voltage proportional to the difference

bet~"een the thermocouple voltage and a reference voltage.

D~ spectra were obtained on a homebuilt spectrometer which

hilS been deacri.bed in detail elsewhere (57,65). The magnet·wa,s

a 24 kG3uss superconducting system. The deuterium frequency

was 16.33 Mhz and the proton frequency was 106 Mhz. The

procedure for obtaining spectra was as follows. A liquid crystal

sample was aligned in the magnetic field by being heated to its

isotropic phase and then being very slowly cooled to the nematic

phase ~~here it was allowed to equilibrate for about 1 hour. The

sample was chen slowly cooled to the desired temperature, allowed

to equilibrate for about another hour, and then rotated to the

desired angle. Free induction decays were obtained using the

quadrupolar echo pulse sequence described in section 2,3 with

high power proton decoupling. The decay signals were digitized

at a rate of 200 khz, and approximately 200 shots were averaged

together to increase the signal to noise ratio. The 1024 point

TIl.
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FID was then Fourier transformed by a PDP 8E minicomputer and

plotted.

2.5.4 Phase Transitions

The separation between quadrupolar satellites was observed

versus temperature for both 507 and 705. The results are shown in

figures 15 and 16. In both phase .diagrams the transition temperatures

. 0
are lower than measured by thermal microscopy by 1-2 e. This is not

surprising since the thermocouple was separated from the sample by

about 1 cm. He will make a few comments on the five phase transitions

observed.

&) Isotro?ic-Nematic (I-N) Transition

For 507, the I-N transition occurred at about 74.Soe and for

705 occurred at about 80.g0 e. The coexistence of two phases at

the transition, indicated by an isotropic line at zero frequency,

supcrim?oced on a quadrupolar spectrum, established the transition

as first order, an observation predicted by various mean field

theories (66,67).

b) Nematic-51 (N-5l ) Transition

Texture studies (62) have established the 51 as a smectic A

phase. The first order phase transition occurred at about 63.6°e

in 507 and 77.5
0

e in 705.

c) 5mectic A-52 Transition

Texture studies (62) indicate that the 52 phase is smectic e.

We observed no discontinuity in the quadrupolar splitting between

the smectic A and the smectic e phase. Discontinuities in the

oslope o·f W
Q

versus temperature were observed at 53 e for 507 and
~ -

t _

l
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XBL 7811·9874

The quadrupolar splitting
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L

temperature for 507. The discontinuities in 2wQ at

about 76°e, 6loe, Sloe, and 37°e are first order phase

transitions between the various mesomorphic phases.

The discontinuity in the slope at about 53°e is the

second order phase transition between the smectic A and

the smectic·e phases.
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Figure 16. Same as Figure 15 except for the nom liquid

crystal 705.



and 66.7oe for 705. The lack of discontinuity in the quadrupolar

splitting indicates either a very small first order transition or

a second order transition. A second order smectic A - smectic e

(SA - Se) phase transition is predicted by a deGenne-Landau

theory (68) and several mean field theories (68,69,70,71,72). We

will study the.nature of this phase transition in some detail in a

later section.

d) Smectic e-s
3

This large first order transition occurred at Sloe for 507

75
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and 63 e for 705. In a later section we will show that the S3

phase is an untilted smectic phase, establishing it as smectic B
A

•

The order of the transition is predicted by a mean field theory (70).

e) Smectic B
A

-S4

In a later section we will show that the S4 phase is a tilted

smectic phase, which we identify as smectic Be' At the time that

this work was done, a study of the smectic BA-Be transition had not

been reported in the literature. A texture study (62) did not

establish the phase as tilted, but an x-ray diffraction study later

appeared that supported our finding that S4 is a Be phase (74).

From figures 18 and 19, we observe that the BA-B
e

transition is first

o 0order and appears at 32 e for 507 and at about 56 e for 705. The

first order character of this transition is also supported by

differential scanning calorimetry studies (62,74) and magnetic

anisotropy studies (75).

The above observation is interesting for the following reasons.



The nature of the molecul~r interactions that stabilize the various

mesomorphic phases has been of great interest to theoreticians and

experimentalists. It is known that the high temperature uniaxial

phases (nematic and smectic A) are stabilized by van der Waals

interactions, but the nature of the interactions in the tilted,

biaxial phases is less clear.
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McMillian (69) has proposed a mean field theory for the smectic A

to smectic e transition that assumes that molecules are free to

rotate about their long axes in the smectic A phase. However, once

smectic A order is established, there occurs a rotational fLeeze-out.

The theory then states that once rotational motion begins to freeze

out, the molecules will tilt relative to the smectic planes in order

to minimize the energy of interaction of the "outboard" electric

dipole moments (see figure 17). The model was specifically applied

to TBBA, which ~las two antipat"allel dipoles associated with the

azoxy moieties. Later, the theory was extended to include the

smectic B phases (70).

The latter theory yields three order parameters:

a) a translational order parameter a

b) a tilt order parameter S

c) a cross term y, which correlates the two types of order.

The various smectic phases are described as follows:

a) smectic A a=S=y=O

b) smectic BA B=y=O, af:O

c) smectic Be af:O, MO, yf:O

d) smectic e a=y=O. MO

r -
f
I

l J
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XBL 751-5436

Figure 17 .. Detail of McMillian's model for smectic C

phase formation in TBBA. After the establishment of

smectic A order, molecules tilt in the layer in order

to minimize the energy of interaction between the

outboard electric dipolar moments. This model assumes

a rotational "freeze-out" in the smectic C phase.



The orders of the various phase transitions are unambiguously

defined as

b) SC-SBA first order

c) SC-SBC first order

d) SBA-SBC second order

Experimental studies of the smectic BC phase in TBBA have not

agreed as to the validity of McMillian's theory. Interpretations

of x-ray diffraction data t~nd to support the idea of rotational

freeze-out in the smectic B
C

(32), while nmr data (42) and quasi

elastic neutron scattering studies (76,77) have indicated that

molecular rotation is not "frozen out". It should be'noted that

TBBA has an SA-SC transition ~rhich appears to be second order,and

an SC-SBC transition which is first order, facts which agree with

McMillian's theory. TBBA does not possess a smectic B
A

phase.

Our studies indIcate that McMillian's theory is inadequate

in that it incorrectly assigns to the SBA-SBC transition, second

order character. Our data clearly indicate that the transition

is first order. There have appeared in the literature mean field

theories that do not postulate a rotational freeze-out in the

smectic C, and in particular, a theory due to Carib (73) develops

a smectic C potential based upon the interaction of the axial com-

ponents of the outboard dipoles. Therefore the molecules are free

to rotate about their long axes in the smectic C phase. Carib

concludes that the SA-SC transition may be f~rst or second order

depending upon the parameters of the theory. It would be interesting

to see this theory extended to include translational ordering, but

78
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this has not appeared in the literature to out knowledge.

2.5.5 DMR Spectra of Rotated Smectic Samples

a) Smectic A

DMR spectra were obtained of the aligned smectic A phases of

°the 507 and 705 for sample rotations varying between 0 and 90 .

Figure 18 shows a typical series of spectra taken of 507 at 55.Zoe

for rotations between 0° and 90°. (Half of the ?pectrum is shown).

In figure 19 is shown a plot of the quadrupolar splitting (VQ) VS.

rotation angle. The solid line is 3cos2e-l, the functional dependence

predicted by the model. The qualitative features of the spectra are

easily explained by the model. As the sample is rotated from 0°,

the lin~s broaden due to imperefct alignment of the molecular long

axes. At small rotation angles «24°) the lines are asymmetric

since 3cos2e-l is quite nonlinear for those angles. For angles

o °between 30 and 80 , the lines are broad and symmetric since

3cos
2
e-l is almost linear and of maximum slope. °At 54 the quad-

rupolar spliting is zero sinc~ the molecules are rotating rapidly

r .

at the "magic angle".

but more asymnletric.

original value.

b) Smectic e

o 0From 80 to 90 the lines become narrower

At 900
, the quadrupolar splitting is ~ of its

2

.DMR spectra were also obtained of the aligned smectic G phases

of 507 and 705 for sample rotations varying between 0° and 90°.

Figures 21, 22, and 23 show smectic e spectra for small sample

rotations at 52.8oe, 52.2oe, and 5l.70 e. The behavior of smectic e

behavior differs markedly from smectic A behavior shown in figure 20.
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Figure 18. Behavior of the smectic A phase of 507 with

sample rotation. Each spectrum was taken for a

different sample rotation. The higher frequency half

(>wo) of the spectrum is shown. Note the asymmetry of

the lineshape for small sample rotation. At about 54 0

the quadrupolar splitting has vanished and at 90 0 the

splitting is one half ot is unrotated value.
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sample rotation for 507. The experimental data are in

excellent agreement with the expected functional

dependence on 3cos
2e -1 where 8 is the sample rotation.
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Figure 19. A plot of the quadrupolar splitting vs.
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We will now attempt to explain the qualitative features of these

smectic C spectra based on the model.

From figures Zl, 22 and 23 it is seen that at small sample

rotations the lines become highly asymnetric with an "edge" at

the initial vQ and a "tail" at lower values of vQ. As the sample

is rotated through larger angles, the signal intensity at the

initial v
Q

decreases to zero. It is also notcied that at lower

temperatures, the signal persists at the initial v
Q

through larger

rotation angles. Figure 24 shows a rotation series for angles

a to 90 takeu at 53°C. It is noted that at 90
0

the line is borade~ed

and virtually no signal is at oue half the initial v
Q

.

Th~ smectic C model described in 2.4.Z exp12ins the qualitative

features of these spectra. If the rotation angle (S4) is less than

twice the sme~tic tilt angle (S2)' then in some domain or domains

(sepdfied by y 3) the moleC'lles will be able to assume a position

on'the cone (specified by Y2) that will allow them to be parallel

to the magnetic. field. Tile spins of those molecules will resonate

at the initial v
Q

• But molecules in other domains will assume a

variety of orientations and so a polycrystalline pattern will result.

Once the sample rotation exc~eds twice the tilt angle, the signal

at the initial v
Q

will decrease to 7.ero. Therefore, the persistence

of signal intensity at the initial v
Q

for larger ~ample rotations

at lower temperatures implies a temperature-dependent tilt angle,

which increases as the temperature is lowered. We also note that

for a given domain, when the angle between the axis of the cone and

the magnetic field a~proaches 900
, the molecules jump from Y2 to YZ-rr.
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Figure 20. DMR spectra of 507 in itssmectic A phase

at 57°C for various small rotation angles. Note the

slight asymmetry in lineshape due to the

dependenc~.

23cos 8-1
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Figure 21. DMR spectra of 507 in its smectic ~ phase

at 52.SoC for small rotation angles. Note the

persistence of intensity at the initial w
Q

due to the

reorientation of molecules in some domains such that

their long axes are parallel to the magnetic field.
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Figure 22.

larger rotation angles.

Same as Figure 21, only taken at
" 5 2 • 2oc •

Note the persistence of ~ntens~ty at the init·
~al

I.i.lQ at
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Figure 23. Same as Figures 21 and 22, only taken at

5l.7°e. Intensity persists at the initial wQ for

sample rotations of up to 18° indicating that molecules

in some domains can realign with their long axes

parallel to the magnetic field. The trend in Figures

21-23 may be attributed to an increase in tilt angle as

the temperature is lowered.
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Therefore at large rotation angles, the lines are broad and at

a sample rotation of 900
, no signal is expected at one half the

initial v
Q

•

In figure 25 is shown a series of theoretical spectra generated

by the program SMEC10 (see appendix 2.3) which uses the theory

given in section 2.4.2 for smectic C phases. Specifically, the

program uses equation 52 to calculate vQ for a domain, given a tilt

angle (62) and rotation angle (64). Four hundred domain angles

(Y2) were used and the molecular orientation angle (Y2) was calcu

lated for each domain using equation 64. Figure 25 is in good

agreement with the experimental data of figure 24.

In figures 26 and 27 we plot v
Q

at the half height of the high

frequency edge of the po1ycrysta11ine pattern as a function of

rotation angle for various temperatures for 507 and 705. Figure

28 is a theoretical plot assuming different tilt angles. The tilt

angle is clearly temperature dependent in both compounds with a

maximum at about 9-100
• This result contradicts the conclusions

of an x-ray study of 705 by de Jeu and de Poorter in which it is

stated that the tilt angle in the smectic C phase of 705 is 180

and independent of temperature (27).

c) Smectic B Phases

DMR spectra were obtained of aligned sample of 507 and 705

in the two smectic phases below the smectic C phase. Spectra of

o 0rotated samples of the S3 phase lying within the range 32 C-51 C

for 507, and 56
0

C to 63
0

C for 705 showed the same qualitative

features as rotated smectic A samples. The unrotated spectra of

87
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Figure 24. A complete rotation of 507 in its smectic C

phase for rotation angles up to 90 0
•
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Figure 25. A series of. spectra calculated with the

program Smec 10 assuming a multidomain structure,

molecular reorientation, and a tilt angle of 7°.

Agreement with the experimental data in Figure 24 is

quite goo¢i.
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Figure 26. A plot of the frequency of the outer edge

of the high frequency quadrupolar satellite at half

maximum vs. rotation angle for 507. Data for several

temperatures within the smectic C phase are shown.
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Figure 27. Same as Figure 26, only for the nom liquid

crystal 705.
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Figure 28. Computer generated plot produced by the

program SMEC 10 showing the frequency of the outer edge

of the .high frequency quadrupolar satellite at half

maximum vs. rotation angle for various tilt angles.

The data in Figures 26 and 27 indicate a temperature

dependent tilt angle reaching a maximum of 9 0 at the

smectic C-BA phase transition.
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of 507 and 705 showed greater broadening in the 53 phase than

in the smectic A, indicating less uniform alignemnt in the

samples are broadened asymmetrically at small angles and almost

symmetrically at angles approaching 540
• At 540

, the spectrum

r
I

r
i

former than in the latter phase. However, spectra of rotated S
3

o
is a single broadened line.centered at resonance, and at 90 the

satellites are narrowed and the splitting is f the unrotated value.

Figure 29 shows a plot of v
Q

VS. rotation angle plotted against

1
the function Z(3cos8-l) for 53' v

Q
is measured from resonance

to the peak of the satellite and 8 is the rotation angle. These

observations indicate that 53 is an untilted uniaxial phase in

which the molecules are either rotating rapidly around their long

axes, or the orientational distribution around the molecular long

axes is three-fold or higher.

Figure 30 shows a series of spectra of aligned samples of 507

in the 54 phases for various rotation angles between 00 and 90°.

For small rotation angles, the spectra display features typical

of the spectra of a tilted smectic phase. For small rotation

angles ( ISo) the satellites broaden asymmetrically with an edge

persisting at the initial v
Q

' At large rotation angles the

satellites are asymmetrically broadened although agreement with

theory is less perfect. The line at 900 is broadened with intensity

persisting at one half the initial v
Q

• No simple model based on

realignment into absolute" or local minima has succeeded in s"imulating

o
the 90 spectrum. Although realignment into local minima (see

appendix 2.2) can explain the persistence of intensity at one half
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Figure 29. A plot of wQ vs. rotation angle for 507 in

its smectic BA phase at 46°C. The data follows the

expected dependence on the rotation angle, 3cos2 a-l.
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Figure 30. DMR spectra of 5

for various rotation angles.

in its smectic Be phase



the initial v
Q

' the satellites should be slightly broader than

for the case of realignment to an absolute minimum since the

distribution of alignment angles Y2 is larger in the former case

than in the latter case. However, the 900 satellite appears

narrower than expected.

Except for'the 900 spectrum, in which the satellites are

narrower than expected, the spectra of rotated S4 samples indicate

that the phase is a tilted smectic, and are in fact similar to the

spectra obtained by Luz (42) for the smectic Be phase of TBBA.
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Appendix 2.1 Ordering in the Smectic C Phase
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In this appendix we will derive the number of unique order para-

meters required by the symmetry of the smectic C phase. The

assumptions that we will use are:

(i) Molecules are of very low symmetry and so no reduction in

the number of order parameters is possible via molecular

symmetry arguments.

(ii) To a good approximation the orde~ing distribution is

symmetric about the molecular frame.

(iii) Molecules are "invertible" within the smectic layer.

(iv) The degree of uniaxial ordering is high. That is, angular

excursions from the director are small.

We define order parameter "as a motiona11y averaged element of

a Wigner rotation matrix:

(1)

Such a transformation is required since the molecular frame is

not fixed relative to the director frame.

Linear combinations of these complex order parameters form

purely real order parameters that express some geometric mode

of ordering. A simple example is

<n(2) (D» =
00

1 2
<I(3cos S - 1) > (2)

k 
k
ft -

Bis the angle between the molecular z axis and the z axis of the
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director frame. It measures the degree to which the molecular

z axis aligns parallel to the director. We note that the function

is maximum if B= 0.

In general the number of order parameters <D(2)(Q» depends upon
ron

the symmetry of the molecule and the symmetry of the phase. For

example, if the molecular ~ axis were an axis of three fold symmetry

or higher, only order parameters of the form <D6~)(Q» would be

nonzero. On the other hand, if the phase were uniaxial, that is,

if the director frame w~re to have cylindrical symmetry, then only

order parameters of the form D~~)(Q) would be nonzero. Therefore,

to describe a molecule of any symmetry in a uniaxial phase, one

re~uires five o~der parameters. If no symmetry were to exist in the

phase, then· the number of order parameters would be 25.

Assum?tion (i) states that we will not, in general,be able to

reduce the number of order paTnmeters based on the presence of

molecular planes. of symmetry, n-fold axes, inversion centers etc.

Assumption (ii) states that the distribution of molecular

orientations to the director frame is symmetric, that

f '

I
f '
I
!

PC-a, -13 ,y) = P(a,S,Y)

Let us conside·r first the a rotation:

P(-a,O,O) = P(a,O,O)

Substituting equation 1 into equation 3 we get

(3)

(4)

E
mn

Ec D (-a,O,O)
mn mn

(5 )



f '

1

We substitute the identity

in equation 5 to get

Equating coefficients on the left and right hand sides of

equation 7 we get

The second condition is that

P(0,6,0) = P(0,-6,0)

We substitute equation 1 into equation 9 to get

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)
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or

= ~ C D(2)(0 -6 0)
mnmn ' , (lOa)

If we substitute the identity

into equation 10 we get

If we now equate the left and right hand sides of equation 12

the result is:

(lOb)

(11)

(12)



(13)
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Equation 13 is valid only if m-n is zero or an even integer.

Assumption (iii) implies that

r
I

P(a,B,O) = P(-a,B+TI,O)

If we again substitute equation 1 into equation 14 we get

(14)

=
-iyn

e (15)

We now substitute the identity

into equation 15 to obtain

which implies the final condition

(16)

(17)

(18)

Equations 8, 13, and 18 indicate that there are four unique

order parameters:

<D(2)G1»
00

<0(2)($1» <0(2) ($1» _<D(2) (Q» _<D(2) ($1»
,]

= = =11 -1-1 -11 1-1

(2( <D(2) ($1»<D
20

$1» = -20

<D(2) ($1» = <D(2) ($1» = <D(2) ($1» = <D(2) ($1»
22 -2,-2 2,-2 -2,2
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In the limit that the ordering is very high, <D(2)(Q»
20

will be small. The meaning of our approximation in section 2.4.2

(2)
is also clear. By retaining only the term QO (QO,Q1)' we are

(2)
discarding the biaxial order parameters <D11 (Q1» and

(2)
<D22 (Q1»
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Appendix 2.2 Calculation of the }mgnetic Energy
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r~

{ .

In this appendi~ we will derive an expression for the magnetic

energy

E = -H"X"H

in terms of the parameters of the model; the tilt angle (S2)' the

position of the molecules of a domain on the cone (Y2)' the domain

(Y3), and the rotation angle (S4).

X is the magnetic susceptibility tensor of a given domain. When

the sample is rotated, the magnetic field exerts a torque on the

molecules of a given domain, and these molecules then reorient in

order to minimize the magnetic energy, keeping the tilt angle and

relative orientations constant. By minimizing equation 1, we obtain

an expression for Y2 , in terms of 82 , Y2 , and 84 .

We begin by expressing equation 1 in spherical tensor form,

in the director frame:

{ ,

I

r
I

I

(2)

Expanding equation 2 we obtain

2 2
+ (H )22X2-2 + (H )2-2X22 (3)

Equation 3 could be simplified by symmetry arguments. For example,

we can write the transformation of X from the molecular frame into

the director frame:



( ,
!

(4)
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Now if the principal axis system of X coincides with the

molecular frame, then

XiI = xi-l = 0

Our assumption, though, will again be to approximate the

(5 )

symmetry of the director frame as cylindrical. Therefore equation

3 becomes:

(6)

Equation 6 may be rewritten as

(7)

1: _

where we have used the expression

(8)

write 2 in terms of products of first rank tensors.to (H )20

Now HIO is a component of the first rank 11lflgnetic field tensor

in the director frame. We can writ.e the relation between H
IO

in

the director frame and the magnetic field tensor in the lab frame

as



Equation 9 can be rewritten as

i(my +oy )
H

IO
= L Hlabd(l)(_B )d(l)(-B )d(l)(-B)e 3 2 . (10)

mn 10 Om 4 mn 2 nO 2

dE
To minimize E with respect to Y2 we must calculate a- and

Y2
set it to zero. The dependence of E on Y2 is through HIO in the

director frame. Therefore we differentiate both sides of equation

7 to obtain

104
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dE
- dY

Z

or simply

(lla)

From equation 10,

(lIb)

(12)

We now expand the right hand side of equation 12 and set it to

zero:

+



-i(y +y )
d(l)(-S )d(l) (-s )d(I)(-S)e 2 3

0-1 4 -1-1 2 -10 2 .

-iy
d(l)(-S )d(l)(-S)d (-S)e 2

00 4 0-1 2 -10 2r~

I -i(y -y )2 3 0dOl (-S4)d1_1 (-S2)d_1o (-S2)e =

We now substitute the definitions

d(I)(S) d (1) (S) 1= = Z(l+cosS)11 -1-1

d (1) (S) d(I)(S) 1= = -(I-cosS)
1-1 -11 2

d(l)(S) d(I)(S) -d(l)(S) -d(I)(S) 1 . S= = = = - S1.n
01 10 -10 0-1 12

d (1) (S) = cosS
00

(13)

(14a)

(14b)

(14c)

(14d)
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into equation 13 and after.some algebra we obtain

(15)

Solving for Y2 we obtain

~n general, there are two solutions: Y2 and y2+rr

(16)

For a given

set of parameters (S2,Y3 ,64), the minimum energy E is given by the

maximum H10 . Thus it is necessary to calculate a value for HlO (Y2)'

assuming a reorientation angle Y2 and a second value H
10

(y2+rr),

assuming a reorientation angle y2+rr.



In the preceding discussion, we have assumed that after a

rotation, the sample will always reorient into an absolute minimum,

given by one of the solutions of equation 15. Another possibility

IT
is that whenever the sample is rotated through an angle S4+ Sz > 2 '

reorientation will occur into a local minimum, which is designated

by the sign of'the initial torque. This, of course, assumes that

no reorientation occurs during the rotation, which is a good

assumption for a very viscous sample. Now the expression for the

magnetic torque is, as given before

E = -ZH aH (16)
ayz

where H is in the director frame. Our expressions for Hand

aH ~n the d' f-- • ~rector rame are
ayZ
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F,

and so

(17)

Now we define our initial position

aHo
Therefore, we obtain for HO and

ayZ

o
on the cone as yz = 'IT •

(18)

(19)

l .".
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I

and the initial torque is given by

(20)

If we define the tilt angle to be within the range - I <S2< I
then sinS

2
is always positive. 'In addition, if the rotation angle

'IT
angle is less than 2' then sinS

4
cosS4 is always positive. In that

case, the sign of the initial torque is determined by the domain

107

position Y3'
m

Therefore, suppose that the Y2 , corresponding to the

absolute minimum, is obtained by solving equation 15. The Y
2

corresponding to the local minimum,
m'

is determined by the signY2
,

conditions, when m is defined in the
'IT m < 'IT

Y2
range - - < -

2 Y2 2

dE > 0
dY2

dE
0dY2

dE
< 0

dY

m' m
Y2 = Y2 + 'IT

m' m
Y2 = Y2

j

L

We assume also that the initial Y
2

is 'IT, i.e.



Appendix 2.3 Spectral Simulation Programs
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F
F

PROGRAM SMEC10 JULY 30,1977 H.T.EDZES
THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES A STICK SPECTRUM FOR
GlUADRUPOLAR SPL I TT INGS OF [)EUTER I LIM I N ROTATED
SMECTIC PHASES.
THE AVERAGED OUADRUPOLAR INTERACTION CONSTANTS ARE
L1SED: ORDER PARAMETERS ARE NOT EXPLICITELY USED.
THE AVERAGED QUADRUPOLAR SPLITTING IS NORMALIZED
TO 1.
STICK SPECTRA ARE CALCULATED FOR THE FOLLOWING CASES*
1. NO ROTATION OF THE DIRECTOR ALLOWED
2. 'ROTATION OF DIRECTOR FREE ON CONE;

AE:::;OLUTE MINIMUM MAGNETIC ENERGY IS REACHED
SAME. BUT POSSIBLE ROTATION TO LOCAL

MINIMUM IS ALLOWED.
CALCULATED DATA ARE DISPLAYED VIA THE PROGRAM SPEC
AND ARE STORED IN SCRATCH FILE CD 1.

DIMENSION QQ(3.3),NSTICK(0:255),NNSTICK(512)
DIMENSION RAL(3,3),RRH(3,3),RPH(3,3),RTH(3,3)

DATA FILE FOR DATA DISPOSITION MUST BE OPENED.
CALL OPEN(1,IIDPOF:RESERVED:SCRATCH II ,3,IERR)
IF (IERR.EQ.1) GOTO 10
TYPE IIERROR CODE OPEN = ". IERR
130TO 9';"/0

ASK FOR INPUT DATA
ACCEPT "TILT ANGLE THETA = ",TH1
ACCEPT "NUI'1BER OF DOMA I N ANGL.ES ALPHA PER G'JUADRANT = ". NAL
f'ICCEPT II ROTATION ANGLE RHO BETWEEN 0-90 = ", RH1
ACCEPT "AVERAGED QUADRUPOL. AR ASYMMETRY FACTOR = ". G'JA
t~CCEPT IIMAXIMUM SPLITTING IN STICI< SPECTRUM NSF' SMALI..ER 256 = ",N:::;P
ACCEPT IITYPE 1 IF NO ROTATION ON THE CONE IS ALLOWED
2 IF ABSOLUTE MINIMUM IN ENERGY IS REACHED. 3 IF RELATIVE
MIN II'lUM IS F:EACHED". NOPT
TYPE IIBEGIN OF CALCIULATION"

CALCUL.ATE PI. THETA, AND STEPS DRH FOR RHO AND DAL. FOR AL.PHA
PI=4.0;a:ATAN(I.0)
DAL=PI/(NAL+NAL)
RH=2.0*PI*RHl/360.0
TH=2.0*PI*TH1/360.0
TYPE IITH,DAL.DRH CALCULATED"
FILL AVERAGED QUADRUPOLAR TENSOR; NORMAL.IZED TO QQ(3,3)=1(3,3)=1.0
CIGl (3 • :;: )=1• 0
CJQ (2.;2 )=-0. 5-I~JA
GIGI ( 1 , 1 )=-. 5+QA
OG~ ( 1.. 2 ) =0. 0
OQ(1,3)=0.0
'~JI] (2 • 3 )=0. (I
("l(1 ( 3, 2 )=0 • (l

CH~ (2,1 )=0. (I

I~ICI <:3, 1 )=0 •0
FILL NONCHANGING ELEMENTS OF RAL AND RPH
RAL(3,3)=1.0
RAL. ( 1 • ~: )=0. 0
RAL (:;!, 3 )=0. (I

F:AL (3.:2 )=(l. 0
RAL(3,1)=(l.O
RF'H (::;: . :::: )=1• (l

RPH(1,3)=0.O
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c

c:

:~:oo

c:

c

c
c

501

502

503

504

RPH(2.3)=O.Q
RPH (:3.2 )=0. (l

RPH(3,1)=(l.Q
CALCULATE SIN AND COS (THETA), AND ROTATION MATRIX RTH

CTH=CO~;( TH)
STH=SIN(TH)
RTH ( 1, 1 )=CTH
RTH(3,3)=CTH
RTH(2,2)=1.(>
RTH(1,2)=(l.(l
RTH(2.1)=O.O
RTH (2,::;: )=(l. 0
RTH(3,2)=O.O
RTH (1,3 )=-STH
RTH(3,1)=STH
CRH=COS(RH)
:3RH=SIN (RH)
RRH(l.l)=CRH
RRH(2,2)=1.0
RRH(3,3)=CRH
RRH(1.2)=0.O
RRH(2,1)=0.O
RRH (2, ::;: )=0 •0
RRH(3.2)=0.O
RRH (1,:3 )=-::;:RH
RRH(3,1)=SRH
TYPE"CRH,SRH.RRH CALCULATED-

ZERO NST I (:1<
DO ~:OO 1=0, 255
N~;T ICK ( I )=0
CONTINUE

CALCULATE PRODUCTS INVOLVING RHO AND THETA
S2C=STH*STH*CRH
SCS=STH*CTH*SRH
SS=STH*SRH
TYPE "BEGIN LOOP 80(1"

LOOP 800 TO CALCULATE F(IR DIFFERENT DOMA I N ANGLES ALF'HA
DO 800 NA=l.NAL
AL=(NA-(l.S)*-DAL
CAL=COS(AL)
SAL=SIN(AL)
SCSC=SCS*CAL

TYPE"600 NA= ".NA
CALCULATE SPLITTING FOR FOUR QUADRANTS IN ALPHA

ClAUDRANT N (IETERM I NES S ION OF SIN (AL )AND COS (ALPHA), NSA 8~ NCA
DO 600 N=1,4
GOTO (501.502.S03,504),N
NSA=l
NCl"l==l
CiOn) 510
NSA=l
NCA=-l
GOTO sio
N~:A=-l

NCA=-l
GOTO 510
N::;A=-l
NCA=l

r, -

I ,

{'
I
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581

5::~::::.

5'::'(1
600
:=:00
C
C

PHM=ATAN(-SSS/SOM)
CPM=COS(PHM)
SPM=SIN(PHM)
Hl=CRH-(l.(I+CPM)*SOM+SPM*SSS*NSA
H2=CRH-(1.0-CPM)*SOM-SPM*SSS*NSA
PMA::::PHM
IF (ABS(Hl).GT.ABS(H2» GOTO 550
PMA=F'HM+PI
CONTINUE
PMO=PI
STORI)=NS;A*PHM
PML=PHM
IF (STORQ.LT.O.O) GOTO 561
F'ML=PHM+PI
CONTINUE
WE NOW HAVE CALCULATED FOR ALPHA THE RELEVANT VALUES PHI
THAT GIVE MINIMUM ENERGY

'RAL (1. 1 )=CAL*NCA
RAL(2.2)=RAL(1.1)
RAL(1.2)=SAL*NSA
RAL(2.1)=-RAL(1.2)
GOTO (581.582.583>.NOPT
CALL ~::F'L IT «(11;1. F'MO. RF'H. RTH, RAL, RRH. NST I C~~. NSP)
GOTO 5';:'0
CALL SF'LIT(QQ,F'MA.RF'H,RTH.RAL,RRH.NSTICK,NSP)
GOTO 590
CALI... SPL IT (I~Q. F'ML, RPH, RTH. RAL, RRH, NST ICK. NSF' )
CCINTINUE

.CONTINUE
CONTINUE

CALCULATE THE PROPER ELEMENTS OF NSTICK
FCIR DISPLAY WITH SPEC PROGRAM

III

- f
!

DO E:50 N=(I. 255
NNSTIC~~(N+N+1 )=NSTICK (N)

850 CONTINUE
CALL WRBLK(1.0.NNSTICK.4,IERR)
IF (IERR.EQ.l) GOTO 890
TYPE"ERROR COCIE WRBLK = ", IERR
GOTO 990

:::':--'0 CCINT I NUE
WRITE (10.900) (1. NSTICK(I). 1=0.138)
ACCEPT "TYPE ANY INTEGER TO CONTINUE", WX
WRITE (10.900) (I. NSTICK(I>. 1=139.255>

900 FORMAT ('.:. (14, 1'_". 14. 3X ) )
9':i'O END
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r
I
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c

c
c
c

10
20

:;:0
40

SUBROUTINE TRANSF(RI.RO.RR)
DIMENSION RI(3.3),RO(3.3).RR(3.3) r~

I

THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATESIN A CLUM:::Y ~JAY THE MATRIX TRANSFORMATION!-
FOR RR = RO(-l)*RI*RO

THE ELEMENTS ARE CALCULATED WITH
-RR (1. ...1) = SUM no . SUM (L) (RO-1 ( I , to * F: I (K, L) *RO (L •..J) )

= SUM(K).SUM(L) RO(K.I) * RI(K.L) * RO(L,J)
DO 40 1=1. 3
ClO 30 ...1=1.3
EL=Cl.O
DO 20 K=1.3
DO 10 1..=1.3
EL=EL+RO(I,K)*RI(K.L)*RO(J.L)
C:CINT INUE
CONTINUE
RR(I.J)=EL
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
RETURN
END

I >

t

L,
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SUBROUTINE SPLIT(Q.PHI.RPHI,RTHE,RALP,RRHO,NSTICK,NST)
DIMENSION QC3.3).RPHIC3,3).RTHE(3,3).RALPC3,3)rRRHOC3.3)
DIMENS ION NST ICI( «(l: ~!~55 )
DjMENSION RM1(3.3).RM2C3,3)
THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES A STICK SPECTRUM FOR ROTATED SMECTIC

PHASES.
Q IS THE MATRIX CONTAINING THE AVERAGED QUADRUPOLAR INTERACTION
TENSOR (CARTESIAN COORDINATES) IN THE L.C. DIRECTOR FRAME.
RPHI.RTHECTHA).RALPCHA) AND RRHO ARE THE MATRICES WHICH DESCRIBE
THE TRANSFORMATION OF Q INTO THE LAB FRAME.
RHO IS THE ROTATION ANGLE
ALPHA CHARACTERIZES THE DOMAIN
THETHA IS THE TILT ANGLE
PHI GIVES THE ORIENTATION OF THE LOCAL DIRECTORS ON THE CONE
NST ICK IS AN ARRAY WH ICH COMPR ISES THE CALCULATED ST I CI< SPECTRUM
NST IS THE ELEMENT OF NSTICK FOR WHICH THE SPLITTING
IS MAXIMUM; NST CAN BE USED TO NORMALIZE THE CALCULATED SPECTRUM
WITH RESPECT TO THE OBSERVED SPECTRA.
TRANSF IS THE SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE MATRIX TRANSFORMATIONS
CPH=COS(PHI)
::;PH=::; I N(PH I )
RPHI(l,l)=CPH
RPHIC2.2)=CPH
RPHI (1. 2 )=SPH
RPH I (2. 1 )=-~::;PH
CALL TRANSFCQ,RTHE.RM1)
CALL TRANSFCRM1,RPHI,RM2)
CALL TRANSFCRM2,RTHE.RM1)
CALL TRANSF(RM1,RALP,RM2)
CALL TRANSFCRM2,RRHO,RM1)
NSX=ABS(RM1C3,3)*NST)
TYPE RM1(3.3), NSX
NSTICK(NSX)=NSTICK(NSX)+l
RETURN
END
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10(1

700

300
F

400
F

900

DI MEN::; I ON NAH (256 ) , NHH ( 128 ) , NHD ( 128 )
CALL. OPEN(1. II DPOF:RESERVED:SCRATCH II .3.IERR)
TYPE IIERROR CODE OPEN = lI.iERR
WR I TE (10) II PROGRAM SMECTO 1. ,JUNE 28. 1977. II
TYPE IICALCULATES THE DEPENDENCE OF THE MAGNETIC ENERGY II
TYPE II ANtI THE MAGNETIC TORG'lUE ON THE ANGLE OF ROTATION. II
TYPE IIREAL DISPLAY IS MAGNETIC ENERGY. II
TYPE II I MAG I NARY DI SPLAY IS MAGNET IC TORG'~UE. II

ACCEPT 1113 I VE THE TILT ANGLE THETA " , TH1
ACCEPT IIGIVE THE ROTATION ANGLE RHO ".RHl
ACCEPT IIGIVE THE DOMAIN ANGLE ALPHA ",ALI
WRITE(10) "128 VALUES OF THE CONE ANGLE PHI ARE CALCULATED."
NPH=12:3
PI=4.0*ATAN(1.O)
TH=2.0~PI*TH1/360

RH=2.0*PI*RH1/360
CTH=COS(TH)
8TH=::: I N(TH )
CRHc-::COS (RH )
SRH=SIN(RH)
AL=2.0*PI*ALl/360
CAL=CCIS (AL)
SAL=SIN(AL)
DO 700 NP= 1.NPH
PH=(NP-l)*2.0*PI/NPH
CPH=COS(PH)
SPH=SIN(PH)
HA=STH*(CTH*CAL*SRH+STHMCRH)
HB=STH*SAL*::;RH
HO=CRH-(1.0+CPH)MHA+SPHMHB
NHH(NP)=HO*HO*lOOOO
Hl=SPH*HA+CPH*HB
NHD(NP)=HO*Hl*lOOOO
NAH(NP+NP-l)=(6.0*HO*HO-3.0)*10000
NAH(NP+NP)=(9.0-HO*Hl)*10000
CONTINUE
WRITE (10,300),TH1,RH1,ALl
FORMAT (" MAC;NET I C ENERGY AND TORI;tUE CALCULATED FOR ", /.
II THETA =",F5.1," RHO =:1I,F5.1," ALPHA =",F5.1)
WRITE(10,400)iNHH,NHD
FORMAT (II MAGNETIC ENERGY HH II ,/.8(16I5,/),/,
II MAGNETIC TORI7/UE HD II , 1,8 (1615, / ) )
CALL WRBLK(1,O,NAH,2,IERR)
IF (IERR.EQ.l) GOTO 900
TYPE IIERROR CODE WRBLK =",IERR
CALL RE:::ET
END

r
lI .

f'
l
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Appendix 2.4:

In this appendix we present the commutators and rotations of

use in section 2.3.

Commutators

[I . , I .] iI [I 2' I 2]
1

= = ----I
P,l. P,J p,k p, q, 2 r,l

[I l' I 2]
i

[I l' I 3] 0= - -I I -p, q, 2 r,2 p. q,3 r,

[I 2' I 1]
i

= - -Ip, q, 2 r,2

Rotations

-i8r
p,i

i8I
p,le I e = I .cos8 + I ksin8p,j P,J p,

-i8I i8I
p,l 8 I 1sin8/2p,l I e = I cos /2 +e q,l q,l r,

-i8P
p,l i8I

p,l 8 I 2sin8/2e I e = I 2cOS /2 -q,2 q, r,

-i8I
p,2 i8I

p,2 8 I 2Sin8/2e I e = I 1cOS /2 -q,l q, r,

-i8I
p,2

i8I
p,2 8

I lSin8/2e I e = I 2cOS /2 -q,2 q, r,

where p, q, r = x, y, z or cyclic permutation

andi, j, k = 1, 2, 3 or cyclic permutation
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Chapter 3: A MULTIPLE QUANTUM PROTON NMR STUDY OF AN

ALKANE ORIENTED IN A NEMATIC LIQUID CRYSTAL

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter we will use the method of multiple quantum

nmr (mqnmr) spectroscopy to study a nonrigid chain molecule oriented

in a nematic liquid crystal solvent. In section 3.2 some general

aspects of multiple quantum nmr will be discussed. We will first

review the conventional pulsed nmr experiment in order to understand

why only single quantum transitions are allowed. We will then discuss

pulse sequences that will enable us to observe the multiple quantum

transitions that are normally forbidden in conventional nmr. It

will be useful to think of the mqnmr experiment as being composed

of four parts:

a) the preparation period in which multiple quantum coherent

states are produced;

b) the evolution period during which the multiple quantum

coherences evolve under some internal Hamiltonian 3~;

c) the mixing period in which multiple quantum coherences are

converted back to observable' single quantum coherences;

d) the detection period during which the resulting single

quantum coherent states are observed as they evolve under

some internal Hamiltonian X
2

•

As an example, we will calculate the multiple quantum proton

spectrum of a methyl group in which the protons are coupled to

each other through the direct dipole-dipole interaction.
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Finally, we will consider the utility of mqnmr in the study

of oriented systems and specifically of molecules dissolved in

liquid crystal solvents. We will discuss the spectral simplification

expected for coupled spin f systems without symmetry, and the

multiple quantum orders that will yield sufficient information to

allow us to calculate the independent coupling constants charac-

terizing the system.

In section 3.3 we will first discuss the symmetry operations

that exist on the nmr time scale for an alkyl chain undergoing

rapid gauche-trans interconversions. As a specific example we will

consider n-hexane-l,l,l,6,6,6-d6 (n-hexane-d6). Having found the

symmetry group, the energy level diagram of the nuclear spin system

will be obtained, and from the energy level diagram, we will predict

the number of transitions that will be observed in each multiple

quantum spectral order. Then we will develop a theory of the

orientational dependence of dipolar couplings in a nonrigid chain,

using a rotational isomeric model to describe chain interconversions

on the nmr time scale. We will consider several models in which

the configurational states are populated to varying extents, and we

will describe the general form of the order tensor required for

each conformational symmetry.

In section 3.4 we will review the results of a mqnmr study

of n-hexane-d6 , oriented in a nematic liquid crystal solvent. In

particular, we will concern ourselves with the analyses of the

6 and 7 quantum spectral orders, since those orders yield sufficient

information to allow a determination of the ten independent proton-
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proton coupling constants of the system. Using the rotational

isomeric approach mentioned above, a set of average coupling con-

stants will be calculated for each conformational model, and will

be used to generate theoretical 6 and 7 quantum spectra. The

theoretical spectra for each model will be compared to the experi-

mental data. Finally, iterative improvements of the theoretical

spectra will be discussed.

Before proceeding, a few comments on notation are in order.

In describing time domain nmr experiments, we will find it

convenient to expand the density matrix in some type of operator

basis

118
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p(t) = r ai(t)O. + 1
i ~

In section 2.3 such a "fictitious spin ~" basis was introduced

(1)

which has the advantage of dividing the 9-dimensiona1 spin space

into three 3-dimensiona1 subspaces. The three operators spanning

each subspace (I . : p = x,y,z; i = 1,2,3) are related by the
p,~

commutation rules:

[1.,1 .J =iI k
p,~ P,J p,

p = x,y,z i,j,k = 1,2,3 . (2)

which is necessary since the entire spin space must be spanned

or a cyclic permutation.

There is an additional condition that

I + I + I = 0
x,3 y,3 z,3

(3)

i
i
U

by the identity operator and eight other linearly independent

operators. This is an especially convenient basis for describing
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I transitions in systems of interacting and noninteracting spin 1

nuclei, since evolution of p o~erators can be confined to ~ space.

An h "f' .. . 1" t b . h b . t d dot er 1ct1t1ouS sp1n 2 opera or aS1S as een 1n ro uce

(78,79) which is convenient for describing s~ngle and multiple-

quantum transitions. Three o~erators are associated with a

transition r + sand .are defined as follows;
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<~. II (rs)I~.> =
1 X J

<~. II (rs)I~.> =
1 Y J

1-2(0. o. + o. o. )1r JS 15 Jr

i
-2(-0. o. + o. O. )1r JS 1S Jr

(4a)

(4b)

(rs)1 >_1
<~. II ~. - -2(0. o. .. o. o. )1 Z J 1r J r .1S J S

(4c)

The three operators are related by the familiar commutation rules

[ I(rs) I(rs)] = iI(rs) (5)
et ' B y

where (et,B,Y) is a cyclic permutation of (x,y,z). Also, given

three states r, s, and t, the z components of the 3 operator sets

are related by

I(rs) + I st + I rt = 0
z z z

Like the earlier "fictitious spin t" basis, this basis has the

advantage that evolution of rs operators occurs entirely within

an rs subspace.

(6)

L
In the treatment of multiple quantum nmr that follows, we

will be primarily concerned with the general symmetry properties

of mul~iple quantum coherent states as they evolve under a

secular internal Hamiltonian, rather than ex~licitly calculating
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the set {a.(t)}. Therefore, an expansion of the density matrix
~

of a system of N spins t in terms of a spherical tensor operator

basis will suffice:
f ~

I

N
(t) = 1:

L=-N
(7)

r'
I

This is an especially convenient basis since, as will be pre~ent1y

shown, for a given tensor operator~1' M corresponds to the change

in the magnetic quantum number. Therefore AL±l is a one quantum

operator, AM±2 is a two quantum operator, etc. Also, the operators

I , I , and I are related to the complex angular momentum operatorsx y z

in the fol1miing ways;

= I ± iI
x Y

an~ the complex angular momentum operators have the following

commutation rules with spherical tensors:

[la' A~ = H LM

~± .ALM] + (L±H±1)(L±M) ~±1

3.2 Basic Principles of Multiple Quantum NMR

3.2.1 Single Quantum NMR

In section 1.3.3 we studied the linear response of a spin

system to a pu1sedr.f. field and found that the components of

(8a)

(8b)

(9a)

(9b)

the resulting transverse magnetization are given by the expressions:
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r
t

r
I

(-i(w +6w)-!)t (i(w -6w) - ! )t
<I > ~ E(e nm TZ _ e nm TZ I(I) IZ

x ~ x~

(10)

1 . 1
(-i(w +6w)- - )t (-i(w -6w)- - )t

<I > ~ E(e nm TZ + e nm TZ .I(I) IZ
y ~ y~

(11)

We note that the x component of the magnetization

to l<nlI Im>2 and the y component is proportional tox

I and I are relate.l to components of the first rank sphericalx y

tensor by the exprecsions:
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i 1+ 1
(I iI )= - - +

./2: x y

1- + 1 (I iI )= -
12 x y

I = Io z

In addition, mat~ix elements of 1
0

and I± are governed by the

expressions

<jm' IIolmj> mom,m'

1
<jm' Ir..tlmj> = [(j±m±l)(j±m)] 12

0m , ,m±l

Therefore, the operators I± can only connect spin states that

differ in their magnetic quantum numbers by one, as shown in

(lZ)

(12b)

(12c)

(lZd)

(12e)

figure 31. A more general statement is the Wigner-Eckart theorem

which has the form:
t c
l,
,
l j (13)
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Figure 31. Generalized energy level diagram of a

system of N coupled spin ~ nuclei. The single quantum

nmr experiment only produces coherent states between

energy levels differing in magnetic quantum number by

fl. Such allowed transitions are indicated by the

arrows in the diagram.
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I . <j , II AL" j> is a reduced matrix element of the set of tensor

operators A
LM

, and for the C1ebsch-Gordon coefficient C(jLj' ;w1m')

to be nonzero, angular n~mentum must be conserved:
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I ~(jLj') and m' = M+rn

Therefoce, if ,M = =1 we get the condition

(14)

m' = m±l (15)

and we see that any operator of the form~±l can only connect

states differing in magnetic quantum number by ±l. Evidently,

if we expand the density matrix of a system of N spins in a

sp~lerical tensor operator basis, the conventional nmr experiment

wil1'only yield coherent states that correspond to operators of

the formAL±l. Let us examine the reasons for this in detail.

SUppOSe a spin system at equilibrium is exposed to an r.f.

field for a time t , and that the r.f. field is of sufficient
p

intensity that

W f »IIJC. II
r ~nt

(16)

Then as we have mentioned, the rotating frame Hamiltonian during

the pulse is, assuming the field is linearly polarized along the

y axis,

JC - -w Irfy

A single quantum coherent state must be produced due to the

commutation relations between I , I , and I. That is, ~he
x y z

density matrix after the pulse is

(17)



To evaluate equation 18 we differentiate twice with respect to

t :
p

-iw ft I iw ft I
p(t ) ~ e r p Y I e r p Y

p z
(18)
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p(t )
p,

-iw t I_ . rf p Y [I I]= wl~e ,z Y

iw ft Ir p y
e

and

Therefore

-iw ftI iw ftl
= -w e r Y I e r y

1 x

2
-iw t I iw ft I

p(t ) = -iw e rf p y [I I] e r p y
p 1 x' Y

2 -iw ft I iw ft I
= -w e r p x I e r p x

1 z

2 2
p(t ) = -w fP(t ) or p"(: ) = w fP(t ) = 0p r p p r p

(19)

(20)

(21)

r -

l

Solving the differential equation we get

p(t ) = Acosw ft + Bsinw ft. p r p r p

and from the boundary conditions

we get that

p(t ') = I coswlt + I si~wlt
P z P x P

(22)

(23)

(24)
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Therefore, if the field is intense enough to enable the Hamiltonian

during the pulse to be represented in a form linear in spin

operators, the irradiation will produce a simple rotation in spin

space due to the commutation relations between I , I , and I .
x y z

This fact can also be appreciated in the spherical tensor basis

since

±I± (25)

Of course, subsequent evolution under the internal Hamiltonian

of the system will only produce operators that are single quantum

since, as we found in section 1. 3.5, the internal Hamiltonian

must be secular. To find the. form of coherent states produced

by evolution under a secular HamL1tonian we write I in terms ofx

spherical tensors:

(26)

and the internal Hamiltonian has the form

(27)

To find the effect of evolution under X. we must evaluate
~nt

terms like

(28)

t ,
{

To do this we expand the exponential terms in equation 28 to

obtain
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From Rachi:di 's'-definition 'of spherical tensor operators we'have

that

[ I±, 1\M1 = ±[ f CL±M)(L±M±l)] 1/2 ~±1

and therefore

(30)

Now A2±1 is obviously a single quantum operator. In addition,

higher order tcros will also be single quantu~ since they will

always involve co~~utors of 1\±1 and A20 •

In summary, if the density matrix for a system N ~pinH is

expanded in a spherical tensor basis

(32)

the result of the conventional pulsed nmr experiment is that

aLMCt) = 0 unless

M = ±1 for L±l

M = 0,±1 for L = 1

(33a)

C33b)

L
Therefore, only single quantum coher~nt states can exist. In

the next section we will discuss a type of nmr eA~eriment in

which multiple quantum coherent states can be produced.
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3.2.2 Multiple Quantum Experiments: General Scheme

Multiple ql,antum nmr is an e2Cample of 2-dimensional

spectroscopy. For that reason, we will describe the general

scheme of the experiment using a convention introduced by Ernst

and coworkers for 2-dimensional nmr experiments (80,81).

As shown ,in figure 32, the multiple quantum nmr experiment

may be divided into four parts: preparation, evolution, mixing

and detection.

(i) Preparation Period

During this period of length T, multiple quantum coherent

states are produced as a result of the action of the operator

U un the density matrix PO.

peT) (34)

Now U has the form

-iX T
U = e MQ (35)

where XMQ is a Hamiltonian with nonzero multiple quantum matrix

elements. Furthermore, it can be shown (12) that for U to

efficiently produce multiple quantum coherence X
MQ

must satisfy

the condition

IIJ( TII- 1
MQ

(ii) . Evolution Period

(36)

f 
I
\.

During this period, the multiple quantum coherent states evolve

under some internal Hamiltonian Xl for a time t
l

• Thus, the form
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U tl V t2
I
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Figure 3Z. MUltiple qua!1tum nmr is an example of a two

I'
i

r
I

r

I

expp-riment may be thought of as being composed of fou:-

dimensional spectroscopy. The mUltiple quantum l

i -

parts:

(i) A preparation time ot length 1" during which

multiple quantum c~herent states are produced

by the action o~ a propagator U;

(ii) An evolution time of length t 1 during which

the multiple quantum coherent states evolve

under a Hamiltonian H11

(iii) A mixing time of length 1"1 during which

multiple quantum coherent states are

converted or mixed back to observable single

quantum states by the action of a propagator

V1 and

(iv) A detection period, during which the single

quantum singles are detected as they evolve

under a Hamiltonian HZ.
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of the density matrix is

r~

! (37)

{-

1

(iii) Mixing Period

Multiple quantum coherent states are not directly detectable

since, in general, the trace of the product of a multiple quantum

operator and I or I is zero. In nmr, detectable signal corres-
x y

ponds to coherent states that transform as components of first

rank tensors. That is, transverse magnetization corresponds to

coherent state operators I and I that are components of a
x y

vector operator I = (I i, I j, I k) .. But multiple quantum
x y z

coherence, as we have shown, corresponds to operators that are

components of second rank tensors or higher. Therefore, we require

that the multiple quantum coherence be converted, at least in part,

back to detectable coherent states. This occurs during the mixing

period T' by the 'action of the operator V on the density matrix

-iJ('lt
l

ij( t
U+ ell +p(T+tl+T') = V e U Po V

It will be shown presently that V has the form

-iX' T'
V = e MQ

(38)

(39)

where XMQ is a Hamiltonian with nonzero multiple quantum matrix

elements.

(iv) Detection Period

Through the action of V on the density matrix P(T+t
l
), at

least some of the operators corresponding to multiple quantum
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coherent states are converted to single quantum operators. The

evolution of these operators under the Hamiltonian X
2

is observed

during the detection period. The density matrix has the form

(40)

In general, the Hamiltonians Xl and X
2

need not be the'same and

they need not commute.

If we assume that the initial density matrix Po is propor

tional to I , the expression for the x-component of the magnetization
z

is

-iX2t 2 -iXltl u+
iXltl V+

iX
2

t
2 I )Tr(e V e U I e e =z x

-iX t
U+

iXlt l + iX2t 2
-iX

2
t

2Tr(e 1 1 U I e V e I e V)z x

(41)

In this thesis, we will only concern ourselves with evolution

r 9

!
\

r~

j

r~

\

; .

I
r .
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and similarly

Subsequent Fourier transformation of Sx(tl ) + iSy(t l ) yields

the multiple quantum spectrum Fx(W
l

) + iFy (W2) :

3.2.3 Multiple Quantum Pulse Sequences

In the last section it was shown that in order to produce

multiple quantum coherent states it is necessary to produce a

non-secular Hamiltonian X
MQ

• Now it has been shown that in

systems of noninteracting spin 1 nuclei, a weak pulse.

(w
l

« W
Q

) applied near resonance will produce double quantum

coherence (56,57,58). The pulse scheme of such an experiment is

shown in figure 33. But as we found at the conclusion of section

2.3, double quantum coherences can also be produced in such a

·00system by two high power 90 pulses that are 180 out of phase.

We will pursue pulse sequences with the latter type of preparation.

In figure 34 is shown some basic multiple quantum pulse

sequences that have been applied to systems of spin t nuclei in

anisotropic phases, where internuclear couplings are of the-direct

dipole-dipole type (58,83), and to systems of spin t nuclei in

isotropic phases, where internuclear couplings are of the indirect

scalar type (80). We will concern ourselves with systems of the

former kind.
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Figure 33. MUltiple quantum nmr spectroscopy. A pulse

sequence in which a weak pulse, applied on resonance,

is used to prepare mUltiple quantum coherent states.

L ,
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MULTIPLE QUANTUM PULSE SEQUENCES
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90 18090 180
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Equation 46 rruay be rewritten in terms of spherical tensor

operators

I
uD = 1: D.. (AZO(ij) + (1)2 (AZZ(ij) + AZ_Z(ij», (47)

yy i.<j ~J Z

and we see that ~y contains zero quantum operators AZO (ij) and

double quantum operators A2±Z(ij).

(48a)COS~WTe

To evaluate equation 42 we first use the identities I z = 10

and Ix = ;(1+ + 1_). Therefore we must evaluate

-iJf l' ~ l'
yy I e YY

o

and

e
-i;uD l'

yy I

iJC> l'
e YY sin~WT . (48b)

~f ID .. '1'\ '<1 we can evaluate 48a by expanding the exponentials
~J

as we did in the last section. We obtain

e
-iJf? l'

YY
i~ l'

YY = 10 + i 1: D.. 1'([ IO,AZO(ij)] +
i<j ~J

I
(~)2([ IO,AZZ(ij)] +{ IO,AZ_Z(ij)])) +

higher order terms. (49)

From equation 9a we see that the first order terms will yield

Z-quantum operators since

= 0

= ZAZ±Z(ij)

(SOa)

(SOb)

\.~

L I
{:;;, II
U

I

I r
L t,,

!, f
t

i
l4

I
il_



Second order terms will have the forms
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(sla)

(slb)

(SIc)

After summing over i, j, ~, and m such that i < j and ~ < m, we

find that terms like

[ AZ±Z (ij), AZO (im)]

. form Z-quantum operators and terms like

(52a)

form zero-quantum operators. Terms like 5lb are zero.

Higher-order terms produce higher quantum operators. For

example, third order terms will appear of the form

and will yield operators like

A 4(ij,~m)
4±

(53)

(54)

L
U
[

which are 4-quantum operators.

Equations 51 and 53. point out an important fact in multiple

quantum nmr. We note that first order terms, which yield two

quantum operators, are proportional to TD~., second order terms
~J

1 Z" thare proportiona to T D.. D ,and in general the n order term
~J m

is proportional to the product of n TD~j IS. Therefore, unless
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We also note that for the three pulse

sequence V has the form, assuming T' =

-i;J(MQT
V=e

and therefore V is not the adjoint of u~

T

To find the effect of

(60)

this we write the exPression for the signal at t 2 = 0:

Sy(tl;T,T') = Tr(p(T+tl+r')Iz )

-iX
l

t
l iJCt

= Tr(V e U I U+ ell V+ I )z z
-iJC1tl I U+

iJC1t
V+= Tr(e U e 1 I V) (61)z z

where we have used the fact that the trace is invariant to cyclic

permutations. Now if we expand the trace in an eigenbasis of

-iw t
E e ron 1 (U I U+)

mn Z mIl
V)

nm

(62)

I£U = V+ we would obtain

-iw t

Sy(T
1

;-r,r') = E e mIl 1 (u I u+) (u I u+)*
ron z mn z mIl

-iw t
= 2: e mn (IU I u+1 2)

mIl z ron
(63)

But when U 1 v+, as in the case in the 3-pulse experiment, phase

terms will occur in Sy(tl;T,T'). This means that the multiple

quantum coherent states are out of phase, a condition which does

not occur in single quantum nmr (see equations 10 and 11).

f '
I
LJ

I .

L
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{ii) Four-Pul~e Experiments: Echoes in t l

The 3-pulse sequence is of limited utility for the

following reason. Let us consider evolution of the density matrix

under the Hamiltonian

Xl = -~w(r)I + ~z zz

(64)

(65)

The first term implies that the offset is specially dependent, a

situation that would occur in an inhomogeneous magnetic field.

As before, we can consider evolution under the first term separately

from evolution under the second tern since ~w(r)I and X commute.
z zz

Evolution under the first term is identical to equation 55:

-iM6w(r)t
1e

L

(66)

Equation 66 implies that the inhomogeneous broadening is propor-

tiona1 to M, the order of the multiple quantum coherence. Therefore

the inhomogeneous broadening in the M-quantum spectrum is M times

the inhomogeneous broadening in the single quantum spectrum, a

fact which would limit resolution and signa1-to-noise in the high

quantum orders.

oA solution to the problem is to apply a 180 pulse in the

center of the evolution time (see figure 35). This is the Hahn

spin echo technique (85). The expression for the density matrix

at the end of t
1

is:



T

(-t)tP

t-2

."

t
2
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r1 .

Increment t by flt

tP by fltP

Then offset flw(n) _ n fl tP
flt

XBL 796-10254

Figure 35. Time proportional phase incrementation

(TPPI) • MUltiple quantum orders may be separated by

off resonant irradiation unless a 180 0 pulse is

included in the middle of the evolution time. But the

mUltiple quantum orders may still be separated by an

incrementation of the phases of the first two pulses

(P1 and P2 ) relative to the third and fourth pulses.

When the evolution time is incremented at At1 , the

phase is incremented by A~. The effective offset is

then, for the nth mUltiple quantum order nAw = ~: .
1
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e
-irrI

x

rr .,

where K
l

is given by equation 65.

(67)

We now use the facts that Kzz
o .

and I commute, that K is invariant to a 180 pulse, and thez zz

identity

irrI
xe

-i'ITI
x -it.w(r) I z t l / 2

= e (68)

to obtain the expression

-iKl t l / 2 -it.w(r) I z t l / 2 -i~ztl/2
= e e e PM('r)

it.w(r) I z t l / 2 iKl t l / 2
e e

i~ t
l·zz

e (69)

where P~(l) is specified by

(70a)

(70b)

L

Equation 69 means that the effect of magnetic field inhomogeneity

has been removed during t
l

and only evolution under ~ remains.
zz

However, we also notice that the echo removes the modulation term
"'iMt.wtle which allowed us to separate the different multiple quantum

orders. Therefore, all multiple quantum transitions for all M

will occur within ±t.w of resonance, where 2t.w is the bandwidthmax max

of the widest multiple quantum order. This may result in an

intractable spectrum if the number of spins N is large.



We will discuss two solutions to the problem, phase Fourier

transformation (PFT) and time proportional phase incrementation

(TPPI).

PFT amounts to the selective detection of multiple quantum

orders, and has been used in both isotropic systems (86) and

anisotropic systems (58). Suppose we perform the 4-pulse multiple

quantum experiment, and the resulting multiple quantum signal is
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r~

!
I _
{ -

-i3C T
= L Tr(e yy

M
e

iJC T
yy

I )z

= L SM(t1;T,T') (71)
M

No\] the experiment is repeated, but the phases of the first two

pulses are shifted by t/J relative to the phase of the third and

fourth pulses. By a phase shift is meant a rotation about the

z axis. Therefore the density matrix at the end of the preparation

time is

+i1T/ 2It/J -iJC T -i1T/ 2It/J i1T/ 2It/J iJC T -i1T/ 2It/J
p(T,Q) zz zz= e e e e e e

0

(72)

where

-it/JI it/JI
It/J

z I e z (73)= e
x

Using the fact that I z commutes with ~z and the definition of Po

we can rewrite equation 72 as

p(T,t/J)
-it/JI

z= e ~PM(T)

= ~PM(T) e-iMt/J

it/JI
ze

(74)
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Our expressions for Sy(tl;'I,'I' ,ljJ) would now be

-iXO 'I'
( , 11.) = ~ e-iljJM Tr(e zzSy tl;'I,'I,~ M
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iXO 'I'
e yy I)

Z

(75)

Suppose the system has N nuclei with spin ;, so M varies from

-N to N. Let the experiment be repeated 2N times and let the phase

of the first two pulses be shifted each time by 2IT/IM' I where M'

lies between -N and N inclusively. Summing the resulting signals

we obtain a Fourier expansion in phase

N 2N-l
S (t ''I 'I') = l: l:

Y 1 , , °M=-N n=
(76)

L
!

I

The only orders toadd constructively are those for which IMI =

2k1M'1 and k = 0, 1, ...

The disadvantage of this type of detection is that the selec-

tivity is limited in the sense that several orders will still be

superimposed within the region ±6w • For example, if the phase
max

increment is I ' the multiple quantum coherences of order 0, 4, 8

etc. would add constructively. But as we will find in section

3.4, the zero quantum spectrum may be very complicated especially

if N is large and the symmetry of the spin system is low, so an

intractable spectrum may still result. The zero quantum coherent

states may be eliminated by using the expansion

(77)
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Suppose we again increment the phase by 2 ' but use the expansion

given by equation 77. Then the coherences of order 2, 6, 10 etc.

will add constructively. In any case, if the multiple quantum

spectra are simple enough, the limited selectivity provided by

PFT suffices. However, if the number of spins is large ( N ~ 8)

even the lower order multiple quantum spectra may be complicated

enough so that PFT is not useful.

Time proportional phase incrementation (TPPI) has been applied

primarily in anisotropic systems of spin f and 1 nuclei (84, 87).

TPPI enables complete separation of multiple quantum orders independent

of evolution during t l , by shifting the phases of the first 2 pulses

relative to the third and fourth by an amount proportional to t
l

(see figure 37). Equation 75 may be rewritten as

r
t -

I

(78)

Now if the timing increment in t l is ~tl' and the phase increment

is ~~, the effective modulation frequency is given by.

or

(79)

Substituting 79 into 78 we get

(80)

and the order dependent modulation has been restored. j
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In figures 36, 37a and 37b are shown multiple quantum nmr

spectra of benzene dissolved in a nematic liquid crystal solvent.

Figure 36 shows the multiple quantum spectrum of benzene obtained

from a 3 pulse experiment. In figures 37a and 37b the four pulse

sequence was used and separation of the multiple quantum orders

was accomplished by using the TPPI technique. In figure 37a the

resolution is limited by truncation of the multiple quantum free

induction decay. In figure 37b the multiple quantum signal was

allowed to decay for several time constants, and subsequent Fourier

transformation yielded a high resolution spectrum. Below the

experimental spectrum in 37b is a stick spectrum generated by

the program MQITER (88). The single quantum and multiple quantum

nmr spectra of benzene have been extensively discussed in the

literature (58, 83, 84, 89, 90, 91, 92), and so we will make only

a few brief comments. As a consequence of the D6h symmetry of

benzene, all single and multiple quantum transitions may be cal-

culated from a single independent dipole-dipole coupling constant

and three scalar coupling constants.

From the single quantum spectrum these were determined to be:

2D12 = 3 13 D13 = 8D14 = -867.5 hz

312 = 8.0 hz

3
13

= 2.0 hz

314 = 0.5 hz

(81a)

(8lb)

(81c)

(81d)

l -~,
{

The multiple quantum spectra shown in figures 36, 37a, and

37b w~re the result of the coaddition of multiple quantum power

spectra. Each power spectrum was obtained for a different value
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f'

n =I n=2 n=3 n=4 n=5 n=6

o
I I I

2~w 3~w 4~w

Frequency (~w =5.9~7 kHz)

XBL 781-6770A

Figure 36. The multiple quantum spectrum of oriented

benzene obtained by the three pulse sequence (see

figure 34(b». The irradiation was applied 5.967 khz

off resonance and so all orders are observed.

.
l J
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Oriented Benzene

n-Quantum Echo Spectra

n=O n=1 n=2 n=3 ":4 n=5 n=6

o 26w 36w 46w 56w 66w

Frequency
XBL 7910·12275

Figure 37 (a) . The mUltiple quantum spectrum of

oriented benzene' obtained by the TPPI pulse seq~ence

(see figure 35). The phases of P1 and P2 were

The transformed FID was truncated thus

incremented by 29.5 0 each time t 1 was incremented by

Note the increased resolution relative~t1 = 10 usec.

to figure 36.

I'
{

limiting resolution.
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Figure 37 (b) • The multiple quantum spectrum of

oriented benzene obtained by the TPPI pulse sequence.

The multiple quantum FID was allowed to decay for at

least one time constant.

theoretical spectrum.

Below is shown the
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of the preparation time T. Preparation times varied from 8 to

15 msec. The coaddition of several power spectra with different

values of preparation time T, is usually necessary in multiple

quantum spectroscopy since multiple quantum transition intensities

are a function of T. Therefore, for a given value of T, not all

transitions may be observed. Power spectra are added since, as

was shown by equation 62, multiple quantum transitions are out

+of phase unless U = V.

3.2.4 Example: Calculation of the multiple Quantum Spectrum

of an Oriented Methyl Group

In sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 we discussed general aspects of

the basic multiple quantum nmr experiment. A specific example will

now be considered, that is, we will calculate the multiple quantum

nmr spectrum of an oriented methyl group.

For the purposes of calculating the frequencies and intensities

of multiple quantum transitions, it suffices to consider the synnnetry

group of an isolated, oriented methyl group as C
3

. Accordingly the

E representations have two states each and the A representation has

four states (see table 3.1). In an oriented phase the protons are

coupled through the direct dipole-dipole interaction, and the

appropriate energy level diagram is given in figure 38. We see

that we may treat the methyl group as 3 "pseudo-particles". Each

of the' "E" particles behaves as an isolated spin t nucleus since

the E transitions are independent of the dipole-dipole coupling,

and so may only contribute to the central line of the single quantum
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Figure 38. The energy 'level diagram of an oriented

r
( .

r~

I
( .

methyl group. Multiple quantum transitions occur

within the A manifold.
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h "A" . 1 b h . 1 d . 3 . 1T e part1c e e aves as an 1S0 ate sp1n 2 part1c e

l ~,

t

t -

l ,

with a "quadrupole", and we observe 3 single, Z double, and a

triple quantum transition within the A manifold (see figure 39)

Table 3.1 Symmetry-Adapted Basis Functions for an Oriented

Methyl Group

(i) A representation

A(3/ Z) = Iactc/.>
A(l/Z) = 1/13 (laaS> + laSa> + ISaa»
A(_l/Z) = 1/13 (ISSa> + ISaS> + laSS»
A(_3/ Z) = Isss>

(ii) Ea representation

Ea(l/Z) = 1//3 (laaS> + slaSa> + s*ISaa»

Ea(_l/Z) = 1//3 (ISSa> + siSaS> + s*laSS> Y

(iii) Eb representatiom

Eb(l/Z) = 1//3 (!aaS> + s*laSa> + sISaa»

Eb(_l/Z) = 1//3 (!SSa> + s*ISas> + slaSS»

We will consider the 3-pulse sequence described in section

3.Z.3 (see figure 34). In order to calculate the y component of

the signal Sy(tl;T,T'), we add a fictitious pulse P
4

at t z = 0

that is identical to PZ' Again, addition of the fictitious pulse

P4 means that we are really calaculating <Iz(t» However,

addition of a contiguous 90
0

pulse 180
0

out of phase with P
4

would transform I to I. If we wish to include the x componentz y
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Acetonitrile

n-Quantum Spectra

3 kHz

r~

! -

I

f'
1

n =I n=2 n=3

XBL 823-8633

Figure 39. The multiple quantum spectrum of

acetonitrile oriented in a nematic liquid crystal

obtained by the TPPI pulse sequence.

l .. j
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of the signal Sx(tl;T~T') an analogous calculation is required

in which P4 is 900 out of phase with P3~ We will only consider

the y component.
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We begin by calculating the density matrix at t 2

obtain, assuming T = T'

O. We

--t!.1 -t 'IT I _-t'Jet ,'lT1 ,'lT1"'2 x -i'JeT "'2 x ... 1 -~2 x -iJtT ~2 x
=e e e e e e e I z x

, 'IT I ,'lT 1 ''ff'
-~- ~- ~tn.tl

e 2 x e iXT e 2 x e

where the Hamiltonian X is

Equation 82 may be rewritten as

, 'IT I
~-2 xe (82)

(83)

where

-iJt .T -iJtt -iX T
yy e 1 e yy= e I z

iJt "[
yy

e
''Jet~ 1

e e
iJt "[

yy
(84)

e
-iJt "[

yy
, 'IT I. -~-

2 x
= e e

-iX "[zz
(85)

and we have used the fact that I and 31 2 - 12 commute.
z z

We are interested in calculating the quantity

<I (t» = Tr(p(t)1 )z z

Substituting equation 84 into 86 we obtain

(86)

I C,
fl .

-iJt "[ -iX t -iX "[ iJt "[ i3C t
l<I (t» = Tr(e yy zz 1 yy I yy zz

Xe e e ez z

iX "[

e yy I )z
-ill t -iX "[ iX "[ iJt t

l
ill "[ -iX "[

Tr(e zz 1 yy
I yy zz yy yy )= e e e e I ez z

(87)



where we have used the fact that the trace is invariant to cyclic

permutations.

Now we expand the trace in an eigenbasis of X to obtainzz
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r
t

f'
I

<I (t» =
z

-ill t -ill l'

I zz 1· yyr <a e e
aa

I
z

iX l'
e yy

ill tzz 1e x
r '
\

ij( l'

<ale YY
-i3f l'

I e YY la
z

=
iX T

e YY Is> x

ij( l'

<ale YY
iX l'

I e YY la>
z

(88)
f -.,

1

In order to evaluate
-ij( l' iX l'

of e YY I e YY
z

equation 88 we must obtain matrix elements
-iX l'

We first rewrite e YY as

-ill • TTl •TTll' -~- -iJ('1' ~-
YY 2 x 2 xe = e e e

TT -i +iTTl .TT I +6wI +i!.I-i-I DD -~-2 x 2 x 2 x z 2 x= e e e e e e

-ixD l' i6wI
= e YY e Y (89)

Therefore

ee
-Hf l'

YY I
z

e
iX l'

YY = e
~ l' i6wI l'

YY e Y I z x e
ixD l'

YY
-iLswI l'

Y

= e
-ixD l'

YY (I cos6w1' + I sin6w1')z x x e

(90)
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! and we must now calculate matrix elements of

-mD T rnDT
e YY I e YY

z

and

-ixD T iJ<? T
e YY, I e YY

x

To;eval.uate 91a and 91b we use the fact that

(91a)

(91b)

e

to obtain

-ixD T
YY = COSd'T - ~ind'T (see appendix 3.1) (92)

f C

!
LJ

i
0 i?S(d'T) 0C(d'T)+ ZS(d'T)

-rnP 0
i 0 -i?S(d'T)C(d'T)- ZS(d'T)

e YY =

i~S(d'T) i
00 C(d'T)- ?(d'T)

i?S(d'T)
i

0 0 C(d'T)+ ZS(d'T)

(93)

where

-1 0 -/3 0

0 1 0 -/3
M = (94)

-/3 0 1 0

0 -13 0 -1

d () () . 2d' 3dan c x = cosx, S x = s~nx, = 2 .. _.D
-~J{-

We can use the matrix elements of e YY given in equation 93

together with the definitions of I and I ,z x
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0 13
r~

3 0 0 0 0 0 I .

0 1 0 0 . 13 0 2 0 f'
I

1
I

1 , -= - = - I ~z 2
0 0 -1 0 x 2

0 2 0 13 (95)

0 0 0 -3 0 0 13 0 f'
\

To evaluate the matrix elements of 91. The results are given in

table 3.2.

To calculate the multiple quantum spectrum, equation 88 is

Fourier transformed with respect to t
1

:

-iwt
<Iz (W1» = ~fat1e 1<Iz (t1»

-i3C T

= E o(w -w )<~Ie yy
a<S 1 as

i3C T
I e YY Is>

z

{ ~

i
i
i -

t

iJC T
<Sle YY

-iJC T
I e YY I~>

z
(96)

The eigenfrequencies are obtained by taking differences of matrix

elements of the evolution Hamiltonian defined by equation 83:

dw12 = -b.w + -
2

w23 = -6w

-6w dw34 = -"2

dw13 = -26w + -
2

-26w dw24 2

w14 = -36w

Single Quantum

Double Quantum

Triple Quantum

(97a)

(97b)

(97c)
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l j)

-iJ( T DC T

Table 3.2 Matrix Elements of e YY I e YY
z

32 12 132 .
~/2(e (dT) + /48 (dT) 2(e (dT)+2~5(dT)e(dT)5(~WT)

. 1 2 . 3 2
-~I3(e(dT)5(dT)+ /25 (dT)e(~WT) /28 (dT)5(~WT)

..-

*a 12

*a
13

*a 14

1 2 2/2(e (dT)-28 (dT»e(~wT)

*a
23

*a24

. 2 1 2
(e (dT)- /25 (dT»5(~WT)

1 2 2
- /2(e (dT)-2s (dT»e(~WT)

*a
34

-il3(e(dT)s(dT)
2

1/2s (dT)e(~wT)

.. 1(e
2

(dT)-2ie (dT)S (dT)

S(~WT)

3 2 1 2- /2(e (dT)+ /45 (dT)

Note e(x) = eosx

sex) = sinx

I-'
VI
\0
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where the prime on the coupling constant has been dropped. In

summary, the multiple quantum spectrum can be calculated using equa-

tion 96, obtaining intensities from matrix 95, and frequencies from

equation 97. For example, the triple quantum line is at w24 = -3~w

and has the intensity ~in4(dT)sin2(!J.WT).

It is also easily shown that the contribution to the single

h E
.. . 1. 2 At e trans~t~ons ~s ~~n uWT.

iJC T
e yy , given in equation 91

explicitly demonstrate some features of multiple quantum nmr that

we discussed in the preceding section. The single quantum and

triple quantum transition intensities are proportional to sin
2

!J.wT,

while the double quantum transition intensities are proportional

2
to cos !J.WT. SO if the experiment is performed on resonance, only

the double quantum transitions will be observed. We also note that

while the single quantum transition intensities are proportional to

2 h d bl .. . . 1 . 2dcos dT , t e ou e quantum ~ntens~t~es are proport~ona to s~n T

and the triple quantum intensity is proportional to sin4dT. There

fore, unless dT approaches I ' the double and triple quantum

transition intensities will be low.

3.2.5 Multiple Quantum NMR as a Method for Studying Molecules

in Liquid Crystalline Mesophases

Thus far, we have considered in some detail, the basic multiple

quantum experiment, through which we can observe transitions that are

forbidden in conventional nmr. We will now discuss how this technique

may be of use in the study of liquid crystals and nonrigid molecules

dissolved in liquid crystal solvents.

r '
} -

!
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As we have seen, transition frequencies in nmr are given by

matrix elements of nuclear spin interaction Hamiltonians (see

section 1.3.4). As we have also seen, such Hamiltonians are scalar

products of tensors that involve spin operators (A) interaction

parameters (T).

x = E E(_)m A T
~ m ~-m ~m

(98)

It was also mentioned in the last chapter, that the principal axis

system (pas) of the tensor T, is related in some straightforward

way to the molecular geometry. For example, the dipolar tensor

is uniaxial in its principal axis system and the unique axis is

parallel to the internuclear vector. However, the spin operators

are quantized along the magnetic field direction, and similarly,

the z axis of the tensor T in equation 94 must be parallel to the

magnetic field direction. If we then use the fact that interaction

Hamiltonians are truncated, so that only the component AZO that

commutes with the Zeeman Hamiltonian contributes to the static

Hamiltonian, equation 98 may be rewritten as

where

(99)

. lab
TZO (100)

,
l

and we have neglected the isotropic component of the Hamiltonian.

Equations 99 and 100 assume that the principal axis system

is fixed with respect to the laboratory frame. If, as occurs in



liquid crystalline systems t the molecule moves in some anisotropic

fashion t and if the rate of motion is fast on the nmr time scale t

then the transformation from the pas to the laboratory frame may

be motionally averaged (93). It is convenient to first transform

from the pas to a fixed molecular coordinate system, and then carry

out the motionally averaged transformation into the laboratory frame:

162

f'
I

Tlab
=

20
(101)

Equation 101 assumes that the molecule is rigid and therefore any

motion is "whole-molecular". However, if the molecule is not

rigid, but interconverts rapidly between n geometric configurations,

equation 101 must be rewritten as

r
l

= rp ( r(Tpas)nn(t)(nn)<n(t)(nn»)
n n pq q pq a pO 1

thwhere P is the probability of the n configuration occurring.
n

(102)

In equation 97 we have neglected vibrational and tortional effects.

C' kId f h (Tpas)n h k f h bl~ven a now e ge 0 t e tensors t e un nowns 0 t e pro em,Q,q .,

are the products

(103)

of which there are, in general, 5n. Thus t in order to determine

the problems, 5n independent tensors T must be measured.

As was mentioned in the last chapter, deuterium magnetic reso-

. nance has been a particularly popular method for studying liquid

crystalline systems. What is required, then, is that 5n unique

electric field gradient tensors exist in the molecule of interest.

l J
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Since the quadrupolar interaction is a "single particle" interaction,

th&tis, the Hamiltonian only involves parameters of a single nucleus,

there must exist 5n non-identical nuclei in the molecule. We will

define the term 'non-identical nucleus" presently. But if the

number of configurations n is large, the problem may be underdetermined.

For example, suppose we wish to study an alkyl chain molecule with

three internal bonds such as n-hexane. As we will learn in the next

section, even if we only consider the all-trans and the single-gauche

configurations there will be 10 products of the form given in equation

103. However, perdeuterated n-hexane has only 3 unique types of

nuclei and therefore only 3 quadrupole splittings can be observed.

So in many interesting molecular systems there is an insufficient

number of quadrupolar splittings to determine the problem.

A solution to this difficulty is to observe the dipolar spectrum

of the protonated molecule (93). 1Given N nonidentical spin 2 nuclie,

the number of dipole-dipole couplings is N:/«N-Z):Z:), and this is

always larger than N for N > 3. Of course, the number of independent

couplings decreases if there is molecular symmetry, but in general

the number of couplings will exceed the number of nuclear types. For

example, the number of independent dipole-dipole couplings in n-hexane

is 16, a sufficient number to determine the problem if we consider

only the all-trans and single-gauche configurations. In fact, if we

were only to consider couplings between methylene pr9tons we would

still have a sufficient number of couplings (10) to determine the

problem.

The main difficulty with observing proton dipolar spectra is
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Figure 40. Proton nmr spectra of various molecules

oriented in liquid crystal solvents.

l. J
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that they tend to become very complex as the number of spins

increases, as is shown for several molecules in figure 40. We note

that even in a very symmetric molecule like cyclooctane, the number

of transitions is so large that there is no resolution at all in

the proton dipo~ar spectrum, and of course, the number of transitions

increases for lower molecular symmetries.

A solution to the problem is to simplify the dipolar spectrum

by selective isotopic labelling. One approach is to selectively

deuterate the molecule, and observe the fine structure on the quadru-

polar satellites due to dipole-dipole couplings between deuterium

nuclei (with proton decoupling). This technique was used by Rsi and

Luz (47) in a study of the alkoxy chain of an no.m liquid crystal.

Another approach, used by R8hener et. al. (95) is to observe the

natural abundance carbon-13 spectrum of selectively labelled liquid

crystals. 13Natural abundance C spectra of selectively deuterated

,
t -

MBBA and "nitrogen-15 labelled 50.• 7 yielded carbon-deuterium and

carbon-nitrogen couplings respectively. In addition, the l3C

local field spectrum of fully protonated MBBA yielded carbon-

proton couplings free of complications due to proton-proton couplings.

At this point we wish to suggest an additional technique,

multiple quantum nmr. The advantage of multiple quantum nmr lies

in its ability to simplify dipolar spectra without loss of information

and without the necessity of synthesizing series of selectively

labelled compounds. The simplification occurs since the number of

transitions in the high multiple quantum orders is far less than the

nunber of single quantum transitions. From figure 41, it is evident
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Figure 41. Generalized enery level diagram of a system

of N coupled spin ~ nuclei. Arrows indicate various

mUltiple quantum transitions.
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that while there are many transitions for which~m= 1, there is

1
only 1 transition for ~m = N, where N is the number of spin 2

nuclei, the number of M-quantum transitions is, assuming no symmetry,

(:)2N- M. Therefore we expect 1 "N" quantum transition, 2N"N-1"

transitions, 2N(N-1)"N-2" transitions etc. Since the number of

. 1 . .., N2N- 1 l' h h h' hs~ng e quantum trans~t~ons ~s , we rea ~ze t at t e ~g er

multiple quantum orders are far simpler than the single quantum

spectrum. We also realize that since there are N!(N-2)!2!) couplings,

we will require at least N-2 quantum spectrum for the analysis.

In closing we wish to mention that multiple quantum nmr has

already been used in several instances to study systems of strong1y-

coupled protons in liquid crystalline phases. In a study which is

a classic example of the spectral simplification possible through

multiple quantum nmr (88, 96), the average conformation of the

biphenyl moiety of a cyanobipheny1 liquid crystal was studied. Also,

multiple quantum nmr has been used to study the relaxation of an

oriented methyl group (97), and the correlation bewteen two oriented

methyl groups (98).

3.3 Nonrigid Chain Molecules in Uniaxial Phases

3.3.1 The N~m Symmetry Group of a Po1ymethy1ene (PM) Chain

In this section we will derive the symmetry group of a

polymethy1ene chain. We wish to do this because once the symmetry

group of the molecule is identified and the appropriate character

table is available, the energy level diagram of the spin system can

be determined. Once the energy level diagram ia available, we can

calculate the number of transitions in each multiple quantum order.
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We will derive the symmetry group of a chain composed of four

methylene groups. The three internal bonds of such a chain are

assumed to be undergoing rapid gauche-trans interconversions. By

"rapid" is meant that the interconversion rates greatly exceed the

proton dipole-dipole couplings in frequency units. Now for PM

chains the gauche-trans interconversion rates are expected to exceed

9 -110 sec in liquid crystalline systems, whereas proton dipolar

. 4 -1
couplings are not expected to exceed 10 sec so the term rapid

is appropriate. Furthermore we assume that the probability of a

trans to gauche(+) interconversion occurring equals the probability

of a gauche(-) to trans~interconversion.Alsowe assume that the ends

of the chain are indistinguishable, so we are interested in the

proton nmr spectrum of say, deuterium-decoupled n-hexane-l,1,1,6,6,6-d6 ,0

.or 1,4-dibromobutane.

To obtain the symmetry group of a nonrigid chain, we use the

approach of Longuet-Higgins (99). By this method, the symmetry

group is composed of all feasible permutations and permutation-

inversions of identical nuclei. A feasible operation is defined

as an operation that does not involve passage over an infinite

energy barrier, and identical nuclei are defined as nuclei whose

exchange leaves the nmr Hamiltonians invariant, where the nmr

Hamiltonian is

r
l

r '
!

J( = (104)
(-~
I
U

If we use the numbering scheme shown in figure 42, given our

assumptions on the nature of the chain motion, the symmetry group
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n-hexane-d6: Numbering Convention

XBL 823-8623

Figure 42.

n-hexane-d6 •

The nuclear labelling convention for
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is of order 4 with the operations:

01 - (12)(34)(56)(78) = O'n (105a)

O2 - (18) (27) (36) (45) - i (105b)

0
3 - (17) (28) (35) (46) - C2 (lOSe)

04 - E (105d)

r

r

The symmetry group is therefore isomorphous to C2h and has the

character table:

E C2 O'h i f
t .~

Ag 1 1 1 1

Au 1 1 -1 -1

Bg 1 -1 -1 1

Bu 1 -1 1 -1 (106)

We now need to calculate the character table for the group

using a set of reducible representations. Each reducible represen-

tation corresponds to a matrix representation of the operations of

the group, in which the basis set of each representation is composed

of the direct product functions of a given Zeeman manifold. The

character table is:

E C2 O'h i

r (m=4) 1 1 1 1

r (m=3) 8 0 0 0

r (m=2) 28 4 4 4

r (m=l) 56 0 0 0

r (m=O) 70 0 0 0 (107)
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The energy level diagram may now be obtained if we decompose

the reducible representations o~ 107 into. irreducible representations.

The number of times that a given irreducible representation occurs

within a reducible representation is given by the equation:

r .
(108)

a. is the number of times that the jth irreducible representation
J

occurs within a reducible representation. The summation is over

1 d N . h b f . . h' h kth tc asses an k ~s t e num er 0 operat~ons w~t ~n tee ass.

For C2h ' h = 4 and Nk = 1 for all k.

Using equation 108 we obtain the decompos~tions:

f(m=4) = Ag

f(m=3) = 2Ag + 2Au + 2Bg + 2Bu

f(m=2) = 10Ag + 6Au + 6Bg + 6Bu

f(m:::l1) = l4Ag + 14Au + 14Bg + 14Bu

f(m=O) = 22~g + 16Au + 16Bg + l6Bu

(109a)

(109b)

(109c)

(109d)

(10ge)

L

From equations 109 the energy level diagram may be easily

deduced and is shown in figure 43. The number of lines in each

multiple quantum order is as follows:

H = ~m = 8 1 line at 8~w

7 4 lines

6 28 lines and a central line at 6~w

5 140 lines

4 448 lines and a central line at 4~w

3 1092 lines

2 1988 lines and a central line at 2~w

1 2860 lines

0 2098 lines
.' (110) .
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n-Hexane-ds
r;
i

Energy Level Diagram
f'
l

m Ag Au 8g 8 u

4 I

3 2 2 2 2

2 10 6 6 6

1 14 14 14 14

a 22 16 16 16

- 1 14 14 14 4

-2 10 6 6 6

-3 2 2 2 2

-4 I

XBL 823-8629

Figure 43. The energy level diagram of a 4 methylene

chain assuming equal population of the gauche (+) and

gauche (-) states and rapid interconversion between

configurations relative to the nmr time scale.
-~
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If the chemical shift difference of the protons on different

methylene groups is negligible compared to the dipolar couplings,

we expect the lines to occur in pairs about M6w in each order.

Thus, there are two pairs in the seven quantum, 14 pairs in the

six quantum with a central line at 66w etc. In general the number

of lines in the seven quantum spectrum equals ·the number of "types"

173

1
(,

of nuclei that is, the number of nuclei connected by symmetry. This

feature may be understood, in the case of n-hexane-l,1,1,6,6,6-d
6

as follows. Since the m = ±4 eigenfunctions are of Ag symmetry,

7-quantum transitions may only o~cur from Ag states in the m = ±3

manifolds. Let us consider the transitions from the m = -3 to the

m = 4 manifolds. We know that for a given Zeeman manifold, the Ag

basis functions can be projected out of the direct product basis

by application of projection operators of the form

(Ill)

where ~Ag is the dimension of the irreducible representation Ag

and equals 1, h is the order of the group and for C2h equals 4,

XAg(R) is the character and equals 1 for all R, and P
R

is a symmetry

operator of the group. Equation III may be rewritten as

PAg = ! (P + P + P + P )
4 . C. E (J ~ 2

(112)

Now there are eight direct product functions for the m = -3 mani-

fold since the number of functions is the number of ways to permute

a label among eight spins:



lBBBBBBBa>

lBBBBBBaB>

lSSBBBaSS>

lSSBSaSSS>

lBBaBBBBS>

lSaSBSSSS>

laSSBSBBS>
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Also given the definitions of the group of PR's (see equation 100),

the single "a" label may only be permuted within the group of nuclei

1, 2, 7, and 8, or within the group 3, 4, 5, and 6. Thus from the

form of the projection operator, we expect the number of Ag functions

to equal the number of groups of nuclei connected by symmetry opera-

tions of the group C2h • That number is two and the Ag functions

are

t(laSSSSSSS> + lSaSSSSSS> + lSSSSSSaS> + lSSSSSSSa»

t(lSSaSSSSS> + lSSSaSSSS> + lSSSSaSSS~ + lSSSSSaSS»

So we expect two transitions from the m = -3 manifold to the m = 4

manifold. The other line· in each pair comes from m = -4 to m = 3

transitions.

3.3.2 The Orientational Dependence of the Dipolar Couplings

for a Nonrigid Chain Molecule in a Uniaxial Phase

In this section we will derive an expression for the orienta-

tional dependence of the dipolar coupling constant in a nonrigid

molecule in a uniaxial phase.

We have already found that the components of a second rank

tensor in the director frame may be related to the components of

a second rank tensor in the principal axis system (pas) by the

(-

~ -
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transformatiom

T
dir = E
2k pq

(113)
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I' where no = (a~, So' Yo) is the set of Euler angles relating the

pas to the molecular-fixed frame and the second transformation is

motionally averaged due to molecular reorientation. Equation 114

is valid for a rigid molecule.

The question arises, what effect does internal molecular

motion have on equation l13? Let us first establish what we mean

by "internal molecular motion". We will attempt to rewrite equation

113 to include large amplitude motions in which the molecule inter-

converts between discrete geometric configurations at a rate that

is rapid on the nmr time scale. Thus we neglect vibrational and

tortional motions, and we find, with reference to chain molecules,

that our assumptions are equivalent to the rotational isomeric

state approximation described by Flory (100). We rewrite equation

113 as

T
dir =2k E Pn E

n pq
(114)

The summation over n is a summation over configurations, and P
n

is the probability of the th configuration occurring. Tpas,nn 2p

is the p component of the tensor in the pas, and the value of the

conponent may vary with the configuration. We will abbreviate our

notation to read

, l

Tpas,n = Tn
2p 2p (115)
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nn n n n
( 3£ ) = (a By) is the set of Euler angles relating the pas too 0' 0' 0

f"
1

h 1 1 f " d f f h th f" ."t e mo ecu ar- 1xe rame or ten con 19urat10n. We also note
fr,
I .
I

that the motionally averaged transformation is dependent on the

configuration. Using the definition of D(~)(Q) introduced in
pq

Ghapter 2 and the identity given by equation 115, equation 114 may

be rewritten as:

('

I

T
dir =2k (116)

where C2~~(Q~) is an element of the complex ordering matrix for

h th fi .ten con gurat10n.

Equation 116 is valid for any molecular symmetry, any phase

symmetry, and assumes. correlation between molecular reorientation

and internal molecular motion. We wish to consider only the case

of uniaxial phases such as nematic or smectic A phases, and so we

1 . d h Tdir .on y conS1 er t e component 20 .

r .

T
dir =20 (117)

Since q varies from 2 to -2 integrally, there are 5 order parameters

per configuration. Furthermore, if the liquid crystal is well

aligned, the director is parallel to the magnetic field and we

get

= T
lab
20 (118)

Now we rewrite equation 117 for the case of direct dipole-dipole

couplings. The dipolar tensor is uniaxial in its pas, as was

nmentioned in Chapter 1, and so the only nonzero component is T20
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rI .
I

r
which is defined as:

2
Tn (") _ ~ ( )-3

20 ~J - 2 r.,
2IT ~Jn

(119)

where r" is the distance between the nuclei i and j in the nth
~Jn

configuration. Equation 117 may be rewritten as:

Tdir (' ')20 ~J

(120)

and nn = (0, n n
0 So' Yo)

Now T~~r (ij) is a real function and the terms on the right hand

side of equation 120 are products of complex functions. We will now

convert to a real ordering matrix. We use the definitions of

o(2)(nn) and C(2) (nn) to obtain
oq 0 -qo 1

Tdir (' .)20 ~J

+2' n +2' n
+ d(2)(Sn)

- ~ 0 - ~Ct1 d(2) (S~»e <e0±2 0 ±20
+' n +i n

_ d(2)(Sn) -~yo - Ct1
d±10(S~» )0±1 0 e <e (121)

Using the definitions of d(2)(S) given in appendix 1.3 we obtain
nm

2
Tdir ( .. ) ~ '\'( )-3 p (1(3 2Sn 1) 3 2Sn 120 ~J = - 2 ~ r i , n 4 cos 0- < cos 1- >

2IT n In

+ 3 ( ,2Sn 2 n ,2Sn 2 n4 s~n ocos Yo<s~n 1cos Ct1>

2n n 2n n+ sin Sosin2YO<sin Slsin2Ct1>

n n n n n n
+ ~inSOcosSOcosYO<sinS1cosS1cosCt1>

n n n n n. n+ sinSOcosSosinYO<sinS1cosS1s~nCt1> (122)
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Using Saupe's notation for ordering parameters (67):

1 2
S = =<cos 13-1>

ZZ 2

S - S 3 . 213 2
xx yy = z<s~n cos a.>

S = ~sin2I3sin2a.>
xy

S = ~sinl3cosl3cosa.>xz

S = ~Sinl3cosl3sina.>yz

(123a)

(123b)

(123c)

(123d)

(123e)

f~

I

equation 122 may be rewritten as: f--

Tdir ( .. )
20 ~J

hy2 -3 2 2
= - --'-'-2 L:(r .. ) . P (S (n) (3cos 13 -1) + (S (n)-S (n)sin 13 cosly

4rr n ~Jn n zz n xx yy.. n n

+ S (n)sin213 sin2y + S (n)$inl3 cosl3 cosy t
xy n n xZ n n n

+ S (n)sinl3 cosl3 siny )yz n n n

(124)

Equation 124 is in the notation most often seen in the literature.

We have dropped the 0 subscript on the Euler angles and so

nOn = (0, 13 , a.). The S(n) matrix is a real, symmetric matrix, and
n n

since S = 0 in an isotropic phase, the matrix is traceless

Tr(S(n» = S (n) + S (n) + S (n)
xx yy zz (125)

Now admittedly, equation 124 is rather ominous. It states that,

given a knowledge of the molecular geometry of each configuration,

nthe unknowns of the problem are the products P S . Since each
n

ordering matrix has five independent components we expect 5 x n
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n-hexane: Configurations

ttt

+ ± +g-g g-

XBL 823-8620

Iu Figure 44. The allowed configurations of n-hexane.

rotations of opposite sign are excluded.

t :=-

I"- ..J

f,

All configurations that involve adjacent gauche
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unknowns, as was mentioned in section 3.2.5. Now it is obvious

that for a system like n-hexane, the number of unknowns (there

will be 45) will vastly exceed the number of independent proton-

proton couplings (there are 10 if the methyl groups are deuterated).

Thus equation 124 must be simplified if we are to proceed.

One approach is to consider only the most probable configura-

tiona, that is, the all-trans and the single gauche configurations.

This is a reasonable first order approximation since many of the

multiple gauche configurations occur with very low probability

even in isotropic systems (100). In fact, all configurations

+ involving opposite gauche rotations on adjacent bonds (g g ),

are forbidden due to steric repulsion. Therefore we only consider

+ + +
the configurations: ttt, g~tt, ttg-, and tg-t.

Now since the 4-methylene chain (n-hexane-l,1,1,6,6,6-d
6

) is

+ +
symmetrically substituted, the configurations ttg- and g-tt have

identical ordering matrices and equal configurational probabilities.

Thus equation 124 involves only 3 independent ord~r matrices and

we have at most 15 unknowns. This still exceeds the number of

independent couplings, but the number of unknowns may still be

reduced by configurational symmetry.
+ +

From figure 44b, we see that the ttg-(=g-tt) configuration

has no symmetry and we expect all five components of the ordering

tensor to be nonzero.

Figure 44a shows the ttt configuration of n-hexane. We

assign the coordinate system as follows: the z axis is parallel

to the vector connecting alternate carbon nuclei, the x axis

r
I
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bisects the H-C-H angle, and the y axis completes a right-

handed coordinate system. We see that there are four symmetry
r~

I operations: YE, C2 , cr and i.
Xz

The inversion center is located

at the midpoint of the central carbon-carbon bond. We designate

P(Q) as the probability that an excursion'of Q = (a, S, y) occurs

from the coordinate axes and we get

C~ ---~ P(-a, TI-S) = P(a,S)

·cr ---> P(-a) = P(a)xz

(126a)

(126b)

i ---~ P(TI+a, TI+S) = P(a,S) (126c)

Equations 126 imply that only S (ttt) and S (ttt) - S (ttt)zz xx yy.

are nonzero.

+
Figure 44c shows the tg-t configuration. The z-axis is

assumed to be parallel to the central carbon-carbon (C-C) bond,

and the y-axis bisects the angle between the second and fourth

c-c bonds. The x-axis completes a right-handed coordinate system.

There are two symmetry operations, E and C
y

and we find that
2

C~ ---> P(-a,TI-S) = P(a,S)

+ + +
which implies that only S (tg-t), S (tg-t) - S (tg-t), and

zz xx yy

S (tg t) are nonzero.
xz

(127)

,
I

! ;

In summary, we have reduced the problem to 10 unknowns which

involve the ordering parameters:
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8(ttt) 1 81 and 81 _ 81 (128a)-=-5 =>
zz xx yy

+
82 8

2 82 82 8
2

(128b)8(tg-t) = => andzz' xx yy' xz

+
=>8 3

83 83 S3 83 83 83 (128c)8 (g- tt) = 8(ttg ) = andzz' xx yy' xz' xy' yz

and the configurational probabilities:

P = PI (129a)
ttt

P ± = P2 (129b)tg t

P + = P+ = P3 (129c)ttg- g- tt

The ten unknowns or the problem can be obtained through the

simulation of the 6 quantum spectrum. A set of 10 coupling constants

is calculated from a set of P 8(n)'s, and is used to generate a. n

theoretical 6-quantum spectrum. If necessary, the fit may be

improved by an iterative calculation in wmich the coupling constants

are treated as parameters.

Another simplification of equation 124 may be obtained by

assuming that for each configuration, molecular reorientation can

be described by the single order parameter 8 (n). 8 (n) mea-
zz zz

sures the tendency of the z-axis of the molecular-fixed coordinate

system of the nth configuration to align parallel to the z-axis

r~
I

f'

.1

of the director coordinate .system. Now we can assume that 8 (n)
zz

is the only nonzero order parameter if the molecular z-axis is

an axis of three-fold symmetry or higher. But the approximation

might be made that if 8 (n) is much larger than the other orderzz

parameters, the products P (8 (n) - 8 (n), P (8 (n) etc. mayn xx yy n xz



chain molecules in liquid crystalline phases have appeared in the
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be neglected. Measurements of S (n) - S (n) and S (n) forxx yy xz
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literature (101) and indicate that S (n) - S (n) and S (n)xx yy xz

are better than an order of magnitude smaller than S (n). Thosezz

measurements, however, were obtained for alkyl chain protons (of

deuterons) on the mesogens themselves - (PAA, pentylcyanobiphenyl)-

and n-hexane cannot be expected to order in exactly the same manner

as the chain moiety of a liquid crystal mesogen. In particular,

we expect that the approximation is most questionable for the

+ + +
very nonlinear configurations such as tg-g or g- g- g which tend

to have the least anisotropic shapes. Such configurations, however,

may occur with a very low probability in liquid crystalline systems,

so the approximation may be useful.

We also note that the S (n)'s are given to be differentzz

for each configuration. Now it is often assumed in the literature

that the S (n)'s for all configurations are equal. While suchzz

an assumption allows calculation of the relative configurational

probabilities, it is only strictly valid for configurations related

by symmetry even if the rate of internal motion is far greater

than the rate of molecular reorientation (102).

In summary, the second model includes seven unknowns which

+ +
are the products P S (n) for the configurations ttt, ttg-(=g-tt),

n zz
+ ++ ++ ++ ++ +++

tg-t, g-tg-, g-tg-, tg-g-(=g-g-t), and g-g-g-. The configurations

+ + + - + - + +
tg-g, g-g+g- and g+g-g- are neglected since they result in

severe steric hindrances.

A third model would involve only the "linear" configurations

+, + + + .. +
with such configurations as g- g- t and g- g- g- being neglected. Such
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a model would require five unknowns.

Another model which has appeared in the liquid crystal

literature (47) and the lipid literature (103) includes only

the all-trans configuration and "kink" configurations ( ••. tl-tg±t .•.•• )

Kink configurations are expected to be abundant in long alkyl

chains in ordered phases since they perturb least the linear

structure of the chain. While such a model may be appropriate for

systems of long chains, the model is less applicable to a 5 bond

chain, where the single gauche configurations are no less "linear"
+ +

than the g-tg- configurations.

3.4 Experimental Results and Discussion

3.4.1 Chemical Synthesis of n-hexane-l,1,1,6,6,6-d
6

ET 0
(i) CD

3
I + Li ---2_~CD3Li + ~iI

In a 200 ml, three-neck flask, equipped with a condensor,

dropping funnel, and magnetic stir bar, 1.4 gm of lithium wire

cut into 50 pieces were added to 30 ml of dry ether under an

argon atmosphere (104). 10gm (69 nmoles) of Methyl-d
3

iodide

(Aldrich Chemical, >99%, Gold Label) in 30 ml of dry ether were

added dropwise to the stirred and gently-heated solution (reflux

maintained) over a period of 1.5 hours. The reflux was continued

only shortly after the addition. The flask was then immersed in

a 40
0

C oil bath and most of the ether was removed ?y an argon

stream. Then the flask was cooled with an ice bath and tetra-

hydrofuran (THF) was added slowly and the solution was allowed

to warm to room temperature. The solution appeared homogeneous

with the exception of the unreacted lithium.

r
\ -

r
1

l j
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THF
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~t.

th

, '

The methyllithium-d3 solution was transferred by syringe to

a dropping funnel and was added dropwise to a suspension of 4.75

gm (25 mmoles) of cuprous iodide (under argon) in SO ml of THF

in a 200 ml flask (105). The temperature of the reaction mixture

was maintained at slightly below OOC.

(iii) (CD3)2CuLi + Br(CH2)4Br -----> CD3(CH2)4C03

At the conclusion of the addition, 3.2 gm (1.8 ~, 15 mmo1e)

of 1,4-dibromobutane were added dropwise, while maintaining a tempe-

o 0
rature of a - 10 C. The solution was subsequently allowed to

warm to room temperature and was stirred overnight. 40 ml of

decane and 5 ml of water were added and the solution was filtered.

Then the solution was washed with 300 mL of a dilute solution of

sodium thiosu1phate, and then washed four more times with water to

remove most of the THF and ether. The decane solution was dried

. with calcium sulphate, decanted, and distilled with a small- frac-

tionary column. The distillate was first washed with cold sulfuric

acid and then water. The n-hexane-l,1,1,6,6,6,-d
6

was dried by

vacuum distillation from 4A molecular sieve. Gas chromatography

(6' x 1/8" .1% SP-1000 on 80/100 mesh Carbopack C) at 900
- 22 0

indicated greater than 99% deuteration. Mass spectrometry indicated

99.2% isotopic purity. The yield was .54 gm (39%).

A high resolution nmr spectrum of n-hexane-1,1,1,6,6,6-d
6

in

CDC1
3

(VH = 180 Mhz, deuterium decoup1ing, TMS) is shown in figure

45. The single peak (4 hz full width at half maximum) downfie1d
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Oriented n-Hexone-ds
Deuterium NMR Spectrum

1 kHz

1

r
!,

r

X8L 823-8631

Figure 47. The proton decoupled deuterium nmr spectrum

of oriented n-hexane-d6 using a Hahn spin echo pulse

sequence. The fine structure on the deuterium
f
L

quadrupolar satellites is due to intramethyl dipolar

couplings.

l,
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Oriented n-Hexane-ds
Single Quantum Spectrum

I I
1 kHz

1
L

XBL 823·8634

Figure 48. The proton single quantum nmr spectrum of

n-hexane-d6 obtained using a Hahn spin echo pulse

sequence with deuterium decoupling.
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complex spectrum (the power spectrum is shown in figure 48).

Linewidths (full width at half maximum) were about 10 - 15 hz.

No attempt was made to analyze the spectrum.

3.4.4 Multiple Quantum Spectra

Multiple quantum free induction decays of n-hexane-d6 oriented

in E-15320 were obtained at 330 C using the- 4-pulse sequence described

in section 3.2.4. TPPI was used to separate the different multiple

quantum orders, with appropriate phase shifts being generated by

a Daico 100D0898 digitally-controlled analog phase shifter (see

section 4.7). All multiple quantum decays were obtained with deu-

terium decoupling during the preparation, evolution, and mixing

periods.

Each multiple quantum experiment involved the accumulation

of 4096 points at a timing increment of 10 ~sec per point. The

multiple quantum signal was observed to decay for only about one

time constant, so signal truncation probably limits the- resolution.

Fifteen multiple quantum experiments were performed for preparation

times ranging between 2 msec and 15 msec. The fifteen decays

were Fourier transformed (8192 points) and the power spectra were

added together, with appropriate scaling.

Figure 49 shows the 5 and 6 quantum regions and figure 50

shows the 6, 7, and 8 quantum regions. Linewidths are observed

to be about 20 hz. The frequencies of the lines in the 6 and 7

quantum regions, measured relative to the center of each order,

appear in table 33. As expected, the 7 quantum spectrum consists

of two pairs of lines, and the central line is an artifact caused

r
I

I''\ -

•()

t .J
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n-Hexane-d6
Ensemble Average

(50 kHz bandwidth)

n=O 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
X8L 823-8632

Figure 49.

(a) The mUltiple quantum proton nmr spectrum of

oriented n-hexane-d6 obtained using a TPPI

pulse sequence with deuterium decoupling.
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Oriented n-Hexane-d6

Multiple Quantum Spectra

AM=5

r
. ( ~

1 Khz

f ~

I -
\

f'
\

Figure 49.

(b) Expansion of the five and six quantum

regions.
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Oriented n-hexane-d6

Multiple Quantum Spectra

I I
1kHz

n =6 n=7
XBL 823-8609

f
t :

Figure 50 _ The six and seven quantum order of the

proton multiple quantum spectrum of n-hexane-d6 -
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by modulation of the pulse amplitude by the Daico phase shifter.

*Table 3.3: Experimental Six and Seven Quantum Transition Frequncies

llm = 6 llm = 7

±2298 hz' ± 1044 hz

±2046 ± 252

±l698

±l554

±1254

±1146

±1026

± 846

± 798

± 714

± 414

± 354

* Frequencies are measured relative to the center of the multiple

quantum orders (6llw and 7b.w).

The 6 quantum spectrum consists of 12 pairs and a central peak •.

Although 14 pairs of lines are expected, we will show in the next

section that 2 pairs are expected to occur very close to the central

lines and so are unresolved in the power spectrum.

r
I

f'
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3.4.5 Calculations and Discussion

In this section we present a preliminary analysis of the

data presented in section 3.4.4. In particular we will calculate

proton-proton coupling constants for n-hexane-d
6

using the expressionf'
!

hy2 -3 2
--2 E(r .. ) P S (n)(3cos S -1)
47T n· ~Jn n zz n

(131)

which is a simplification of equation 125. We will also assume

that S (n) does not vary much with the configuration, so equationzz

131 is simplified to

2
D(ij) ~ - hY

2
S E(r .. )-3 P (3cos2S -1)

47T zz n ~Jn n n
(132)

Sets of average proton-proton dipole-coupling constants wi~l

be calculated for each of the motional models described in s·ection

3.3.2. From the spectrum of isotropic n-hexane-d6 we find that the

scalar coupling between the protons of different methylene groups

is negligible as is the isotropic chemical shift difference. Though

the difference in anisotropic chemical shifts is also expected to be

small, no data is available in the literature for n-hexane. Admitting

ignorance, we will therefore neglect the anisotropic shift difference

and assume that the internal Hamiltonian is

x = E D.. (31 .1 . - I.-I.)
i<j ~J z~ zJ ~ J

(133)

L where D.. is given by equation 132. Assuming that the internal
~J

Hamiltonian is given by equation 133, the set of Dij's calculated

for each motional model will be used to calculate theoretical six

and seven quantum spectra.
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-3' 2
In order to calculate the geometric parameters (r,,) (3cos S -1),

~Jn n

the coordinates of each proton nucleus were calculated for each

configuration assuming that the carbon-carbon bond distance is

1.54A, the carbon-carbon bond distance is 1.11A, all bond angles

are 109.450
, and rotational isomers are related by 1200 rotations

about the carbon-carbon bonds. A complete listing of the proton

nuclear coordinates for all configurations not involving adjacent

i ' (± +- + - + +-:+gauche rotations of oppos te s~gn g g t , g:""g+.g-, g-g+g.) is given

in appendix 3.2.

Using the nuclear coordinates listed in appendix 3.2 the

internuclear distance r i , was calculated for each nuclear pair
In

c
{

,.
i
!

in each configuration. Similarly the angle S between the inter
n

nuclear vector and the molecular z axis was calculated for each

nuclear pair in each configuration using the identity

Sn = tan-l

Z
n

(134)

Finally, the coupling constant of nuclei i and j for the

th
n configuration was calculated by the program CPARAM using t~e

expression

h 2 -3 2
D (ij) = - -L (r.,) (3cos S -1) (135)
n 4rr2 ~Jn n

hy2 . khz
For two protons, - 2 = -240.14 A complete listing of the

4rr A3

coupling constants (in units of kilohertz is given in appendix 3.3)

It remains to calculate a set of average coupling constants

for each model using equation 132. This requires that each confi-

gurational coupling constant, given by equation 135, be weighted

by an amount P , the configurational probability. We define the
n

.1
L;
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configurational probability as the statistical weight of the

configurations incidence divided by the sum of the statistical

weights of all feasible configurations. The statistical weight

of the n th f' 'f b d 1k 1 h' ,con ~gurat~on or an m- on a y c a~n, assum~ng

interdependent rotational potentials u

n
n

(136)

+ +
where i labels the bond, a = t,g-, S = t,g- and we excluded any

configuration that involves adjacent gauche rotations of opposite

sign.

The term u S' is defined asa ~

Thus the sum over statistical weights is the partition function

z = rn
n n

and the configurational probability is given by

-1 m-1
p = Z IT u

aSin i=2

To proceed we muct calculate sets of P 's for each model.
n

As a first approximation we assume a simple weighting of the

(137)

(138)

(139)

configurational probability according to the number of bonds existing

in gauche isomeric states, and we assume that for a given bond the

probability of a trans state occurring is twice that of a gauche

state. Furthermore, a probability of zero is assigned to· any

configuration in which adjacent bonds exist in gauche states of

+ -
opposite rotation (e.g. tg-gt). Given these assumptions, configu-



rational probabilities for each of the models discussed in

section 3.3.2 were calculated and are listed in table 3.4.

200

r
t

n
I

Table 3.4: Calculated Configurational Probabilities for the

Motional Models of n-hexane-d6

+ + +
Model Pttt P P P + +(- - - ) P + + P± ± ±+ ttg:t (=g-tt) P ±.- - - -g g ttg-t g tg+ tgg' g-+g- g gg

1 .25 .125 .125 0 0 0 0

2 .16 .08 .08 .04 .04 .04 .02

3 .2 .1 .1 .05 0 .05 0

f~

I

{ .~
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coupling constants given in appendix 3.3, and the identities 140a-j,

sets of average coupling constants may be calculated for each of

the three models discussed in section 3.3.2 using equation 132.

The results are tabulated in table 3.5. Using these average coupling

constants, 6 and 7 quantum spectra were calculated using the program

WIMP76, which, is described in detail in reference 82. Theoretical

spectra generated by WI~W76 are shown in figures S2a - e. Calculated

frequencies are listed in table 3.6. Figure S2a shows the 6 and 7

quantum ,spectra assuming the existence only the "all trans" rota-

tiona1 isomer. Clearly 'the fit must be improved by the addition

of other rotational isomers.

Figures Slb-d show theoretical 6 and 7 quantum spectra for

the cases in which additional rotational isomers are included.

Figure Slb shows the case of inclusion of the "single gauche"

isomers, g±tt(=ttg±) and tg±t. Figure Slc shows the case in

which all feasible configurations are included and figure Sld shows

the case in which only the "linear" configurations are included.

In the latter case such configurations as g±g±t and g±g±g± have

been omitted. It is clear that figure Sld shows the closest corre-

spondence to the experimental data.

The question remains, can the fit to'experimenta1 data be

improved for any of the three models by an adjustment of the

quantities S P? One way to do this is to adjust the averagezz n

coupling constants D(ij) iteratively using a "least squares"

algorithn with the object of minimizing the difference between the

theoretical and experimental line positions ( ) • An improved

set of Dij's could then be obtained and refined values of S (n)Pzz n
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A" -trans

I I
1 kHz

(,-=-';'.

I
i :

r"
I

,
'.
t -
(

n = 6 n=7
XBl B23-B605

Figure 51. Spectral simulations of the six and seven

quantum orders of n-hexane-d6 •

P (trans)/p (gauche) = 2.

(a) All trans (ttt) only.

It is assumed that
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Model I: All-trans and Single-gauche

~

1kHz

n=6 n=7
XBL 823-B608

- f
L

Figure 51.

(b) All trans (ttt) and single gauche (g±tt and
+tg-t) only.



Model 2: All Feasible Configurations

I---l
1kHz

204

r
I

r
I

r
I

r'

j

n=6

Figure 51.

n=7
X8l 823-8607

( c)
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Model 3: All Linear Configurations

I ,
1 kHz

, 

i '
IL,

Figure 51.

n = 6 n=7
XB~ B23-B606

- £ -

t

L

(d)
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Table 3.5: Calculated Averaged Dipolar Coupling Constants r
j

* t

for the Motional Models of n-hexane-d6
r~

DC .) Model 1 . Model 2 Model 3
I -
{

~J

12 1642.20 847.10 1434.47 P
I,

13 113. 77 37~20 4.43

14 69.81 40.30 -23.20

15 -1018.56 -764.90 -915.11

16 561.49 -621. 60 -639.74

17 -301.54 -363.70 -420.00

18 -160.26 -384.00 -152.75

23 69.81 40.30 -23.20

24 113.77 37/20 4.43

25 -561.49 -621.60 -639.74

26 -1018.56 -764.90 -915.11

27 -160.26 -384.00 -152.75

28 -301. 54 -363.70 -420.00

34 2080.48 2252.00 2161. 37

35 67.70 5.60 89.97

36 14.75 -30.60 29.79

37 -1018.56 -764.90 -915.11

38 -561.49 -621.60 -639.74

45 14.75 -30.60 29.79

46 67.70 5.60 89.97

47 -561.49 -621.60 -639.74

48 -1018.56 -764.90 -915.11

56 2080.48 2252.00 2161. 37

57 113.77 37.20 4.43

58 69.81 40.30 -23.20

67 69.81 40.30 -23.20

68 113.77 37.20 4.43

78 1642.20 847.10 1434.47
;
~J

* In units of hertz.

f ~

U

l. .)
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Table 3.6: Calculated Six and Seven Quantum Transition Frequencies

*6f the Motional Models of n-hexane-d6

bom = 6

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

±2257 ±2223 ±2219

±2006 ±2136 ±2050

±1922 ±1724 ±1770

±1369 ±1435 ±1504

±1253 ±1435 ±1323

±lO15 ±1378 ±1178

±997 ±1268 ±lO51

±655 ±720 ±958

±477 ±712 ±881

±417 ±609 ±622

±314 ±589 ±471

±257 ±227 ±414

±137 ±191 ±218

55

born = 7

±lO63 ±lO80 ±1053

±40 ±644 ±270

* In units of hertz, measured from the center of the multiple

quantum order.
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could be calculated by the solution of a set of simultaneous

equations of the form of equation 130.

Iterative improvements of the spectral simulations shown in

figures 51b-d were attempted using the program MQITER. MQITER

has been thoroughly described in reference 88 so we only comment

that the parameters used were the 10 independent coupling constants

and these parameters were adjusted via a least squares algorithm to

minimize the differences between the "experimental and calculated

six 'and seven quantum transition frequencies. Twenty-six five

quantum tranaitions were also included in the calculation. Of the

three models considered in this study only the model involving

"linear" configurations (figure 51d) converged after a small impro-

vement in rms error (48 to 45 hz). The other models (figures band

c) diverged after a single iteration. However, the rms improvement

in the third model was "mainly in the five quantum spectrum, while

the "refined" fit is actually poorer in the six and seven quantum

spectra (see table 3.7). This clearly indicates that the iteration

is converging to a local minimum, a situation that often occurs in

1east-squar~s a1gorith~ (104).

WIMP76 also generates transitions intensities for individual

preparation times and for "ultimate" ensemble averages. The spectrum

resulting from the coaddition of several multiple quantum power

spectra (corresponding to different preparation times) is called

an ensemble average. If a very large number of power spectra are

added, convergence to an ultimate ensemble average is expected (82).

Figure 52 compares the experimental ensemble average of the six and

r~

i

,,
z _
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Table 3.7: Calculated Six and Seven Quantum Transition Frequencies

*for Model 3: MQITER

m = 6

±22l3

±2075

±18l9

±15ll

±1335

±1180

±lO6l

±98l

±873

±590

±487

±434

±94

±59

m = 7

±lO84

±250

* in units of hertz
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seven quantum spectra with the calculated ultimate ensemble

average. There is no agreement, indicating that the experimental

average has not converged to the "ultimate value".

3.4.6 Conclusions

In this' chapter multiple quantum nmr spectroscopy has been

applied to the study of the configu~ational statistics of an

alkyl chain molecule, n-hexane-d6 , dissolved in a nematic liquid

crystal. Specifically, high resolution multiple quantum spectra

have been obtained by using a 1800 'pulse in the middle of the

evolution tim~ (t
l

) to refocus magnetic field inhomogeneity together

with TFFI to separate the variOl1s multiple quantum orders. Theoretical

six and seven quantum spectra have been calculated assuming various

configurational populations and assuming a rotational isomeric model

of chain motion. It has bee~ found that the closest agreement with

experiment results assuming the following probabilities

Fttt = .2

f'
i

r~
i

P± ~
g to'

A refinement of the above probabilities was attempted using

the dipolar couplings as parameters and iterating on several five

quantum lines and all the six and seven quantum lines. The result

\. j
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r-'
- [ Model 3: Ensemble Average

f'
!

~
""~f'<rI'l"""""'~

Figure 52. Comparison of the experimental six and seven

quantum spectra with the "ultimate ensemble average"

generated by WIMP76.
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was that the five quantum fit improved slightly at the expense

of the six and seven quantum fits. Therefore the calculation seem

to have converged to a nonglobal minimum.

r
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Appendix 3.1: Matrix Form for exp(-i~ T )
------'-------yy -

We define ~ as
yy

r'
!

·7Tr-~-3f =e 2x
yy

~
zz

i 7Tr
2 x

e

1 0 -13 0

3d
0 1 0 -13

= 3d M=-
8 -13 0 1 0

8

0 -13 0 -1 (1)

Now expand exp(-i~ T ) in a Tay~or series
yy

and use the identities

to obtain the final result

(2)

(3a)

(3b)

D a (_)k (d'T)2k i a k (d' )2k+1
exp(-LK T) = k~O (2k)! - /2 M E (-)

yy k=O (2k+1)!

= COS(d'T) - i/2 M sin(d'T) (4)
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Appendix 3.2: Nuclear Coordinates for the Methylene Protons of

n-hexane

In this appendix, the nuclear coordinates of the methylene

protons for all allowed configurations of n-hexane. If the molecular

coordinate system used does not coincide with the all trans coordinate

system (figure 42), the Car~esian rotation matrix ~(a, S, y) relating

the two coordinate systems will be specified. ~(a, S, y) is defined

as:

cosacosScosy-sinasinysinacosScosy+cosasiny -sinScosy

f'
r~

i

= -cosacosSsiny-sinacosy -sinacosSsiny+cosacosy
~(a,S,y)

sinBsiny

cosasinS sinasinS cosS

(1)

In the tabulation that follows, P. referes to the point
.~.

coordinates of nuclei L Pi = (xi' Yi' zi). Coordinates are in

units of Angstroms.

l.'



r-'
! Z15

r
I a. All trans

r'
p. (-L09, .91, -1.89) Ps (-1.09, .91, .63)

1

Pz (-1. 09, -.91, -1. 89) P
6

(-1.09, -.91, .63)

f~ P
3

(1. 09, .91, -.63) P
7

(1. 09, .91, 1. 89)

P
4

(1.09, -.91; -.63) P
8

(1. 09, -.91, 1.89)

b. single gauche

~-

PI (-1.09, .91, -1.89) Ps (-1.09, .91, .63)

n (-1.09, -.91, -1.89) P
6

. (-1.09, -.91, .63)... z
P3

(1.09, .91, -.63) P7
(1. 09, -.91, 1.89)

P, (1. 09, -.91, -.63) P
8

(-.198, 0, Z.80)
•

ttg+

PI (-1.09, .91, -1. 89) Ps (-1.09, .91,'.63)

Pz (-1.09, -.91, --1. 89) P6
(-1.09, -.91, .63)

P
3

(1. 09, .91, -.63) P
7

(1. 09, -.91, 1.89)

P
4

(1. 09, -.91, -.63) P
8

(-.198, 0, Z.80)

+.
~t

PI (-1.09, -.91, -1.89) Ps (-1.09, .91, .63)

Pz (.198, 0, -Z.8) P
6

(-1. 09, -.91, .63)

P
3

(1. 09, .91, -.63) P
7

(1. 09, .91, 1. 89)

I P
4

(1.09,. -.91, -.63) P
8

(1. 09, -.91, 1.89)

l, -
~

I
PI (.198, 0, -Z.8) Ps (-1. 09, .91, .63)

!~

t c
Pz (-1.09, .91, -1. 89) P6

(-1.09, -.91, .63)

i
~3 (1. 09, .91, -.63) P7

(1. 09, .91, 1. 89)

,
(1. 09, -.91, -.63) (1. 09,! P4 P

8
.91, 1. 89)

t :

l,._-,
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+
~

The molecular coordinate system of this configuration is

related to that of ttt by the Euler angles n = (180, 35.25, 60)

-.409 -.866 -.289-'
&. (180,35.25,60) .707 -.500=

.50~
-.577 0 .817

PI (.204, -2.17, -.915) Ps (1. OS, 0, 1.J-4)

P2 (1. 78, -1.26, -.915) P6 (-.524, .91, 1.14)

P3 (-LOS, 0, -1.14) P7 (-.204, -2.17, .915)

P4 (524, .91, -1.14) P8 (-1. 78, -1.26, .915)

The molecular coordinate system is related to that of ttt

by the transformation:

r
I
!,

r
I

f'
i

r ",

I

&. =

.409

.707

-.577

-.866

.5

o

.289

.5

.817

c. Double Gauche

- +g tg

PI (.198, 0, -2.80) Ps (-1, 09, .91, .63)

P2 (-1.09, .91, -1.89) P6 (-1.09, -.91, .63)

P3 (1. 09, .91, -.63) P7 (1.09, -.91, 1.89)

P4 (1.09, -.91, -.63) P8 (-.198, 0, 2.80)
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r~

++
j

g g t
I

Pi (1. 98, 1.26, "'1.54) Ps (-1.09, .91, .63) r~

I
P2

(1.98, 1.26, .28) P6
(-1.09, -.91, .63)

(1. 09 ~ -.91~ -.63) P
7

(1. 09, .91, 1.89)
r

P3 t

P
4

(-.2, 0, -1.54) Pa (1. 09, -.91°, 1.89)

- -gg t

P
1

(1. 98, -1.26, .28) Ps (-1. 09, .91, .63)

P2 (1. 98~ -1. 26, -1.54) P
6

(-1. 09, -.91, .63)

P
3

(-.2, 0, -1.54) P
7

(1. 09. .91, 1.89)

P
4

(1. 09, .91, .... 63) P
8

(1. 09, -.91, 1.89) i -

d. Triple Gauche

g+g+g+

THe molecular coordinate system of the g\tg+configuration

is related to the ttt coordinate system by the Euler angles

n = (-60, 90, 0).

0 0 -1

&(-60,90,0) = .866 .5 0

.5 -.866 0

P1 (1. 89, -1.40, .243) Ps (-1.54, .173, .1)

P
2

(2.80, .171 , .099) P
6

(-.63, -.489, -1. 33)

P
3

(.63, 1.40, -2.43) P
7

(.28, -2.34, .1)

P4 (.63, .439, 1. 33) Pa- (1.54, -2.34, .1)

L
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g g g

The molecular coordinate system of the g+g+g+ configuratiom

is related to the ttt coordinate system by the Euler angles n =

(60, 90, 180).

° ° -1

R (60,90,180) = .866 -.S °
.S .866 °

PI (2.80, .171, .099) Ps (-.63, -.489, -1. 33)

P2 (1. 89, -1.40, .243) P6 (-1.S4, .173, .1)

P3 (.63, .489, 1. 33) P7 (-1.S4, -2.34, .1)

P4
. (.63. 1.40, -.243) P8 (.28, -2.34, .1)
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Appendix 3.3: Dipolar Couplings for n-hexane-d6

In this appendix is tabulated the dipolar couplings between

the methylene protons for all allowed configurations of n-hexane.

Dipolar couplings were calculated using the equation

2- hy -3 2
D(J.'J') = (r) (3cos f3 - 1)4n2 ijn n

h . h di b . d" h th f' .were r .. J.S t e stance etween J. an J J.n ten con J.guratJ.on,
J.Jn

and f3
n

is the angle between the z axis of the principal axis system

d h i f h 1 l · i h th f' .an t e z ax sot e mo ecu ar axJ.s system n ten con J.guratJ.on.

The internuclear distance r.. and f3 were calculated from the
J.Jn n

coordinates given in appendix 3.2. All couplings are in units of

kilohertz. The symbol "ij)" before e"ch coupling signifies the

nuclei" involved, numbered according to the convention given in

figure 42.

a. All trans

12) 19.9169 23) 2.0282 35) 1.8711 48) -15.0059

13) 1 ..8711 24) J .8711 36) 2.0282 56) 19.9169

14) 2.0282 25)-3.9939 37)-15.0059 57) 1. 8711

15) -15.0059 26)-15.0059 38) -3.8839 58) 2.0282

16) -3.8839 27) -1. 0425 45) 2.0282 67) 2.0282

17) -1. 8082 28) -1. 8082 46) 1.8711 68) 1.8711

18) -1. 0425 34) 19.9169 47) -3.8839 78) 19.9169

f ~

I
l
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12) 19.9169 23) 2.0282 34) 19.9169 45) 2.0282 67) I.Sull

13) 1.8711 24) 1.8711 35) 1.8711 46) 1.8711 68) -9.2732

14) 2.0282 25) -9.8839 36) . 2.0282 47)-15.0059 78) 4.985/#

15)-15.0059 26)-15.0059 37) -3.8839 48) -3.2950

16) -3.8839 27) -1. 8082 38) -3.2950 56) 19.9169

17) -1. 0425 28) -1. 8762 57) 2.0282

18) -1. 8702 58) -9.2732

+
~

12) 4.9854 23) -9.273.2 34) 19.9169 45) 2.0282 67) 2.0282

13) 2.0282 24) -9.2732 35) 1.8711 46) 1.8711 68) 1.871].
,
j 14) 1.8711 25) -3.2950 36) 2.0282 ~7) -3.8839 69) 19.9169i
LJ

15) -3.8839 26) -3.2950 37)-15.0059 48)-15.0059
i
I

16)-15.0059 27) -1. 8762 38) -3.8839 56)U 19.9169

t 0 17) -1.0425 28) -1. 8762 57) 1.8711
f
L

18) -1.8082 58) 2.0282

- t
l>
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12) 19.9215 23) 3.9488 34) 19.9785 45) -11.1853 67) 3.9441

13) 7.3463 24) 7.3549 35) -11.2218 46) -2.5119 68) 7.3549

14) 3.9441 25) .2464 36) -11.1853 47) -7.4939 75) 19.9215

15) .2465 26) -1. 2549 37) .2465 48) -1. 2549

16) -7.4939 27) -1.2382 38) .2464 56) 19.9785

17) .6982 28) -33.8463 57) 7.3463 .,?

18) -1.2382 58) 3.9488
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+ - ..,
~ I

l
12) 4.9854 23) -9.2732 34) 19.9169 45) 2.0282 67) -9.2732

fJ
13) 2.0282 24) -9.2732 35) 1.8711 46) 1.8711 68) 2.0282 I

14) 1.8711 25) -3.2950 36) 2.0282 47) -3.2950 78) 21.9854 r~

j

15) -3.8839 26) -3.2950 37) -3.2950 48) ·-3.8839

16)-15.0059 27) -1. 3471 38) -15.0059 56) 19.9169

17) -1. 8762 28) -1. 8762 57) -9.2732

18) -1.0425 58) 1. 8711

++tg g

12) 19.9169 23) 2.0282 34) 19.9169 45) -9.2905 67) 4.5809

13) 1.8711 24) 1.8711 35) -9.2905 46) 2.0282 68) 4.509

14) 2.0282 25) -3.2912 36) 1.8711 47) 3.8413 78) -39.8337

15) -3.2912 26) -3.8839 37) 2.1731 48) .0203

16)-15.0059 27) -22.2626 38) .3674 56) 4.9969

17) .2041 28) -4.7433 57) -.1181

18) -1. 7475 58) 7.5214

tg g

12) 19.9169 23) 2.0282 34) 19.9169 45) 1. 8711 67) 7.5214

13) 1.8711 24) 1.8711 35) 2.0282 46) -9.2905 68) -1.1181

14) 2.0282 25) -15.0059 36) -9.2905 47) .3674 78) -39.8337

15) -3.8839 26) -3.2912 37) .0203 48) 2.1731

16) -3.2912 27) -1. 7475 38) 3.8413 56) 4.9869
-

17) -4.7430 28) .2401 57) 4.5809 '1i

18)-22.2626 58) 4.5809



g g t

12)-39.8337 23) 7.5214 34) 4.9969 45) 1.8711 67) 2.0282

13) -.1181 24) 4.5804 35) -9.2905 46) 2.0282 68) 1. 8711

14) 4.5809 25) .3674 36) -9.2905 47) -15.0059 78) 19.9169

15) 2.1731 26) .0203 37) -3.2912 48) -3.8839

16) 3.8413 27) -1.7475 38) -3.2912 56) 19.9169

17) .2041 28) -4.7433 57) 1.8711

18)-22.2626 58) 2.0282
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r
d. Triple Gauche t, -

\

+++g g g r
I

12) 19.5037 ,23) 7.1111 35) 7.1155 48) 1.5239 I

13) 3.7037 24) 2.1231 36) 3.3165 56) -16.9917 r
I
It _

14) 3.3165 25) 1.4688 37) 2.1818 57) 4.0194

15) 2.2202 26) 1.2730 38) 1.4437 58) 7.5658

16) .9252 27) 2.6669 45) 2.1306 67) .1983

17) 18.0452 28) .9525 46) -4.8558 68) .1983

18) 2.6498 34)-24.9182 47) 2.1230 78) 19.9169

g g g

12) 19.5037 23) 3.3165 35) -4.8558 48) 2.1818

13) 2.1231 24) 3.7037 36) 2.1306 56) -16.9917

14) 7.1111 25) .9252' 37) 1. 5239 57) .1983

15) 1. 2730 26) 2.2202 38) 2.1230 58) .1983

16) 1.4688 27) 2.6498 45) 3.3165 67) 7.5658

17) .9525 28) 18.0452 46) 7.1155 68) 4.0194

18) 2 '-6669 34) -24.9182 47) 1.4437 78) 19.9169
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Chapter 4: A HIGH FIELn NMR SPECTROMETER

4.1 Introduction

The nmr spectrometer that will be described in this chapter

is the fourth spectrometer to be built in the laboratory of A.

Pines. It has therefore been designated "delta".

This chapter is divided into nine sections and one appendix.

Sections two through five document the analog electronics of the delta.

In section 2 is described the manner in which low power r.f. pulses

are generated at the various nuclear resonance frequencies. In

section 3 are described the high power r.f. amplifiers which are

used to produce r.f. pulses at power levels in excess of 300 watts

at th~ proton Larmer frequency and 2 kilowatts at the deuterium

Larmor frequency. Finally the broadband r.f. receiver is described

in section 4, and the phase sensitive detector is described in

section S.

Sections 6, 7 and 8 document what may be called the digital

electronics of the delta. Section 6 covers the acquisition system.

Section 7 deals with the phase-shifter controller and in section 8

the pulse progrannner is des·cribed.

Section 9 describes the general features of a program that

is used by a 2-80 microprocessor to drive the pulse progrannner.

The program is especially .suited for executing multiple quantum

pulse sequences and other types of two dimensional experiments.

The source version of the program is listed in the appendix to

this chapter.
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Before proceeding, brief mention should be made of the

superconducting magnet. The magnet consists of a main solenoid

of niobium-titanium alloy (Bruker BZH-01840070) housed in an Oxford

dewar system. Three superconducting x, y, and z shim coils are

also present. The persistent current of the main superconducting

solenoid is about 34 amps corresponding to a field of approximately

84 kiloGauss at the shim center. The proton Larmor frequency is

360 Mhz and the deuterium Larmor frequency is 55 Mhz.

The superconducting solenoid is contained within a liquid

helium dewar which has a capacity of about 25 liters. The helium

dewar is in turn surrounded by a radiation shield and a liquid

nitrogen dewar, which has a capacity of about 30 liters. The

liquid nitrogen dewar requires refilling about once every four to

five days and the liquid helium dewar requires refilling about

once every 60 days.

4.2 Frequency and Phase Generation

In this section we describe the manner in which the various

nuclear magnetic resonance frequencies are generated. As we

found in chapters two and three, time domain nmr experiments often

require that pulses within a sequence be phase shifted relative to

one another. Therefore, the nmr spectrometer must be capable of

producing pulses at the same nuclear frequency but with varying

phases. In this section we also describe the manner in which phase

shifts are genetated.

Since the phase shift of an r.f. wave in a coaxial transmission

cable is proportional to its frequency, phase generation networks
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rarely operate at high frequencies. Therefore, in most nmr spect-

rometers, phase generation is usually done at some low intermediate

frequency (IF) and the nmr frequency is generated by mixing the phase-

shifted IF with a second frequency, called the local oscillator (La)

frequency. In the delta spectrometer, the IF is 30 Mhz. Accordingly

the proton La is about 390 Mhz and the deuterium La is about 85 Mhz.

The delta spectrometer is capable of producing pulsed irradiations

at two different r.f. frequencies simultaneously. This is a requirement

for any double resonance experiment. The frequency and phase generation

networks are therefore dual channel. One channel is designed to

produce pulsed irradiations at the proton resonance frequency (~360 Mhz),

while the second channel can easily be adapted to produce irradiations

at virtually any frequency up ~o. 350 Mhz. Since the second channel

is often operated at the deuterium frequency (~55 Mhz) we will describe

it in that configuration. A schematic of the frequency generation

network is shown in figure 53. The quadrature phase generation network

is shown in figure 55.

4.2.1 La Generation ,(figure 53)

The proton LO frequency of 390 Mhz is generated as follows. A

signal at 130 Mhz at a level of .5 Vpp (volts peak-to-peak) is produced

by a PTS-160 frequency synthesizer (.1 hz resolution) equipped with

an internal reference crystal. The third harmonic is generated by

a step diode (HP 5082-0112, see figure 54). The funda-

mental and higher frequency responses are removed by an LC circuit

tuned to 390 Mc (figure 55). The 390 Mhz LO signal is then amplified
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Figure 53. Delta Spectrometer: Frequency Multiplier.
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to about 2.0 Vpp by two Merrimac GAM-lO-150 10 dB amplifiers, and

split by a Minicircuits ZSG-2-l hybrid power divider (the two outputs

are in phase). After passing through a Texscan 390 Mhz bandpass

filter (20 Mhz pass band) one output channel goes to the r.f. receiver

(see section 4.4) if the observed nucleus is proton and the other

channel goes to the r.f. generation (section 4.2.4). Each output

should be approximately 1.2 Vpp.

The deuterium LO frequency of 85 Mhz is produced by a second

PTS-160 frequency synthesizer. This second synthesizer (.1 hz

resolution) has no internal frequency reference and so must be

"locked" to the first PTS-160. The 85 Mhz signal, at a level of .5-.6

Vpp, is split by a Minicircuits ZSC-2-l hybrid power divider. Each

output channel is amplified by a Merrimac GAM-lO-150 to a level of

approximately 1.2 Vpp, and one channel goes to the r.f. generation

(section 4.2.4) while the other channel goes to the r.f. detector if

the observed nucleus is deuterium. If the observed nucleus is not

deuterium, the output is terminated.

The PTS~160 is capable of producing frequencies of up to 160 Mhz,

and so any LO frequency not exceeding 160 Mhz may be synthesized

directly. If a nuclear frequency exceeds 190 Mhz, the appropriate

LO frequency may be obtained by using an r.f. frequency doubler.

4.2.2 IF Generation (figure 53)

As mentioned above, the intermediate frequency (IF) used in the

delta spectrometer is 30 Mhz. A reference frequency of 10 Mhz at a

level of about 1 Vpp is available at the rear of the proton PTS-160.

The 10 Mhz' reference is only available if the synthesizer has an
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internal reference or if it is locked to an external reference. The

10 Mhz reference is split by a Minicircuits ZSC-2-l hybrid power

divider (figure 54) and each output is amplified to approximately

2 Vpp by a Merrimac GAM-lO-150. One output is again split by a hybrid

power divider, and the two outputs are used to lock the second PTS-160

and to provide a reference frequency for the pulse programmer (see

section 4.8). The other 10 Mhz channel, at a level of about 2 Vpp,

is connected to crossed diodes (lN9l4) to ground. The 10 Mhz funda-

mental and the higher harmonics are separated from the third harmonic

by a homebuilt 30 Mhz bandpass filter. The 30 Mhz IF is amplified to

about 1.5 Vpp by a Merrimac GAM-lO-150 and split by a Minicircuits

ZSG-4-3 4-way hybrid power divider. Three of the outputs, each at

about .5-.6 Vpp are connected to the quadrature phase generation

network ( see section 4.2.3) and the fourth output is passed through

a Merrimac PS-3-30 continuously variable phase adjuster, which can

produce phase delays of up to 1800
• The output of the PS-3-30 is

connected to the phase sensitive detector (section 4.5).

4.2.3 Quadrature Phase Generation (figure 55)

A basic feature of any nmr spectrometer is the ability to produce

pulsed irradiations with different phases, and a common requirement

is that the phases be in quadrature. The delta spectrometer has

quadrature phase generation networks in both r.f. channels. In

addition there is an auxiliary IF channel which may be set to a

different amplitude relative to either of the quadrature networks. This

is a useful feature if one wishes to do double quantum experiments.

The auxiliary IF channels may also' be used as the reference phase

r
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channel in TPPI experiments if the output of the proton quadrature

network is connected to the digitally-controlled analog phase shifter

described in section 4.7.3.

The quadrature generation networks of the proton and deuterium

channels are identical since the IF's are both 30 Mhz. The 30 Mhz

signal (.5~.6 Vpp) from the IF generation is amplified to about 1.4

Vpp by a GA11-l0-150 (figure 56), and enters the quadrature generation

network which is composed of a set of three 2-way hybrid power dividers

mounted on a PC board. The first divider is a Minicircuits PSCQ-2-50

whose outputs are about 900 out of phase (x and y). The x and y

signals are each divided by a Minicircuits PSCJ-2-1, whose outputs

oare 180 out of phase. Thus 4 phases in quadrature ( x, y, -x, and -y)

are produced. The phases may be fine-adjusted by varying lengths of

coaxial cable between the outputs of the quadrature network and the

inputs of the r.f. switch.

The four quadrature phase channels are connected to the inputs

of a DAlCO 100C1284 sing1e-po1e-four throw (SP4T) balanced diode

switch. Each switch is digitally controlled ( 1 =closed, ¢ = open)

and completely TTL-compatible. An open switch attenuates the input

by better than 60dB at 30 Mhz and the switching time, defined as the

time from 0 to one half the envelop maximum is about 100 nsec. The

diodes in the switches produce antisymmetric transients whose

intensities are a function of the d.c. power level (B+). These

transients are at low frequencies «2 Mhz) and may be removed by

bandpass filtering.

The amplitude of the auxi11ary IF channel (figure 55) is adjusted
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by a Merrimac AR-5 continuously variable, mechanically-controlled

attenuator. Maximum attenuation is -20dB (1/10 in voltage). R.F.

switching is performed by a Daico 100C128l single-pole-single-throw

(SPST) balanced diode switch.

If the auxilIary channel is to be used as a proton IF chRnnel,

the output~l of the Daico 100C128l and the proton Daico 100C1284

should be comb~ned using a ZSC-2-l. The output of the ZSC-2-l is

passed through a 30 Mhz bandpass filter (3 Mhz pass band) in order

to remove the switching 'transients. The output level of the filter
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should be about .2 Vpp. (-
I ~

4.2.4 R.F. Generation (figure 56) .

It remains to combine the pulsed IF signal at 30 Mhz with the

LO frequency to produce the nuclear ~esonance frequency. This is

done in the r.f. generation section. The r.f. ge:leration schemes

are identical for proton and deuterium, so we wi~l only disCJSS tne

proton frequency generation.

The pulsed IF signal at a level of about .2 Vpp is mixed with

the continuous proton LO signal which is at a level of about 1.2 Vpp.

The mixer is a Minicircuits ZAD-l-l standard level double balanced

mixer. Care should be taken to maintain the relative levels of the

LO and the IF signals at the mixer inputs since they have been

adjusted to minimize spurious responses (106) .. The output of the

mixer should be predominantly two sidebands at 360 Mhz and 420 Mhz.

If the mixer has been properly balanced each sideband should not be

much less than .1 Vpp. After amplification by a GAM-lO-150 the

c
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420 Mhz sideband is removed by filtering (Texscan 360 Mhz bandpass).

The 360 Mhz signal is then gated by a second Daico 100C128l SPST r.f.

switch, amplified by a Merrimac GAM-20-l50 (gain - 20 dB), and

filtered again to remove the switching transients. The signal at

the output of the second 360 Mhz filter should be about 3 Vpp.

4.3 R.F. Power Amplifiers

4.3.1 360 Mhz Power Amplifiers

The low power proton pulse ("'20 mw at 360 Mhz) is amplified

in two stages. The first stage is a 30 watt solid state power

amplifier with a 50 Mhz bandw'idth (350-400 Uhz). The second stage

is a high power solid state amplifier capable of generating a pulsed

output of 350 watts at 360 Mhz. The amplifier is based on three

MRF-327's in a parallel configuration (see figure 58) in which the

collectors are coupled together by 1../4 lines. To initialize

operation after powering up, a momentary switch is engaged that closes

a relay which applies power to the collectors of the three MRF-327's.

If anyone of the ~mF-327's should short out, causing the collector

voltage to drop, the output of the 7410 (three way NANDgate) will go

high, opening the relay and shutting down the amplifier. The 1../4

lines which couple the collectors together prevent damage to the other

two MRF-327's if one MRF-327 should short out.

While the amplifier should operate into a 50 ohm load, it is

capable of withstanding extreme "mismatches" and will not be damaged

even if it is disconnected from the load while pulsing (the practice

is not recommended, though).
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4.3.2 Other High Power Amplifiers

The deueterium channel uses an AR-200L high power, broadband

r.f. transmitter. The AR200-L is capable of delivering 500 watts

into a 50 ohm load in pulsed mode for frequencies up to 200 Mhz.

The input voltage to the AR-200L should not exceed 3 Vpp. If higher

power is desired the AR-200L may be used to drive a Drake L-7 amplifier

which has been altered to operate between 45 and 55 Mhz. Given an

input of about 200 watts, the Drake L-7 will deliver 2000 watts into

a 50 ohm load in pulsed mode.

4.4 R.F. Receiver (figure 59)

In chapter 1 it was pointed out that the linear absorption spectrum

is obtained by Fourier transforming the nuclear free induction decay.

However, the FID corresponds to a signal in a frame which rotates

around the laboratory z-axis (specified by the magnetic field direction)

at the Larmor frequency or within a few 1000 hertz of the Larmor if

the r.f. field is off resonance. Electronically this means that the

Larmor frequency is a carrier which is removed in the r.f. receiver,

and the resultant audio frequency signal corresponds to the rotating

frame FID. The nmr carrier is of the superheterodyning type since

it removes the carrier in two stages, and is in most respects similar

to a conventional radio receiver.

4.4.1 Preamplifier

The first stage of the r.f. receiver is the preamplifier. Since

the FID at the input is at very low power levels (less than -80 dB),

the thermal noise introduced by the preamplifier must be minimal.
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The delta spectrometer utilizes a· two stage preamplifier. The first

stage is an Avantek UTO 511 with a gain of 15 dB and has sufficient

bandwidth to cover all frequencies of interest (-- 400 Mhz).

The noise figure is 2.5 dB. The second stage is an Avantek UT0512 with

20 dB of gain and a noise figure of about 4 dB. TIle preamplifier can

recover from saturation in about 15 ~sec.

After the preamplifier the signal is filtered. The filter

should have a center frequency at the nuclear resonance frequency

(proton = 3~0 Mhz, deuterium = 55 ~fuz etc.) and as Iowan insertion

loss as possible «3 dB). On the delta, the receiver filters are

attached externally to the receiver chassis to enable easy conversion

between nuclear frequencies. After filtering the signal is again

amplified by a Merrimac GAM-lO-150.

The first heterodyning consists of taking the difference frequency

between the Larmor frequency and the local oscillator (see seclion

4.2.1). This is accomplished by mixing the local pscillator with

the nuclear FID using a Minicircuits ZAD-l-H high level double-

balanced mixer. High level mixers should always be used in nmr

receivers to avoid large conversion loss changes due to input signal

level fluctuations. The output of the ZAD-l-H consists of two side

bands corresponding to the sum and difference frequencies. In the

case of protons the Larmor frequency is 360 11hz and the La is 390 Mhz,

so the sidebands are at 30 Mhz and 750 ~fuz.

-4
A .6 x 10 Vpp signal at 360 11hz at the input of the preamplifier

-2
should result in a signal level of .8 x 10 Vpp for the 30 Mhz

sideband at the output of the ZAD-l-H.
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4.4.2 IF Amplifiers

The IF amplifiers serve to increase the power level of the

30 Mhz sideband. The upper sideband is suppressed since several

of the IF amplifiers are tuned.

There are three IF amplifiers (see figure 59). The first

amplifier is an RHG ICFV 3010 which is tuned to 30 Mhz with a

bandwidth of 5 Mhz. The gain of the amplifier is 25 dB which is

variable over a range of 20 dB. The gain is voltage-controlled and

is adjusted by a front panel potentiometer.

The second amplifier is an RHG ICFN 3010 with a fixed gain of

25 dB. This amplifier is also tuned to 3011hz and has a 5 Mhz

bandwidth. For an input level of .8 x 10-2 Vpp to the ICFV 3010,

the output of the ICFN 3010 should be about 2.5 Vpp with the ICFV

3010 at full gain.

The third amplifier is a Merrimac GAM-20-150 which has 20 dB

of gain.

4.5 Phase Sensitive Detector (figure 60)

4.5.1 Dual Channel Detector

The phase sensitive detector operates as follows. The IF

signal from the receiver is split by a Merrimac PD 2-50 hybrid power

divider. Similarly, the IF reference signal from the frequency

generation (see section 4.2.2) system is split by a Minicircuits

oQH-2-30 hybrid power divider, the outputs of which are 90 out of

phase. The second heterodyning is now accomplished by mixing the

IF signals using two Minicircuits ZAD-I-H high level double-balanced
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mixers. The outputs of the mixers are given by the equations
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r'
I

Sy' = (ACOS(WIF~t) (Bsin(wIFt+~)

. AB= 2 (sin«2wIF+JC)t+~) + sin(JCt +~)

(1)

(2)

The phase term ~ may be varied by changing the phase of the

reference IF which is done in the IF generation (see section 4.2.2)

4.5.2 Audio gain and D.C. level adjust

The outputs of the phase sensitive detector are gated by

analog r.f. switches (figure 61) which are controlled by the pulse

programmer. The switches are closed only during detection and are

otherwise open in order to prevent ringing of the audio filters by

pulse leak-through. Open switches attenuate input by -63 dB.

After the "blanking" switches is the first audio gain stage.

This consists of an LM-3lB operational amplifier with a potentiometer

in the feedback loop adjusted to provide a gain of 14 dB. After the

LM-3lB is an LM-3l0 voltage follower.

The d.c. voltage level in each channel is adjusted by two front

panel potentiometers which change the d.c. levels at the summing

points of the LM-3lB's. The d.c. levels may be swept about ±.5 at

the output of the LM-3l0.
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4.5.3 Audio Filters

The audio filters are Rockland 452 dual channel Butterworth

filters. The filter mode is low pass and the unit has 20 dB of gain.

4.6 Data Acquisition (figure 62)

The purpose of the data acquisition system is to accurately

digitize the analog signals at the output of the audio filters. When

digitized data is available in the memory of the data acquisition

system, an "interrupt" is generated which signals the Nova 820 computer

that data is available at the data channel inputs. The Nova 820

will then initialize the data channel transfer.

4.6.1 Sample-and-Hold Amplifier

In order for the analog-to-digital converters (ADC) to accurately

convert analog signals to sequences of binary words, the voltages

at the inputs of the ADCls must be very stable for the duration of

the conversion. This is accomplished by the sample-and-hold

amplifiers. After the audio filters each analog data channel goes

to a Datel SID1-2 sample-and-hold amplifier. The SHM-2 is composed

of an operational amplifier with a 200 pf capacitor to ground at the

input. The input is gated by an electronic switch. When the central

voltage to the switch driver is logically low, the switch closes

and capacitor is charged to its peak value. When the control voltage

to the switch driver is logically high the switch opens and the input

voltage is "held". The mode control is TTL compatible. The inputs

to SHM-2 1 s should not exceed ±10 volts.
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4.6.2 Ana1og-to-Digita1 Converters

The voltages at the outputs of the samp1e-and-ho1d amplifiers

are converted to 10 bit digital words by the ana1og-to-digita1

converters (what else?). ADCls operate in the following manner.

The capacitor that was charged by the sampled voltage pulse, i~

discharged by a constant current. The end of the discharge is detected

by a voltage comparator in the ADC, and the discharge time is measured

by a counter and a clock oscillator. The delta acquisition system

utilizes 2 Date1 ADC-EH10B ana1og-to-digita1 converters. Initially,

the end-of-conversion flag (EOC) is low on each ADC, causing the SHM-2 1 s

to go into "sample" mode. When the ADCls receive a start-convert

pulse, which is provided by the pulse programmer, the EOC flags go

high causing the SHM-2 1 s to go into "hold" mode (see figure 62). At

the end of the conversion, which requires 2 ~sec, the EOO flags go

low causing the SHM-2 1 s to return to sample mode. The 10 bit outputs

of the ADCls are valid as soon as the EOC status goes low,

The ADCls are operated in bipolar mode, meaning that they will

accept analog voltages within the range ±5 V. The start convert flag

is TTL compatible.

4.6.3 Fifo Buffer Memory and Data Channel Interface

At the end of a conversion, two 10 bit words are available,

one at the output of each ADC. The problem is how to get both

words which are in parallel at the ADC output, arranged in serial

for the data channel transfer into· the Nova 820 memory. This is

accomplished in the following way (see figure 62). The EOC status



flags are connected to the inputs of a 7402 NOR gate. When the

EOC's go high, the output of the 7402 goes low. The rising edge

of the 7402 output pulse clocks a set of three 8551 tri-state latches

which latch one of the 10 bit words. The outputs of the latches

are connected to the input registers of three 9403 (4 x 16 bit)

first-in~first~out (FIFO) memories. The rising edge of the same

pulse performs two other functions. Firstly, it triggers a 100 nsec

9602 monostable which, after propagating down a NAND date delay,
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triggers the parallel load (PL) function of the three parallel 9403's,

causing the latched data word to be transferred to the memory stacks.

Secondly, another 100 nsec monostable is triggered. The rising edge

of the positive (Q) output triggers the high impedance state in the

first set of 855l's and the rising edge of the negative (Q) output,

occurring 100 nsec later, triggers a second set of parallel 8551's

which latch the second 10 bit word. The rising edge of the same Q

output triggers yet another 100 nsec 9602 monos table which in turn

triggers the PL function of the 9403 FIFO memories, causing the

second 10 bit data word to be transferred to the memory stacks. It

should be mentioned that the 10 bits corresponding to the output

of the ADC, are arranged as the 10 most significant bits of a 12

bit word.

inputs.

The least significant two bits are grounded at the 8551

What has been accomplished is that the two 10 bit data words

appearing in parallel at the outputs of the ADC's have been trans-

ferred serially to the stack of a memory buffer composed of three

parallel 9403 FIFO's. The first word to enter the FIFO stack is
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immediately transferred to the output register of the FIFO, which

causes the output register empty (ORE) status flag to go high. A

high condition at the ORE status ports of the 9403 memory buffer

causes a data channel enable request (RQENB) to occur on the Nova

820 data acquisition interface. For details on the data channel

timing logic, the reader is referred to the Data General Corporation

documentation (107). We will only briefly outline the interaction

between the interface and the buffer memory.

The advantage of a data channel transfer over a program transfer

is that the former transfer is only initiated by the CPU. When the

Nova 820 is ready to accept data through the data channel, the

"busy-done" flag on the interface is initialized to busy. In

addition, two sets of 74177 synchronous counters are loaded with

the number of words to be transferred and the initial memory address.

The interface then generates a "shift-out" pulse which causes the

data on the output registers of the buffer memory to be latched into

the input data register on the interface. The pulse also transfers

the next word from the buffer memory stack into the output registers

and updates the memory address and the word count. The interface

will continue to furnish "shift out" pulses until the word count

reaches zero, at which time the "busy-done" flag will be reset to

"done" and the transfer is concluded. All of this occurs without the

necessity of a program-controlled transfer through the accumulator,

a process that would take much longer. The data acquisition system

can digitize accurately in dual channel mode at a maximum rate of

333 kHz.
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4.7 A Digitally Controlled Analog Phase Shifter

In chapter 3 we found that multiple quantum pulse sequences

often require phase shifts of other than 90
0

, 180
0

or 270
0

, and

so some other method than the quadrature phase generation network

described in section 4.2.3 is required. Digitally controlled narrow

band analog phase shifters capable of generating phase shifts. in

units of 2~/256 are commercially available. One example is the

Daico 100D0898 which produces a phase shift between the input and

output ports specified by an eight bit control word, at rates of

up to 500 khz. The delta spectrometer may be arranged for a TPPI

experiment by placing the phase shifter between one of the outputs

of the IF generation (seGtion 4.2.2) and an input to one of the

quadrature phase generation networks (section 4.2.3). The auxiliary

phase IF channel may be used as the fixed phase channel.

Figure 63 shows a digital circuit designed to deliver a sequence

of control words to the phase shifter. By changing the select bits

on the 74153 multiplexers (A4, AS) a phase shift is specified by. a

control word from a front panel toggle wheel switch or from the

outputs of two 7483 binary adders (A2 and A3). The 7483 sum together

control words from two independent circuits.

TPPI requires a simple incrementation of the phase and so a

"wrap-around" adding circuit suffices. A unit phase increment is

set from a front panel toggle wheel switch. The unit phase increment

is added to the previous sum by two 7483's (C4 and C5). The 74175

latches (B5, B6, C2 and C3) are clocked by pulsing the "INC" line,

and are cleared by pulsing the "RESET" line. Both the INC and
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RESET lines are under pulse programmer control.

More intricate sequences of control words may be obtained

from the random access memory (RAM). Up to 1024 control words may

be loaded into 8 parallel 2102-1 x 1024 bit RA}! memories (Fl-G2). The

memory address is specified by the 3 74161 asynchronous counters

(El-E3) which may be updated by pulsing either the DOB line or the

RAC line. The RAC line is under pulse programmer control, and the

DOB line is under minicomputer control. The counters may be initialized

either by pulsing the CLR line which is under minicomputer control,

or the INIT line which is under pulse programmer control. The

operation of the ~1 memory is as follows. An eight bit control word

is specified by the outputs of the eight line receivers (Cl-D2) is

loaded into the RAM memory by pulsing DOA. By pulsing DOB the RAM

address counter (RAC) is advanced and the process is repeated. Since

the ~1 memory is write-enabled whenever DOA is high, the memory

may be output simply by pusling RAC. TIle memory address counter may

be reset by pulsing INIT.

By using the RAM memory in combination with the "wrap-around"

adder, all of the complex phase shifts required by multiple quantum

selective excitation pulse sequences may be performed.

4.8 Pulse Programmer

4.8.1 Introductory Remarks

The pulse programmer is the device that produces the complicated

sequences of logic pulses that operate the various r.f. switches in

the spectrometer and trigger the data acquisition system. It is
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eventually the pulse programmer that defines the complexity of

the experiments that may be attempted on a spectrometer, and there-

fore it is desirable that it be as versatile as possible.

The design of the pulse programmer to be described is due to

Dr. David Ruben, and the basic idea is as follows. The heart of

the programmer is a 2ilog 2-80 microprocessor. The microprocessor

receives a series of commands that describe in terms of some type of

programmed code, a pulse sequence. This sequence of commands will

be called the pulse program. Now the microprocessor stores the

pulse program in its memory, determines the structure of the pulse

sequence by decoding the program, and outputs the appropriate pattern

of logic pulses to its bus. The idea is very simple in principle

but the difficulty is that the microprocessor cannot possibly output

logic pulses at the rates required in nmr experiments. 'In fact,

execution times for even the simplest instructions, for example a

transfer between the primary accumulator and one of the secondary

accumulators, may require 10 clock cycles, so it is clear that the

microprocessor cannot directly control the spectrometer.

A solution to the problem is to interface the 2-80 to a buffer

memory. The 2-80 will load the memory with a set of control words

that specify whichr.f. switches will be opened and for how long,

and the memory contents will then be output to appropriate TTL

control logic. For example, that part of the control word that

specifies the r.f. switch to be opened (we will call it the gate

word) will be latched, and the part of the control word that specifies
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the length of time that the switch will remain opened (we will call

it the timing word) will be loaded into a set of synchronous counters.

The counters are, in turn, clocked by a crystal oscillator, and

when the count is concluded, the next control word is output from

the memory buffer.

We see that now the microprocessor need only output control

words at a rate fast enough to keep the buffer memory from "emptying".

The question remains, can the memory buffer perform writes rapidly

enough? The answer is that static ~1 memory can perform writes at

rates sufficient for nmr applications.

4.8.2 General Structure

We will now describe in a general way, the structure of the

pulse programmer. The pulse programmer is divided into two sections.

The first section consists of the Z-80 CPU board,the IO (input-output)

controller board, and a 16K RAM memory board. It is not our

intention to describe the architecture of the CPU, but we will mention

some of its salient features so that its interaction with the buffer

memory can be easily understood. The reader is referred to volume

2 of the 3 volume series by Osborne and Associat·es for details on

the Z-80 archtitecture (108).

The heart of the CPU board is the Z-80 microprocessor. The

Z-80 is an enhancement of the Intel 8080. It is a "single chip"

40 pin microprocessor, which utilizes a single system clock signal

and requires only a single power supply of ±5 V. The'data word

length is eight bits and there are 16 memory address bits. The CPU
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f' also contains a 2702 (8 x 1024) EPROM which is used to store

the operating system "HDT", and IK (8 x 1024) of static RAM memory.

An additional 16K of static RAM memory is located on a separate

board which consists of a matrix of 32 2ll4L's.

The CPU, 10 controller, and 16K RAM memory are designed

to utilize the Chern ].l80 bus which is standard in the D.C. Berkeley

Department of Chemistry. The bus signals of interest to us are:

a) DB0 - DB7: these 8 bits compose the basic data word.

b) A0 - Al5: these bits specify the memory location or 10

device with which the CPU will interact.

c) WRITE: when the CPU executes a write-to-memory, this

bus line will be pulled low and the memory address will

be specified by A0 - Al5. The data word stored at the

specified memory address will appear on the bus lines

D0 - DB7.

d) IN: when the CPU executes a read from an 10 port, this

bus line goes low. The 10 port number appears on A0 - A15

and the input from the port will appear on DB0 - DB7.

e) RESET: when this line is pulled low, the Z-80 program

pointer will be relocated to the first page (1 page =

256 words) of memory.

The second section of the pulse programmer consists of the

buffer memory and the TTL control logic which the Z-80 uses to

control the r.f. switches and the data acquisition system. A

control word is composed of a 16 bit gate word and a 16 bit time

word. Therefore, in order for the Z-80 to output a single control
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word, four writes to memory must be executed. The pulse programmer

buffer memory is composed of two parts, a FIFO memory and a RAM

memory. The FIFO memory consists of 8 parallel 9403's, which can

hold up to 16 control words, and the RAM memory consists of 8

parallel 2l0l-l's which can hold up to 256 control words.

The 9403 FIFO memory can be clocked out at a maximum rate of

12 Mhz, which is certainly fast enough for nmr applications. The

FIFO memory can be used to output any pulse sequence that does not

require long (>16) trains of short pulse «200 usec) separated by

short delays «200 usec). This limitation is due to the fact that

the microprocessor cannot load the FIFO any faster than once every

200 usec, and so if more than 16 pulses and delays of durations less

than 200 usec are required, the FIFO will be unloaded faster than

the Z-80 can load it, and timing errors will result.

The 2101 RAM memory is normally used to output trains of

short pulses and delays. The Z-80 simply preloads the RAM with the

appropriate control words, and the RAM memory contents is output by

an address counter,during the experiment. The 2101 memory can

perform writes at a maximum rate of 2 Mhz.

4.8.3 Pulse Programmer Operation: Buffer Memory Input

Before the Z-80 can execute a write to the FIFO memory the

input registers of the 8 parallel fifos must be clear. Therefore,

before attempting a data transfer to the FIFO, the Z-80 examines the

status of the input register ports (IRF) (see figure 64). The IRF

ports of four of the 8 9403's are AND'ed together and input to an
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8T95 Tristate buffer. mlen the Z-80 wishes to check the IRF

status ports, the IN bus line is pulled low and the A7 address

line goes high, causing the 8T95 to switch out of its high impedence

state. As a result the IRF status is transferred to DB7. If the

input registers are empty, IRF is high, causing DB7 to go high, and

the Z-80 will then proceed with a transfer. If DB7 is low, indicating

that the input registers are full, the Z-80 will not proceed with

the transfer but will continue to examine the IRF status until the

input registers are cleared.

In order to transfer a single 32 bit control word, the Z-80

must execute a write to 'each of the 4 FIFO pairs. The beginning

memory address of the FIFO memory in hexidecima1 is FF80. The

eight most significant bits are decoded. The two least significant

address bits A0 and A1 specify which FIFO pair will receive input.

Therefore, when the Z-80 executes a write to the FIFO, the WRITE

bus line goes low and bits A5 through A15 go high causing the output

of a 7430 to go low which enables a 74139 binary decoder. The 74139

inputs are the FIFO pair co~e specified by.A0 and A1. The decoder

output, NOR'ed with WRITE, causes the parallel load port (PL) on the

appropriate FIFO pair to go high, which loads the 8 bit word specified

by DB0-DB7 into the input register, causing IRF to go low. Since

IRF is connected to the stack transfer control (TTS), as soon as

data appears in the input register, it is transferred to the stack.

If the stack is not occupied, the data will appear at the output

register, causing the output register-status port (ORE) to go high.

Data transfer to the RM1 memory is done in a similar manner

(see figure 65). The beginning address of the RAM memory is F000.
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Memory address bits A0 and A1 specify which RAM pair will receive

data and address bits A2 to A9 specify the memory location. When

the CPU executes a write to the RAM memory the WRITE line goes

low causing the write enable (WE) lines to go low on all the RAM's.

But data transfer will only occur to that RAM pair whose chip enable

(CE1) lines are pulled low as a result of the decoding of A0 and

Al. When the RAM memory is not being addressed by the 2-80, WE is

high and all CE1 lines are low, which causes all RAM's to be output

enabled.

4.8.4 Pulse Programmer Operation: Buffer Memory Output

We will now discuss the manner in wkich the buffer memory

outputs control words. It has already been mentioned that the

control word is 32 bits in length, consisting of a 16 bit gate

word and a 16 bit time word. The 2 most significant bits of the

time word are used to enable the~ memory device to be the output

source. The 2 bit code "source" code is:

00 = FIFO

01 = RAM 1

02 = RAM 2

03 = RAM 3

Initially, the FIFO is enabled.

Suppose the Z-80 writes a 32 bit control word to the FIFO

memory (see figure 64). If the stack is empty the data "fall through"

to the output register, causing the output register status port (ORE)

to go high, which in turn causes the OR (output register) line to go
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low. This signals the timing logic (see figure 66) that data is

available in the buffer memory output register and the timing logic

responds by pulling the LOAD line low for one ~lock cycle (100 nsec),

which causes the gate control word to be transferred to the outputs

of a set of latches (see figure 67), the timing word (14 bits) to

be loaded into a set of synchronous binary counters, and the 2 bit

source code to be latched. The timing word is the two's complement

of the length of the logic pulse, and since the pulse programmer

uses a 10 Mhz clock, the maximum pulse length per control word is

1638.3 ]lsec.

When the count has been concluded the timers generate a

"carry out" pulse which again causes the LOAD line to go low for

one clock cycie. If the FIFO is enabled by a source code of 0,

the "trans"fer out parallel" line (TOP) will be pulled low causing

the "next control word in the stack to be transferred to the output

register and the process repeats itself. If the RAM is enabled

by a source code of 1, 2, or 3, the LOAD pulse will cause the control

word on the outputs of the RAM to be processed and the RAM address

counter will be advanced. In addition a monostable will be triggered

that causes the OR line to go high for 500 nsec.

An error condition, indicated by the front panel "ERROR" diode,

occurs if the LOAD line goes low while the OR line is high. This

will occur if an attempt is made to obtain a control word from the

FIFO when the output register is empty of if an attempt is made to

clock out the RAM at "a rate in excess of 2 Mhz. An error condition

results in the clearing of the gate word latches.
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4.8.5 Front Panel Controls

In this section, we describe the front panel controls of the

pulse programmer:

Reset: When this button is pushed, the program memory pointer
.

of the 2-80 is initialized to the first memory page

causing program execution to halt. The output ports

of the pulse programmer are disabled (see figure 67).

In addition, the master reset (MR) port on the 9403's

goes low, initializing all FIFO memory functions, the

source word latch is cleared, and the gate word latches

are cleared as are the counters.

Enable/

Disable: When the disable button is pushed, the output ports are

disabled but pulse program execution is not interrupted.

The disable but"ton may be used as a "panic button" if,

for instance, a programming error causes an output port

to "hang" in a high state. The output ports are reopened

by pushing the enable button.

r
!

Start/

Stop: These buttons are not active on the Delta pulse

programmer. They are intended to be used to interrupt

pulse program execution without executing a reset.
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4.9 Pulse Programmer: Software

4.9.1 General Program Structure

We will now discuss the general structure of the program that

is used to operate the pulse programmer.

The program may be imagined as consisting of two principal

sections. The first section includes those subroutines that allow

the operator to input and edit pulse programs, input pulse program

parameters such gate" codes and delay times, and execute pulse programs.

The commands that the operator used to accomplish such tasks are

called console commands. When the operator wishes to execute a task,

he/she enters the appropriate command on the console, and a subroutine

called the command processor obtains the command string, interprets

the string, and transfers control to the appropriate subroutine

which then executes the task. When the task execution is completed,

program control is returned to the command processor subroutine.

The second section is composed of those subroutines that drive

the pulse programmer. Pulse sequences to be output to the spectrometer

r.f. switches and data acquisition system are specified by entering

pulse programs into the memory of the microprocessor. Pulse programs

are composed of sequences of commands and parameters that specify

such tasks as outputting control words to the pulse program buffer

memories (FIFO memory or RAM memory), executing software loops, and

setting or changing pulse program parameters such as delay times and

pulse lengths.

Before describing each section of the program, some general

features of the program should be mentioned.



The source version of the program, listed in appendix 1, is

stored in the five RDOS files called UPCODEl. SR, UPCODE2. SR etc.

The source files are backed up on floppy disk. In order to obtain

an executable version of the program, the five source files are

appended together into a single file that must be called PROG.SR•.

This source file is assembled by the program UPASM which resides

in the directory UP on the removable disks of the Nova 2 and both

Nova 820's. UPASM also exists on floppy disk and may be executed

on the MP-200. A typical assembly· requires about 20 minutes. Two

files are output by UPASM. PROG.LS is a memory map of the program

and PROG.AB is the executable binary version.

The progrem is loadei into the l-80 memory by the program

UPLOAD which also resides in the directory UP. But before UPLOAD

can be executed, two things must be done. First, the binary version

P~OG.AB must be reorganized into a format that can be 'stored in the

2-80 memory. This is accomplibhed by executing the program ABIM

which resides in UP. The output file is PROG.IM. Se~ond fROG.IM

must be renamed UP. 1M, whi~h is the file whose contents UPLOAD sends

to the 2-80 memory.

The entry point of the program is on page 1610 (1016 ) of the

2-80 memory. In order to execute the program, input IO.G to the

console. The entire program occupies about 5.5 K of memory. The

first 16 pages (1016 to 2016 ) are the system routines. The next

page is the register page which is used to store the various pulse

program parameters. Since gate words and time words are 16 bits

(= 2 bytes = 1 word) long, the page is divided into 128 evenly-
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numbered registers. A valid register name is any even hexidecimal

number and including 00 and FE. Following the register page is

the line table page. The line table indicates which line numbers

are in use by storing a FF at any unused number. Following the

line table page are four pages that are used to store the pulse

program.

4.9.2 Console Commands

"lO.G" causes execution of the program. The program first

initializes various system buffers and outputs a starting message:

UPCODE VERSION X.Y.

X is the version number and is characterized by the command set.

Y is the number of pulse programline permitted. Currently X = 3

and T = 255.

Program control is then dispatched to the command processor

subroutine (CMDPRS) which outputs a symbol CMD> to the terminal.

The appearance of C1ID> means. that CMDPRS is waiting for a conunand

line to be input. The command line format is:

COM OPl OP2

where COM is the command and OPl and OP2 are operands used in

executing the command task.

Once the command line has been received, CMDPRS calls the

subroutine SCOM which searches the command text table for a match

with COM. If no match is found an error message is output by

SCOM and control is returned to CMDPRS. If a match is found

control is dispatched to the appropriate "handler" subroutine

by a jump table.
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Version 3 has eight console commands:

1) CL

This command clears the pulse program by setting all line

number flags to FF.

2) EC VAL

If VAL is zero, the echo flag (ECHO) is cleared which

blocks echoing of input. If the echo is off, all command

lines must begin with contro1-B and must be terminated by

control-E. The echo should always be turned off if the

program is to interact with SPEC. If VAL is nonzero, the

echo flag is set to 1 and input is echoed.

3) VA REG

REG is a valid register name. This command is. used to

obtain the contents of the register specified by REG. Three

numbers are output. The first number is the contents of

the register in hexadecimal. The second number is the

positive decimal version and the third number is the

negative decimal version. The number may be interpreted

as a positive or negative decimal number depending upon its

application. If the contents of the register is to be used

as a timing word, then the negative decimal version is of

interest. If the contents of the register is to be used

as a program co~nter, the positive decimal version is of

interest.

4) LO REG VAL

Execution of LO causes a register, designated by REG, to

be set to the value specified by VAL. VAL must be a hexi-
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number, For example

LO E0 F0F0

causes the register E0 to be set to the value F0F0l6,

5) DF REG VAL

Execution of DF causes a register, designated by REG, to

be set to a value specified by VAL, VAL must be a positive

or negative decimal number. REG must be a valid register

name in hexidecimal, For example

DF E0 100

causes E0 to be set to 10010 = 6416 ,

6) L1 LN1 LN2

Execution of L1 causes the current pulse program to be

listed. The first line to be ~isted is specified LNI. The

last line to be listed is LN2, LNI and LN2 must be valid

hexidecimal line numbers, For example:

Ll 00 10

cause all program lines between and including 00 and 1016

to be listed,

7) ED

Execution of ED causes entry into the pulse program editor

indicated by the appearance of ED> on the terminal screen.

ED> indicates that the editor is waiting for input. Pulse

program command lines have the format

LN COM OPI OP2

where LN is a valid line number, COM is a pulse program
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command (see section 4.9.3), and OP1 and OP2 are

operands used by the command subroutin~. A valid line

number is any hexidecima1 number between 00 and FE.

When a command line is input, the editor checks to see

if the line number is valid. If the line number is valid

the editor checks to see if the line number is not in Ul!;;e.

If it is not in use, it s~ts the flag to LN.

Next the editor calls SCOH whi.ch searches the pulse

program text table for a match with COM. If no match is

found an error message is output and control is returned to

the editor. If a match is found the command number, specified

by the comwand's position in the text table, is stored in

the public pulse program. The operanc numbers OP1 and OP2

are also stored in:the pulse program area.

A pulse program line may be removed by typing LN+. For

example

10+

will cause the line 10 to be deleted.

The editor may be exited by typing Q+.

8) GO LN

GO initiates pulse program execution at the line number

specified by LN. If LN is unused an error will. be returned.

GO calls the subroutine PP which examines the line table for

line numbers in use. When a line number is encountered

that is in use, PP obtains the command number and the

operands OP1 and OP2 from the pulse program area and
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dispatches control to the appropriate subroutine with a

jump table. ~neh the command has been executed, control

is returned to PP. PP will continue to search the line

table until line FF is encountered, indicating the end

of the table, or a halt command is encountered in the

pulse program. In either case control is returned to the

command processor.

4.9.3 Pulse Program Commands

Version 3 has 22 pulse program commands. What follows is a

description of each command.

1) CO REGl REG2

This instruction causes the contents of register 1 (C(REGl)

to be compared to the contents of register 2 (C (REG2) ..

The comparison code COl~ is set as follows:

(i) If C(REG1).EQ.C(REG2), COMP = G11

(ii) If C(REG1).LT.C(REG2), COMP = 02

(iii) If C(REGl).GT.C(REG2), COHP = 04

2) BR LN CODE

This instruction causes a branch to be performed to the

line number specified by LN if (CODE.AND.COMP).NE.0. Suppose

the contents of REGl and REG2 were compared and COMP was

set accordingly. Then the branch condition code may be

defined as follows:
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CODE = 0, a branch to LN never occurs

CODE = 1, a branch to LN occurs if C(REGl).EG.C(REG2)

CODE = 2, a branch to LN occurs if C(REGl).LT.C(REG2)

CODE = 3, a branch to LN occurs if C(REGl).LE.C(REG2)

CODE = 4, a branch to LN occurs if C(REGl).GT.C(REG2)

CODE = 5, a branch to LN occurs if C(REGl).GE.C(REG2)

CODE - 6, a branch to LN occurs if C(REGl).NE.C(REG2)

CODE = 7, a branch always occurs to LN

3) DE REGI REG2

The contents of register 1 is decremented by the contents

of register 2. The result is left in register 1.

4) ilA

When the subroutine PP encounter"3 this command, pulse

pLogram execution ceases and program control is returned to

the command processor. A HA command must be used to separate

the portion of the pulse program that loads the FIFO memory.

from the portion of the pulse program that loads the RAM

memory.

5) HN REGI

This instruction causes a delay in units of .1 nsec to be

output to the FIFO memory.

C(REG1) is the length of the delay in units of .1 nsec and

may not exceed 16383. C(REG2) is the gate word (see section

4.9.4).
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6) IN REGI REG2

This instruction causes the contents of register 1 to be

incremented by the contents of register 2. The result is

left in register 1.
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7) 01(02,03) REGI REG2

This instruction causes a delay to be output to the RAM 1 (2~3)

memory. Currently, only RAM 1 exists in the pulse programmer.

C(REGl) is the two's complement of the delay in units of .1 "usee.

C(REG2) is the gate word.

8) OD REGl REG2

This instruction causes a delay to be output to the FIFO

memory. The length of the delay is defined by C(fE)*C(REGl).

C(REGl) is the unit time delay in units of .1 usee. C(REGl)

may not exceed 8l92l0 .C(FE) is a multiplier. For example,

if C(REGl) ~ 500010 and C(FE) = 1010' a delay of 5msec is

output to the FIFO.

If a single OD command occurs within a pulse program,

C(REGl) may be any time less than 819.2 usec. If, however,

two OD commands occur within a pulse program C(REGl) should

not be less than about 150 usec, otherwise timing errors

may occur.

C(REG2) is the gate word.

9) OF REGI REG2

This instruction causes a delay to be output to the FIFO.

C(REGl) is the two's complement of the delay in units of

.1 usec C(REG2) is the gate word. .



10) PA NIS

This instruction causes the "next instruction source" code

SOURCE to be set to NIS. The two most significant bits of

all timing words output to the pulse program memory following

execution of a PA command are defined by SOURCE. The source

code is
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00 = FIFO

01 = RAM 1

11) Rl (R2,R3)

02 = RAM 2

03 = RA..l.f 3

This instruction causes initialization of the RAM 1 (R2,R3)

address counter to F000l0 (F400l6 , F800l6 ).

12) RE

This instruction only works on a pulse programmer with a

functioning start/stop button. When this command is

encountered, program execution ceases and control is

despatched to the command processor if the stop button

has been pushed. Control will remain with the command

processor until the start button is pushed, and the program

execution will continue at the line following the RE

connnand.

13) SB REGI REG2

When an SB command is encountered, C(REGl) is decremented

by one and the result" is left in REG!. If the result is

nonzero, a program branch occurs to the line number specified

by C(REG2).
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14) SC REG1 REG2

This instruction causes a delay to be output to the FIFO

in units of seconds. C(REG1) is the delay in units of

seconds and may not exceed 25510 .C(REG2) is the gate word.
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15) MS REG1 REG2

This instruction causes a delay to be output to the FIFO

in units of milliseconds. C(REG1) is the delay in units

of milliseconds. C(REG2) is the gate word.

i
L

16) US REG1 REG2

This instruction causes a delay to be output to the FIFO

in units of microseconds. C(REG1) is the delay in units

of usec and may not exceed 8192. C(REG2) is the gate word.

17) SE REG1 REG2

v~en this instruction is encountered, the contents of

register 1 is set to the contents of register 2.

18) TI REG1 REG2

This instruction causes a train of delays to be output to

RAM 1. C(REG1) is the number of delays in the train and

may not exceed 25510 , C(REG2) is the gate word. The two's

complement of the delay in units of .1 usec must be stored

in register D2.

4.9.4 Construction of Gate ~ords

From figure 67 it may be seen that there are twenty output

ports available at the rear panel of the pulse programmer. Control

of the voltage level at each port is effected by delivering an

appropriate 16 bit hexidecima1-coded gate word to the buffer memory.



The four bits composing the most significant nibble control

the "triggering pulse" ports. A high bit within the most significant

nibble will cause one of the trigger ports to go high for one clock

cycle (100 nsee). TPI corre~ponds to the most significant bit (2 3),

2TP2 to the next lower bit (2 ) and so on. If one wished to open

TPI and TP4 simultaneously, the value of the nibble would be 9.

The next nibble controls the auxiliary ports. A high bit within

this nibble will cause the voltage at the appropriate port to go

high for a time specified by the time word. If one wishes to open

auxiliary port 2 (AUX 2) and AUX3, the value of the nibble word would

be 6.

The next nibble cOlltrols the A gates which in turn control

the r. f. switches of the deuterium channel of the spectrometer. The

quadrature phase channels are controlled by the decodil~g of the two

least significant bits of the nibble by a 74LS139. The code is
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AX = 00

AY "l' 01

A-X = 10

A-Y = 11

The two most significant bits co~respond to the AOR2 and AOR2 gates.

The complements of the OR bits are logically NOR'ed with the

complements of the A bits so to open one of the A gates. one of the

OR gates must be opened. To cause the A-X gate to open the valves

of the nibble would be A.

The next nibble controls the states of the B gates· which in

turn control the r. f. switches of the proton channel. Control of

the B gates is identical to control of the A gates. Thus to open
~'-=>',.

the BY gate the value of the nibble is 9. U
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A gate word is constructed by a concantenation of the four
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nibbles. Therefore to open the gates TPl, TP2, AUX2, AUX3, A-X,

,

L

and BY the gate word is C6A9.



Appendix 4.1 Source Listing of Microprocessor Code
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RUP:PROO.SR 7/31/81 285

POINT FOR UP OPERATING SYSTEM

ORG 11:1l)(l

EGIUFIR ',=_,'j'

f" I
I· /t1f~IN

/r ~ENTRY

MAIN

f'
CALL
CALL
CALL
..IMP

INIT
CRLF

CMDPRS

IINITIALIZE SYSTEM PARAMETERS
IOUTPUT CR AND LF
IOUTPUT START MESSAGE
IGET COMMAND

t' I
/ r 1\11 T
/INITIALIlES SYSTEM PARAMETERS
IN!T

XRA
:3TA
STA
::;TA
STA
STA
MVI
STA
M'VI
MVI
SHLD
t'lV I
SHLD
MVI
SHLD
RET

A
RCYCLE
SOURCE
COMP
OCHAR
ICHAR
A.01
ECHO
L.OO
H,SRAMl
RAC1
H,SRAM2
RAC2
H. ~:;RAM3
RAC~:

IZERO A
IINIT RECYCLE STATUS TO OFF
IINIT INSTRUCTION FIELD TO FIFO
IINIT COMP TO NEVER
IINIT OUTPUT CHARACTER INDEX
IINIT INPUT CHARACTER INDEX
IGET ONE INTO A
ITURN ON ECHO
IGET 0 INTO L
ISRAMl INTO H,L
IINIT RAC1
ISRAM2 INTO H,L
IINIT RAC2
1:::RAM3 INTO H, L
IINIT RAC::::
IRETURN

I
1':;1'1S;(j
IROUTINE TO
:::M::a:; LXI

CALL
CALL
RET

OUTPUT START
H,l$
PSTR
PLINE

MESSAGE
IPOINT TO START ME:::';:SAGE
/OET STRING INTO OUTPUT BUFFER
/OUTPUT ME:::SAGE
IRETURN

IM:::G
1$ TXT

DB
I UPCODE VER::: ION 3. 255 I
o

I
I

BYTE

POINTER

ISAVE H,L
IOET NEXT CHF~R

I CHECK FOF: NULl..
lYE:::. DONE •
IOUTPUT CHAR
IUPDATE STRING
IBACI< FOR MORE
IOET H. L /\OAIN
IRETURN

H
A.M
A

PCHAR
H
1$
H

.J Z

PUSH
t'10V
ORA

Ct~LI..

INX
.JMP
POP
F:ET

/P:~:TF~

/
;ROUTINE ra GET CHAR STRING INTO OUTPUT BUFFER
IH. L CONTAINS POINTER TO STRING. :::TRING TERMINATED E:Y NULL BYTE
fALL REGISTERS EXCEPT A PRESERVED

II
L P:=:TR

1$

/



IPCHAR
I
IROUTINE TO PUT NEXT CHAR INTO OUTPUT BUFFER
IBUFFER IS NOBUF BYTES IN SIZE
fALL REGISTERS PRESERVED
,I
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PCHAR PUSH
'PUSH
PUSH
/"lOV
MVI
LDA
CMF'
.-'Nt::
1'10V
!"lVI
INR
STA
LXI
DAD
MOV

1$ MOV
POP
POP
POP
RET

I

B
D
H
B.A
E.NOBUF
OCHAR
E
1$
L.A'
H,OO
A
OCHAR
D. C1E:UF
D
M.E:
A.B
H
D
B

ISAVE E:.C
ISAVE D,E
ISAVE H.L
I~;AVE CHAR
IGET BUFFER SIZE
IGET CHAR INDEX
ICHECK FOR .LT. MAX
INO. DONE.
IMOVE CHAR INDEX INTO H,L

IUPDATE CHAR INDEX
ISAVE CHAR INDEX
IPOINT TO OUTPUT BUFFER
IPOINT TO NEXT CHAR
ISAVE NEXT CHAR
IGET CHAR 1-'1GP1IN
IGET H.L AGAIN
IGET D.E AGAIN
IGET B.e AGAIN
IF\ETURN

/PI_INE
I
fRC~TINE TO OUTPUT LINE WITH CR
ILENGTH OF LINE IS OCHAR
IAlL REGISTERS EXCEPT A RESTORED

PL INE

!

Cp1LL
CALL
RET

PLINEl
CRLF

IOUTPUT LINE
ICIUTPUT CR AND LF
IRETURN

IF'LINE!
IF:OUTINE TO OUTPUT LINE
ILEt~OTH OF LINE I~:; OCHAR
F'LINEl PUSH 13

PU::;;H H
MVI A.02
CAL.L OUTPUT
LDA OCHAR
ORA A
,YZ 2$
t10V B. A
LXI H.OE:UF

1$ MOV A.M
Cf-\LL OUTPUT
INX H
DCR E:
.JNZ 1$

2$ MVI A.05
C/\LL OUTPUT
XF<A A
~:;TA OCHAR
POP H
POP E

CHARACTERS
ISAVE B.e
ISAVE H,L
/CiET CNTF{L-B
/OUTPUT CNTRL,·-B
lCiET LINE LENGTH
ICHEC~~ FOR ZEF..:O
fYES
fINIT LOOP COUNTER
IPOINT TO OUTPUT BUFFER
JOET NEXT CHAR'
/OUTPUT NEXT CHAR
IUPDATECHAR BUFFER
IUPDATE LOOP COUNTER
I BAC~~ FOR MORE
JGET CNTRL-E
IOUTPUT CNTRL-E
IZERO A
IINIT LINE LENGTH
lCiET H.L ACiAIN
fGET B.e AGAIN

J



RET IRETURN 287
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/
/OUTPUT

r· IE: AS 1: C CONSOLE
OUTPUT STA

[. 1$ IN
ANI
..JZ
LDA
OUT
RET

OUTPUT
CHAR
TTS
RMTTO
1$
CHAR
TTO

ROUTINE
ISAVE CHARACTER
/CiET RMTTO
ICHEC.::: FOR COMPLETION
INO
IGET CHARACTER AGAIN
IOUTPUT CHAR
IRETURN

CR,LF TO CONSOLE

/
ICI=iL.F:'
IOU1PUT
/
CRLF

MVI
Cf\LL
MVI
CALL
RET

A,OD
OUTPUT
A,OA
OUTPUT

IGET CR
IOUTPUT CR
IGET LF
IOUTPUT LF
IRETURN.

IDISPATCH CONTROL
ICHECK FOR DISPATCH TO PP
IDISPATCH CONTROL TO PP
IOUTPUT CNTRL-F
I CHEC~~ ECHO STATUS
IC:HEO:~ FOR ECHO OFF
IECHO OFF. Sfl~IF' CMDPRS PROMPT •
IPOINT TO F'ROMPT
I OUTPUT STR INC;
IOUTPUT CMI:IPRS PROMPT
IOET INPUT
IOET FIRST CHAR
ICHEC~~ FOR NULL
ITRY AC;AIN
IOET START OF OPCODE STRING TABLE
IPOINT TO INPUT BUFFER
ISEARCH FOR MATCH
ICHECK FOR ERROR
IYES. TRY AGAIN
ICAl-L HANDLER

2$
H, ~:$

PSTR
PLINE1
OLINE
c;CHAR
A
1$
D.TOPSO
H.IBUF
SCOM
OFF
1$
T.JMPc>

DSPTCH
OFF
PP
PRMPT
ECHO
A

2$

/CI'1DPRS
(. ICOMI'1AND PROCESSOF<

/
CMDF'F~::;

lCiET COMMAND
11. CALI..

CPI
JZ
CALL
LDA
ANA
•JZ
LXI
CALL
CAL.L
CALL
CALL
ANA
.JZ
LXI
LXI
C.oIL.L
CPI
.JZ
,Jt1P

~H; T:<T /CMD> I
I DB 0

, L~ /
/~;C(l\"'1

:0 IROUT IN!:: TO S:EARCH OPCODE TABLE: FOR MATCH WITH STRING
. IH,L CONTAINS ~OSITION POINTER

ID,E CONTAINS TABLE POINTER. NULL TERMINATES TABLE
_ IINDEX OF MATCH RETURNED IN A. -1 RETURNED IF NO MATCH

SCOM PUSH B ISAVE B,e
PUSH D ISAVE O,E
PUSH H /SAVE H.L
MVI C.OO IINIT TABLE INDEX



1$

2$

:;;$

4$

PUSH
MVI
LDAX
CMP
.JNZ
INX
INX
DCR
,JNZ
POP
MOV
,JMP
INX
DCR
.JNZ
INR
PCJP
I...DAX
OF;:A
,JNZ
LXI
CALL
CALL
MVI
POP
POP
POP
RET

TXT
DB

H
B, (12

D
M

D
H
B
2$
H
A,C
4$
D
B
:3$
C
H
D
A
1$
H.5$
PSTR
PLINE
A.OFF
H
D

I (SCOI'1
o

JSAVE STRING POINTER
ISAVE LOOP CONTER
IGET NEXT CHAR OF ENTRY
ICOt-1PARE WITH NEXT CHt~R OF STRING
I NOT EG'JUAL
IUPDATE TABl.E POINTER
JUPDATE STRING POINTER
IUPDATE LOOP COUNTER
ITRY AGAIN
IGET STRING POINTER
JGET TABLE INDEX
IDONE
IUPDATE TABLE POINTER
IUPDATE LOOP COUNTER
I BAC.< FOR MORE
IUPDATE TABLE INDEX
JOET STRING POINTER AGAIN
IGET FIRST CHAR
ICHECK FOR ZERO
INO. TRY FOR MATCH AGAIN
IPOINT TO MSG
IGET STRING
IOUTPUT MESSAGE
ISIGNAL ERROR
IGET H,L
IGET D,E
IGET B,C:
IRETURN

INVALID CONMANDI
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I
/F'F\~lPT

JOUTPUTS PROMPT
.I
F'F~l'lF'T

1$. IN
ANI
dZ
MVI
OUT
RET

TO CONSOLE

1
01
1$
A.06
TTO

ICHECI< FOR RMTTO
IWAIT FOR COMPLETION
INC!
IYES. GET CNTRL-F
IOUTPUT CNTRL-F
IRETURN

/
/GLINE
.I
IINPUTS LINE. MAX LENGTH OF LINE IS NIBUF BYTES
IALl REGISTERS EXCEPT A PRESERVED
GLINE PUSH B ISAVE B,(:

F'I..I~;H H JS;AVE H,l
1$ LDA ECHO IGET ECHO STATUS

ANA A ICHECK ECHO STATUS
JNZ 3$ IECHO ON

2$ CALL INPUT IGET INPUT
CPI 02 ICHECK FOR CNTRL-B
JNZ 2$ INO, TRY AGAIN

3$ LXI H.IBUF IPOINT TO INPUT BUFFER
MVI 8.00 IINIT INPUT LINE lENGTH

4$ CALL INPUT IGET INPUT
CPI OA ICHECK FOR LF
.JNZ 5$ INO



/F::OUT lr,!EfO OUTPUT BACK ~3F'ACE

BS MOV A.B
AI···!f.~ A
,JZ 1$

C'
!

7$

I .

1

10$

/

1'.I,
/
/INF'UI

LDA
ANA
.JNZ
,JZ
CPI
..JNZ
CALL
,JI'1F'
CPI
..JNZ
L.DA
ANA
oJZ
,Jl"lP
MOV
INX
INR
MOV
CF'I
,JC
CALL
CPI
oJZ
CPI
.JNZ
LDA
i'\Nr..
•.IZ
,.IMP
CPI
.JNZ
LCIA
ANA
,JZ
MOV
INR
::;TA
XRA
1'-10\1
STA
POP
POP
RET

MVI
CALL
M'vI
Ct~LL

MVI
Ct~LL

Dex
(ICR
F:ET

ECHO
A
10$
4$
7F
';'$

BS
4~;

05
7$
ECHO
A
10$
4$
M.A
H
B
A.E:
NIBUF
4$
INPUT
7F
1$
05
'~/$

ECHO
A
10$
E:$
OA
:::$
ECHO
A
8$
A. E:
A
NICHAR
A

. M. A
ICHAR
H
B

.A, 0:=:
OUTPUT
A.20
OUTPUT
A,O:=:
OUTPUT
H
E:

IGET ECHO STATUS AGAIN
ICHECK ECHO STATUS AGAIN
IECHO ON. DONE
ITRY AGAIN
ICHECI< FOR RI...IBOUT
INC!
IOUTPI...IT BS
ITRY AGAIN
ICHECK FOR CNTRL-E
INC!
IGET ECHO STATUS AGAIN
ICHECK ECHO STATUS AGAIN
IECHO OFF. DONE.
IECHO ON. DISREGARD.
/SAVE CHAR
IUPDATE BUF POINTER
IUPDATE LINE LENGTH
It-lOVE TO A
/CHECK FOR .LT. MAX
IBAC.< FOR MORE
IGET NEXT CHAR
ICHECK FOR RUBOUT
ITRY AGAIN
ICHECK FOR CNTRL-E
INO
IGEET ECHO STATUS AGAIN
/CHECK ECHO STATUS
IECHO OFF. DONE •
IECHO ON •. DISREGARD.
ICHECI< FOR LF
I TRY (;Gt~ IN
IGET ECHO STATUS
/CHECK ECHO STATUS
IECHO OFF. TRY AGAIN.
IOET LINE LENGTH
IUPDATE LINE LENGTH
ISAVE LINE LENGTH
ICLEAR A
INULL LAST BYTE
IINIT CHAR INDEX
IGET H.L AGAIN
IGET B,C AGAIN
IRETURN

IGET LINE LENGTH INTO A
/CHECK FOR ZERO
IEXIT
IGET BS CHARACTER
IOUTPUT CHAR
/GET SP CHAR
IOUTPUT SPACE
/ GET E:::; CHAR
IOUTPUT BACK :;::PACE
IUPDATE POINTER
IUPDATE LINE LENGTH
IRETURN
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IE: AS J: C CON~;OLE I NPUT ROUT INE 290
INPUT LDA ECHO lCiET ECHO FLAG

ANA A ICHECK FOR ECHO
JNZ 2$ IECHO CHAR

1$ IN TTS· lCiET INPUT STATUS
ANI RMTTI ICHECK FOR INPUT READY STATUS
JZ 1$ INa. TRY ACiAIN
IN TTl lCiET INPUT
ANI 7F IMASK TO 7 8ITS
JMP 4$ IDONE. EXIT

2$ IN TTS lCiET INPUT
ANI R~1TTI ICHECK FOR READY STATUS
JZ 2$ INO. TRY ACiAIN
IN TTl lCiET INPUT
ANI 7F IMASK TO 7 BITS
CPI 7F ICHECK FOR RUBOUT
JZ 4$ IEXIT
CPI 00 ICHECK FOR CR
JNZ 3$ INO
CALL CRLF IOUTPUT CRLF
JMP 4$ IEXIT

3$ CALL OUTPUT IECHO CHAR
4$ RET IRETURN
I
IOCHAR
IF~OUT INE TO GET NEXT C:HAR FROM INPUT BUFFER
IBUFFER IS NICHAR BYTES IN LENGTH
IALl REGISTERS EXCEPT A PRESERVED
GCHAR PUSH D ISAVE O~E

PUSH H ISAVE H.L
LOA NICHAR IOET NUMBER OF CHAR IN INPUT BUFFER
MOV E.A ISAVE IN E
LDA I CHAR /CHEC~< CHAR INDEX
eMP E ICHECK FOR .LT. MAX
JC 1$ IYES
XRA 'A ICLEAR A
JMP 2$ IDONE

1$ MOV L.A IMOVE CHAR INDEX TO A
MVI H,OO I
INR A IUPDATE CHAR INDEX
STA ICHAR ISAVE CHAR INDEX
LXI D.IBUF IPOINT TO INPUT BUFFER
DAD . 0 IPOINT TO NEXT CHAR
MOV A.M IGET NEXT CHAR
POP H IGET H.L AGAIN
POP D IGET D.E AGAIN

2$ RET IRETURN
I
/d ~:~;~J

IROU'{INE TO CONVERT HEX STRING TO 11':, BIT WORD
IRESULT STORED IN B.e
IERROR CODE RETURNED IN A
HSW PUSH D ISAVE OpE

PUSH H !SAVE H,l
/INIT

XRA A ICLEAR A
MOV E.A IE WILL HOLD LS NIBBLE
MOV D.E I
MOV e.D I
MOV E:. C: 18 WILL HOLD MS NIBBLE
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IGET NEXT CHAR
1$ CALI....

CPI
JZ
ORA
,JZ

/CONVERT
CPI
.JC
CPI
,.INC
SUI
..IMP

2$ CPI
.JC
CPI
,.INC
SUI
AD!

/SP1'..,JE NIBBLE
3$ MOV

MOV
MOV
MOV
,.IMP

I A~::::;e:MBL.E WORD
4$ MOV

RLC
RLC
RLC
RLC
liRA
MOV
MOV
RLC
RLC
RLC
F:L.C
ORA
MOV

INO ERROR
XRA
,.IMP

GCHAR
.~ ...

4$
A
4$

..' 0"

5$
.' ,;", + 1
2$
.,' 0"
3$
.' A"
5$
", F"+l
5$

OA

B.C
C.D
D.E
E.A
1$

A.B

C
B.A
A.D

E
C,A

A
1':'$

IGET CHAR
ICHECK FOR SP
IYES. DONE
ICHECK FOR NULL
IYES. DONE

ICHECK FOR .GE. '0'
INO. ERROR
ICHECK FOR .LE. '9'
INO
ICONVERT TO NIBBLE
I
/CHECK FOR • GE. ,. A" .
INO. ERROR
ICHECK FOR .LE. 'F'
INa. ERROR
ICONVERT TO NIBBLE
IADD 10

ISHIFT
I
I
ISAVE LS NIBBLE
IBACI< FOR MORE

IGET MORE SIGNIFICANT NIBBLE
ISHIFT

IADD L5B
ISAVE HIGH ORDER RESULT
IOET MORE SIGNIFICANT NIBBLE

IADD LESS SIGNIFICANT NIBBLE
ISAVE LOW ORDER RESULT

ISIGNAL NO ERROR
IDONE
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IEF~ROR

5$

IRETURN
f' I~ i;

L
! ~l:::U

; 7$

/

LXI
CALL
CALL
MVI

POF'
POP
F:ET

TXT
DE:

H,7$
P:::TR
F'LINE
A.OFF

H
D

I(HSW
o

IF'OINT TO MESSAGE
IOUTPUT STRING
/OUTPUT ERROR
I:::ET A TO ERROR

IGET H, L RE:::UL.T
/GET (I, E RE:::ULT
IRETURN

ILLEGAL CHARI

01::;:(; 1400
I
lED
JROlrrlNE TO EDIT PULSE PROGRAM



2$

4$

5$

CALI....
LDA
ANA
,JZ
LXI
CAL.L
CALL
CALL
CALL
CPI
,..IZ
ANA
,JZ
XRA
STA
CALL
CPI
,JZ
MOV
ORA
..JZ
LXI
,..IMP
MOV
:::TA
MVI
STA
CALL
CPI
,JZ

ANA
,..I Z
LXI
,..IMP
CALl.
.JMP
LXI
LXI
INX
INX
INX
C:~\LL.

CPI
,JZ
~:;TA

. MVI
:::TA
CALL
CPI
,JZ
LXI
...IMP
CALL
CPI
.JZ
MOV
STA
M~JI

PRI'1PT
ECHO
A
2$
H.10$
PSTR
PLINEl
GLINE
GCHAR
51
9$
A
1$
A
ICHAR
HSW
OFF
1$
A.S
A
3$
H.11$

A.C
LN
A.02
I CHAR
GCHAR
..- ."

5$
A
4$
H.12$

IDEL
1$
D.TOPS11
H.IBUF
H
H

·H
::a::OM
OFF
1$
OPCODE
A.05
ICHAR
GCHAR
." ."

. 6$
H.12$
8$
OPEVAL
OFF
1$
A.C
OPl

IOUTPUT CNTRL-F
IOET ECHO STATUS
ICHECK FOR ECHO OFF
IECHO OFF. SKIP EDITOR PROMPT
IPOINT TO EDITOR PROMPT
IOUTPUT ::;TR I NO
IOUTPUT LINE
IGET NEXT LINE
IOET FIRST CHARACTER
ICHECK FOR Q CHAR (QUITE)
IYES. EXIT EDITOR
ICHECK FOR N~_L CHAR
ITRY AGAIN
ICLEAR A
IINIT CHAR POINTER
ICONVERT LINE NUMBER
ICHECK FOR ERROR '.
ITRY AGAIN
IGET B INTO A
ICHECK FOR OVERFLOW
ICONTINUE
IPOINT TO ERROR MSG
IOUTPUT ERROR
I GET l. I NE NUt-1BER INTO A
ISTORE AT LN
IOET 02 INTO A
ISAVE AT ICHAR
IGET NEXT CHARACTER
ICHECK FOR SPACE
IYES. CONTINUE.
ICHECK FOR NULL
IYES. DELETE LINE
IPOINT TO ERROR MSG
10UtPUT ERROR
IDELETE LINE
I BACI< FOR MORE
IGET START OF OPCODE STRING TABLE
IPOINT TO INPUT BUFFER
IPOINT TO OPCODE STRING

ISEARCH FOR MATCH
/CHECK FOR ERROR
ITRY AGAIN
ISAVE AT OPCODE
IOET 05· INTO A
ISAVE AT ICHAR
IOET NEXT CHARACTER
ICHEC~~ FOR SPACE
ICONTINUE
IPOINT TO ERROR M~3G

I OUTPUT EF~ROR

IEVALUATE FIR~:;;r OPERAND
I CHECI< FOR ERROR
ITRY AGAIN
IGET OPERAND
ISAVE AT OF'1
IOET Cl8 INTO A
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INPUT FORMAT ERROR I

) INVALID LINE NUMBERI

-
ISAVE AT ICHAR
IGET NEXT CHARACTER
ICHECI< FOR ::;;PACE
ICONTINUE
IPOINT TO ERROR MSO
IOUTPUT ERROR
IEVt~UJATE SeCOND OPERAND
I CHEC~( FOR ERROR
ITRY AOAIN
IOET SECOND OPERAND
I::;AVE AT OP2
IADD INSTRUCTION TO PP AREA
I BACI< FOR l"'lORE
10UTPUT STRING
ICiUTPUT LINE
ITRY AGAIN
IEXIT EDITOR

[' STA. ICHARI

! CALL GCHAR
CPI .' .'

r~ ...IZ 7$
LXI H,12$
...IMP :=:$

r~
7$ CALL OPEVAL

CPI OFF
,JZ 1$.

f~
MOV A,C

I STA OP2
! CALL IADD

,JMF' 1$
E~~; CALL PSTR

CALL PLINE
.JMP 1$

9$ ,JMP CMDPRS
IM~=;G

lO~t; TXT lED> I
DB (I

11$ TXT I(ED
DE: (I

1:2$ TXT I(ED
DE: (I

LS BYTE INTO A
LS BYTE
RESULT INTO C
M::; BYTE I NTO A
M::; BYTE
RESULT INTO B

IINIT LOOP COUNTER
IGET LS 8YTE INTO A
ISU8TRACT LS BYTE
IGET RESULT INTO C
IGET MS BYTE INTO A
ISUBTRACT MS BYTE
IGET RESULT INTO B
IRESULT .LT. (I

IUPDATE LOOP COUNTER
I BACI< FCIR "'lORE
IUPDATE PLACE COUNTER
IOET LOOP COUNTER INTO A
ICONVERT TO CHAR
IOUTPUT CHAR

IOET
IADD
IGET
IGET
IADD
IOET

PLACE
IOET PLACE COUNTER INTO A
ICHECI< FOR 1000 PLACE
ITRY AGAIN
IOET 1000 INTO H,L
I BAC~~ FOR MORE

3$

E.O(l
A,C
L
C.A
A.8
H
8.AMOV

dC

:::I.lB
MOV
MOV

INR E
dMP 2$
DCR D
MOV A,E
AD I :;:0
CALL PCHt~R

IRI?:::lOf,E 1::, C TO LA::;T RE::;IJLT
MOV A.C
ADD L
MOV C.A
MOV A,B
I\DC H
MOV B,A

/DETERMINE CURRENT DECIMAL
MOV A,D
CF'! 03
...INZ 4$
LX I H. 0:;:E8
.JMP 1$

/\,m:;
IROUTINE TO CONVERT WORD TO DECIMAL STRING
fALL REGISTERS EXCEPT A PRESERVED
WDS PUSH B ISAVE 8,C

PUSH D ISAVE D,E
PUSH H ISAVE H.L
LXI H,2710 IGET 10000 INTO H.L
MVI 0.04 IINIT PLACE COUNTER

I r1A IN LOOP
1~; MVI

MOV



4$

5$

CPI
..JNZ
LXI
...IMP
CPI
...INZ
LXI
...IMP
MOV
ADI
CALL
POP
POP
POP
F:ET

02
5$
H.OO';.4
1$
01
tE.$
H,OOOA
1$
A.C
::::(1
PCHAR
H
(I

B

IC~ECK FOR 100 PLACE
ITRY AGAIN
IGET 100 INTO H.L

. ITRY AGAIN
ICHEC:~~ FOR 1(l PLACE
ITRY AGAIN
IOET 10 INTO H.L
I BAC:~( FOR MORE
IGET NUMBER INTO A
IC:ONVEr~T TO CHAF~

IOUTPLlT CHAR
IGET H.L AGAIN
IGET D.E AGAIN
IGET B.e AGAIN
IRETURN
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(~

I

r
I

LOAD A REGISTER WITH A VALUE
NAME OF THE REGISTER
VALUE TO BE LOADED (DECIMAL)

JGET 02 INTO A
IINIT CHAR INDEX
IGET CHAR
ICHECK FOR SP
IYES
IPOINT TO M~3G

IOUTPUT ERROR AND EXIT
IEVALLIATE REG OPERAND
ICHEC*~ FCIR ERROR
IERROR. EXIT
ICHECI< FOR OVERFLOW

INO OVERFLOW
IPOINT TO MSG
IOUTPUT ERROR AND EXIT
IGET LOW ORDER (IPERAND INTO A
ICHECK FOR VALID REGISTER
IYES
IPOINT TO MSG
IOUTPUT ERROR AND EXIT
IGET START OF REG AREA INTO H.L
IPOINT TO REG
IGEr 5 INTO A
IINtT CHAR INDEX
IGET CHAR
/C1..·IEO< FOR SP
lYE::;
IPOINT TO MSG
IOUTPUT ERROR AND EXIT
IGET ,;. INTO A
IINlT CHAR INDEX
IOET CHAR
ICHECI< FOR" --'
IINIT TO NEGATIVE
ISAVE SIGN FLAG
IOET 7 INTO A
IINIT CHAR INDEX
INEGATIVE

2$

H.l0$
7$
H.REGS
B
A,OS
ICHAR
OCHAR

3$

A. E:
8

.' ..

H.l0$
7$
A,C

A.02
ICHAR
GCHAR

1$
H,9$
7$
H::;W
OFF

4$
H. ';t$
7!t;
A,06
ICHAR
GCHAR
2D
A.OFF
SIGN
A.07
ICHAR
5$
A.OO

MVI
STA
C,c.LL
CPI
.JZ
LXI
...IMP
CALL
CPI
.J Z
MOV
ORA
...IZ
LXI
...IMP
MOV
RAR
.JNC
LXI
.JMP
LXI
DAD
MVI
::;T ,c~

C.o,LL
CPI
...IZ
LXI
...IMP
MVI
':::l"A
CALL
CPI
.MVI
STA
MVI
STA
..JZ
M\JI

4$

1$

2$

I
ID/:::- F~EG VAL
/F:OUT II'JE TO
IREG IS THE
IVAL. IS THE
I
I:IF



f' 5$
i
I

"~

I
r' 6$
!

7$

STA SIGN
MVI A,Ot':'
STA ICHAR
CALL D~;W

CPI OFF
oJZ 8$
LDA SIGN
ANA A
,JZ 6$
CALL TCOMP
MOV M.C
INX H
MOV M.B
.JMP 8$
CALL. F'STR
CALL PLINE
.JMP CMDPRS

TXT I{DF
DB C)

TXT I(DF
DB (I

./SAVE SIGN FLAG
IGET 6 INTO A
IINIT CHAR INDEX
IEVALUATE
I C:HEC~( FOR ERROR
IEXIT
IGET SIGN F.LAG
ICHECK FOR POSITIVE
IPOSITIVE
INEGATIVE
ILOAD LOW ORDER REGISTER
IUPDATE POINTER
ILOAD HIGH ORDER REGISTER
IEXIT
IOUTPUT STRING
IOUTPUT LINE
IEXIT TO CMDPRS
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I
/D~::;~J

IF:OUTINE TO CONVERT DECIMAL STRING TO It':. BIT t·JOr.:I:l
IRESULT RETURNED IN B,C
IERROR RETURNED IN A
DSW PUSH H ISAVE H.L
IINIT

XF:,o,
110\1
~10V

IOET NEXT CHAR
1$ CALL

ORA
.JZ
CPI
•..IZ
CPI
...IC
CPI
...INC
SUI
CALI....
r~DD

MOV
MVI
ADC
MOV
•..IMP

.J 2$ ,JMP
:3$ L.XI

CALL
CALL.
MVI

4$ POP
F,ET

IM::::G
51; TXT

DB

A
e.A
a.c

GCHAR
A
2$
,o' .'

2$
,- 0'-
3$
,- ''iI'- +1

,- 0'-
MPY10
C
e.A
A,O(l
B
B.A
1$
4$
H·, 5$
PSTR
PLINE
A,OFF
H

I (DSW
(I

ICLEAR A
IINIT E:.C

IOET CHAR
ICHECK FOR NULL BYTE
IYES. DONE.
II::HECK FOR SP
IYES. DONE.
ICHECK FOR .GE. ~o~

INO. ERRQR.
/C~~ECK FOR .LE. ~9~

INO, ERROR.
ICONVERT TO NIBBLE
IMPY CURRENT RESULT BY 10
IADD LS BYTE
IGET RESULT INTO C
ICLEAR A
IADD MS BYTE
IGET RESULT INTO B
IBACl< FOR MORE
IDONE
1F'(llln TO i·jDG
IOUTPUT STRING
IOUTPUT LINE
IGET ERROR FLAG
IGET H, L E:AC~~

IRETURN

ILL.EGAL CHARI



I
leI-
IROUT INE TO
CL MVI

MVI
LXI

1$ MOV
INX
DCR
.JNZ
MOV
STA
...IMP

CLEAR PULSE
B.OFF
A.OFF
H.TLINE
M.A
H
B
1$
M.A
PGMST
CMDPRS

PROGRAM AREA
IIN!T LOOP COUNTER
IGET EMPTY FLAG
IPOINT TO BEGINNING OF LINE TAE:LE
ICLEAR LOCATION
IUPDATE TABLE POINTER
IUPDATE LOOP COUNTER
I BACI< FOR MORE
ICLEAR LAST LOCATION
ISIC~AL EMPTY PROGRAM AREA
IRETURN
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/

NUMBER INTO A
NUMBER INTO H,L

JGET START OF LINE TABLE
IPOINT TO LINE NUMBER
JGET EMPTY FLAG
ISIGNAL EMPTY
IGET H,L AGAIN
JGET [I,E AGAIN
IC;ET B. C AGAIN
IRETURN

ISAVE S.C
ISAVE D,E
ISAVE H.L
IGET LINE
IGE,. LINE

E"~.
[I
H
LN
L,A
H.OO
D.TLINE
[I
A.OFF
M.A
H
[I
B

PUSH
PUSH
PUSH
LDA
MOV
r1VI
LXI
DAD
MVI
MOV
POP
POP
POP
RET

IIDEl
IROUTINE TO DELETE INSTRUCTION FROM PULSE PF~OGRAM

IINSTRUCTION lINE NUMBER IS I~ LN.
I
1[11::1.

/ I ,o,D[I
IROUTINE TO ADD INSTRUCTION TO PULSE PROGRAM
I

I

IAD[1 PUSH
PUSH
PUSH
XRA
STA
LDA
MeN
MVI
LXI
DAD
t10V
Ct\L.l
POP
POP
POP
RET

B
D
H
A
F'GMST
LN
L.A
H.O(l
D.TLTNE
D
1'1. A
U~~:;ERT

H
[I

B

JSAVE B,e
J~=;AVE D. E
/SAVE H,L
ICLEAR A
ISIGNAL PROGRAM AREA NOT EMPTY
IGET LINE NUMBER
JSAVE IN H,L

JGEl START OF LINE TABLE
IPOINT TO LINE NUMBER
fSET INSTR INDEX
IINSERT NEW INSTRUCTION
JOET H,L AGAIN
IGET [I,E AGAIN
fOET B.C AGAIN
IRETURN

L

I
I
I
II I\~S:CRT

IF: OUT' INE TO I N~:;ERT I NSTRUCT I ON I NTO PULSE PROGRAM
IINSTRUCTION LINE IS IN LN
I
INSERT PUSH D JSAVE [I.E

PUSH H ISAVE H.l



('1
! -

I

LDA
1"10V
MVI
LXI
DAD
MO'v'
MVI
DAD
DAD
LXI
Dl'~[1

LDA
MOV
INX
MVI
LDA
INX
MOV
INX
LDA
MOV
pelP
POP
RET

LN
L.A
H.C>O
D.TLINE
D
L.M
H.OO
H
H
D.PCiM
D
OPCODE
M,A
H
M.OO
OP1
H
M.A
H
OP2
M.A
H
D

ICiET LINE NUMBER OFINSTR
ISAVE IN H,L

IOET START OF l.INE Tt~E:LE

IPOINT TO INDEX
IOET INDEX

IMPY BY 4 - TO GIVE OFFSET

JOEl START OF PROGRAM AREA
IPOINT TO INSTRUCTION
lCiET OPCODE
I~;AVE IN IN::;T
IUPDATE INSTR POINTER
IINSERT NULL BYTE
IGET FIRST OPERAND
IUPDATE INSTR POINTER
ISAVE IN INST
IUPDATE INSTRUCTION POINTER
lCiET SECOND OPERAND
ISAVEIN INST
/GET H. L ACit~IN

IGET [I. E AGA IN
/RETURN
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!(OPEVAL) INVALID REGISTERI
o

/
/(IF'EVAL
i::;UE:F;:OUT INE
/
OF'EVAL CALL

CPl
•..lZ
LDA
p,Nt',
.JZ
CPI
oJZ
MOV
OF:A
•..INZ

1$ rlOV
RAR
•.Je
XF:A
.JMP

2$ LXI
CALL
CALL
!'lV I

3t> RET
I Ir1:::G
l : 4$ TXT

D8

TO EVALUATE OPERAND

HSW
OFF
3$
OPCODE.

A,E:
A
2$
A.C

2$
A
3$
H.4$
PSTR
F'LINE
A.OFF

IEVALUATE OPERAND
I CHEC~:: FOR ERROR
IEXIT
IOET OPERATION CODE
ICHECf< FOR BRANCH OPCODE
IEXIT
ICHECK FOR PA OPCODE
IEXIT
lCiET HIGH ORDER REGISTER
ICHECK FOR OVERFLOW
IERRCIR
lCiET LOW ORDER RI::G I STER
ICHECK FOR VALID REGISTER
IINVALID REGISTER
/CLEAR A
IEXIT
IPOINT TO ERROR MSG
IOUTPUT STRING
IOUTPUT LINE
IOET ERROR FLAG INTO A
IRETURN

TO TURN ECHO ON AND OFF
1:3 NONZERO, ECHO IS TURNED ON
IS ZERO. ECHO IS TURNED OFF

MVI
STA

f·-" ,I
~ ~ I

LJ lEe FLAG
IF:OUT 11'11::

- I / IF FLAO
I ~ /IF FLAO

/
'EC A.02

ICHAR
IGET TWO INTO A
IINIT CHARACTER INDEX



1$

4$

5$
IM:;::(;
6~i
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CALL GCHAR ICiET NEXT CHARACTER
CPI .' .- ICHECK FOR ~;PACE

,JZ 1$ ICONTINUE
ANA A ICHECK FOR NULL
,JNZ 4$ IOUTPUT ERROR MSG
XRA A ICL.EAR A
STA ECHO ISET ECHO TO OFF'
...IMP 5$ IRETURN
CALL H=:W IEVALUATE FLAG
CPI OFF ICHEC~~ FOR ERROR
,JZ 5$ IEXIT
MOV A,B IOET HIGH ORCIER FLAG
ORA A ICHEC~( FOR ZERO
.JZ 2$ ICONTINUE
MVI A,Ol /GET ONE INTO A
BTA ECHO ISET ECHO TO ON
...IMP 5$ IEXIT
MOV A.C IGET Lm.J ORDER FLAG
ORA A /CHECK FOR ZERO
.JZ ~:$ IZERa
MVI A.01 IGET ONE INTO A
STA ECHO IBET ECHO TO ON
,JMP 5$ IEXIT
XRA A ICLEAR A
BTA. ECHO /SET ECHO TO OFF
...IMP 5$ IEXIT
LXI H,c.$ IPOINT TO ERROR MSC;
CALL F'STR IOUTPUT STRING
CALL F'LINE IOUTPLIT LINE
.JMF' CMDPRS IRETURN

TXT I(EC ) INPUT FORMAT ERROR I
DB (I

r~
I .

r :,
I

ICHECK START STATUS
ICHECK FOR START CONDI TI ON
/PP STOPF'ED. EXIT TO CMDPRS
IGET RECYCLE ~;TATUS

ICHECK FOR NO RECYCLE
INOT RECYCLING. EXIT TO CMDPF<S
ICLEAR A
ITURN OFF RECYCLE
ISIGNAL TO PP
IRETURN

PPS
SMP?

·JZ 3$
1$ LDA RCYCLE

ANA A
.JZ :;:$ .

2$ XRA A
STA RCYCLE
MVI A.OFF

3$ RET

/
/[1 ~~~;p,..CH
ISUE:FWUT INE TO COMPARE RECYCLE STATUS AND
/PP START STATUS. CONTROL IS DISPATCHED AS
I F (.IL1... m·J ~=; :
IIF PPSST=O, CONTROL IS SENT TO CMDPRS
/ IF PPSST= 1 AND RECYCLE=1, CONTROL 1:=: :3EN'r TO PP
/ I F PPs::n:::.1 AND RECYCLE=O, CONTROL I S SENT TO CMDPRS
/
DSPTCH IN

ANI

I
IRE
ICHECKS PP START STATUS
/ IF PP~=;ST=l, CONTROL DI~;PATCHED TO PP
/IF PPSST=O, CONTROL DISPATCHED TO CMDPRS
I
RE IN PPS IOET START STATUS

ANI SMP? ICHECK FOR START



/
IL I L..Nl LN2
lROUTINE TO LIST SECTION OF PULSE PROl3RAM
ILNl IS LOWER LINE NUMBER
/LN2 IS UPPER LINE NUMBER

~

['

fO ~ I

r .

1$

2$

c I:
t ;

4$

Sf,

,JNZ
MVI
STA
.JMP

MVI
S;TA
CALL
CPI
.JZ
LXI
CALL
CALL
.JI1P
CALL
CPI
.JZ
MOV
MOV
MVI
S;TA
CALL
CPI
•...II'lZ
CALL
CPI
dZ
MOV
~10V

1"10V
MOV
ORA
.JNZ
MOV
OF~A

,J Z
LXI
Ci\LL
CALL
.JMF'
MOV
Cl"lP
...Ie
.JZ
LXI
CALL
C,c~LL

.-IMP
LXI
DAD
1"10',)
CPI
.JZ
F''-'~:H

pusa..·t

PP
A,Cll
RCYCLE
CMDPRS

A,O;2
1CHAR
GCHAR
," ."

1$
H,9$
P:=:TR
PLINE

HSW
OFF

E.C
D,8
A,05
lCHAR
GCHAR
." ,,'

LI+5
H~=;W

OFF
8$
A,C
C,E
E.A
A,B
A
2$
A,D
A

H,10$
PSTR
PLINE

A,C
E
4$
4$
H.11$
P:::TR
PLINE
8$
H,TLINE
B
A.M
OFF
7$
B
D

IDISPATCH TO F'F'
IOET ONE INTO A
ITURN ON RECYCLE
IDISPATCH TO CMDPRS

IGET TWO INTO A
IINIT CHAR INDEX
IGET CHARACTER
ICHECK FOR ERROR
IYES
IPOINT TO MSG
10UTPUT STRING
10UTPUT LINE
IEXIT
IEVALUATE FIRS;T OPERAND
ICHECK FOR ERROR
IEXIT
ISAVE FIRST OPERAND IN D,E

IGET 5 INTO A
I~=;AVE AT ICHAR
IGET NEXT CHAR
ICHEC~~ FOR ~3P

IYES
IEVALUATE ~3ECON(r OPERAND
ICHECK FOR ERROR
IYES. EXIT·
ISWAP OPERANDS

IGET HIGH ORDER OPERAND
ICHECK FOR OVERFLOW
IERROR
IOET HIGH ORDER OPERAND
ICHECI< FOR OVERFLOW
INO
IPOINT TO MSG
IOUTPUT STRING
IOUTPUT LINE
IERROR EXIT
IGET FIRST OPERAND
ICHECK FOR .LE. SECOND OPERAND
IYES
IYES
IPOINT TO MSG
10UTPUT STRING
10UTPUT LINE
IERROR EXIT
IGET START OF LINE TABLE
IPOINT TO FIRST INSTR INDEX
/GET NEXT INDEX
ICHEC~~ FOR EMPTY
IYES
ISAVE LOWER L. 1M IT
ISAVE UPPER LIMIT
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7$

PUSH
MOV
MVI
DAD
DF~D

LXI
DAD
CALL
MVI
CALL.
MOV
PUSH
MOV
MVI
DAD
LXI
DAD
MVI
MOV
CALL
INX
DCR
•..INZ
MVI
CALI....
POP
INX
INX
MOV
MOV
MVI
CALL
MVI
CALL
INX
MOV
MCtV
MVI
CALL.
CALL
POP
POP
POP
INX
INR
.JZ
MOV
eMP
,JC
oJZ
.JMP

H
L,A
H.OO
H
H
D,PGM
D
BHS
A." .-
PCHAR
A,M
H
L,A
H,OO
H
D,TOPS11
D
B,02
A.M
PCHAR
H
B
6$
A.. ·' ."
PCHAR
H
H
H
A.M
e.A
B,OO
BHS
A,.'" .'
PCHAR
H
A,M
C,A
E:.OO
BHS
F'LINE
H
[I
B
H
C
:::$
A.e
E
51;
5$
C~1DPRS

ISAVE LINE Tf.'~Bl..E POINTER
IMOVE INSTR INDEX TO H,L

IMPY BY 4 TO GIVE OFFSET

IGET BEGINNING OF PROGRAM AREA
IPOINT TO INSTRUCTION
ICONVERT LINE NUMBER AND OUTPUT
IOET SPACE CHARACTER
IOUTPUT
IGET OPCODE INDEX
ISAVE INSTR POINTER
IMOVE OPCODE INDEX TO H,L

IMPY BY 2 TO GIVE OFFSET
I GET START OF OPPCODE ~=;"F< INO TABLE
IPOINT TO OPCODE STRING
IINIT LOOP COUNTER
IGET NEXT CHAR OF OPCODE STRING
IOUTPUT STRING
IUPDATE OPCODE STRING POINTER
IUPDATE LOOP COUNTER
IBACK FOR MORE
IOET SPACE CHAR
IOUTPUT SPACE
IOET INSTR POINTER Bt~CK

IUPDATE INSTR POINTER
18KIP NULL BYTE
IOET OPl
IMOVE OPl TO E:. C

ICONVERT OPl AND OUTPUT
IGET SPACE CHAR
IOUTPUT SPACE
IUPDATE INSTR POINTER
IOET OP2
IMOVE OP2 TO B,e

ICONVERT OP2 AND OUTPUT
IOUTPUT LINE
IGET H,L AGAIN
IOET [I.E AGAIN
/GET B.C AGAIN
IUPDATE TABLE POINTER
IUPDATE LOWER LIMIT
lEND OF TABLE. DONE
IOET LQWER LIMIT
ICHEC~~ FOR .LE. UPPER LIMIT
IYES, BACK FOR MORE
IYES. BACK FOR MORE
IRETURN TO COMMAND PROCESSOR
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L

11'1::;0
9$

11$

TXT
DB
TXT
DB
TXT
[1[::

I (LI >. INPUT FORMAT ERROR I
(I

I(LI INVALID LINE NUMBERI
(I

I(LI LOW LIMIT .GT. HIGH LIMITI
o

l )
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NIBBLE
TO LS BITS

/SUBTRACT 10
ICONVERT NIBBLE TO CHAR
IOUTPUT CHAR
IRETURN

ICHECK FOR .GE. 10
IYES
ICONVERT
/
ISUBTRACT 10
ICONVERT NIBBLE TO C.HAR
IOUTPUT CHAR
IOET BYTE AGAIN
I MAS~:~ LO\.oJER ORDER BIT
ICHECK FOR .GE. 10
IYES
ICONVERT NIBBLE' TO CHi~R

PRESERVED
IOET BYTE
IMAS~::: HIGH ORDER
IPOSITION NIBBLE

STRING AND OUTPUTS

.' 0"

2$
OA

CIA
1$
"'0"

PCHAR

PCHAR
ArC
OF
CIA

4$
OA

1$

4$

~ ICONVERTS BYTE TO HEX
i I C CONTAI NS BYTE

fALL REGISTERS EXCEPT Ar BHS MOV A,e
l ANI (IFO

RRC
RF:C
F:RC
RRC
CPI
.JNC
ADI
.JMP
SUI
ADI
CALL
MOV
ANI
CPI
.JNC
ADI
.Jt-1P
SUI
ADI
CALL
RET

_ ,-C

1
0

,

f
IVA F~ECi

IROUTINE TO OUTPUT CONTENTS OF REGISTER
fREG IS THE NAt'lE OF THE REGISTER TO BE OUTPUT
/
VA

1$

II . '-,d:.
._.3 .:.. ~

1

~ 3$

MVI
STA
CALI...
CPI
.JZ
LXI
CALL
CALL
•..11'1P
CAl.L
CPI
...IZ
MOV
ORA
.JZ
LXI
Ct'\LL
CAL.L
...IMP
MOV
RAR
...INC
LXI
CALL
CALL
...IMP
LXI
DAD
MOV

A,02
ICHAR
c;CHAR

1$
H,5$
PSTR
F'LINE
4$
H~:;W

OFF
4$
A,B
A

H,,.=,$
PSTR
PLINE
4$
A.C

3$
H.c.$
PSTR
PLINE
4$
H,REGS
B
e,M

IGET 2 INTO A
IINIT CHAR INDEX
IGET CHAR
ICHECK FOR SPACE
IYES
IPOINT TO MESSAGE
IOUTPlIT STRING
IOUTPUT LINE
IEXIT
IEVALUATE OPERAND
ICHECI< FOR ERROR
INO
IGET MS BYTE INTO A
ICHECK FOR OVERFLOW
INO
IYES. POINT TO MSG
IOUTPUT ::;:TR I NG
IOUTPUT LINE
IEXIT
IOET OPERAND INTO A
ICHECK IF VALID REGISTER
IYES
INO. POINT TO MSG
IOUTPUT STRING
IOUTPUT LINE
IEXIT
IGET START OF REGISTER AREA
IPOINT TO REGISTER
IGET LOW ORDER REGISTER



INX H IUPDATE REG POINTER 302

MOV B.M IGET HIGH ORDER REG
CALL WHS ICONVERT NUMBER AND OUTPUT
MVI A,20 IGET SP CHAR INTO A r"CALL PCHAR IOUTPUT CHAR ! 0

MVI A,2B IGET .- +., CHAR
CALL PCHAR 10UTPUT CHAR nCALL WDS ICONVERT TO DECIMAL AND OUTPUT
MVI A.20 IGET ~;p CHAAR AGAIN i
CALL PCHAR IOUTPUT CHAR
MVI A.2D IGET ..- _0' CHAR P
CALL 'PCHAR IOUTPUT CHAR !
CALL TCOMP INEGATE
CALL WDS ICONVERT TO DECIMAL AND OUTPUT t ,.

CALL PLINE IOUTPUT LINE
4$ .JMP CMDPRS IRETURN TO COMMAND PROCESSOR
l~l~:;G

5$ TXT /(VA INPUT FORMAT ERRORI
DE: 0

t.:,·r TXT I(VA INVALID REGISTERI
DB (I

I
J~JHS

JCONVERTS WORD TO HEX STRING AND OUTPUTS
18.C CONTAINS WORD
IALL REGISTERS EXCEPT A PRESERVED

( .
!
j
\

j

t.-JHS MOV A.E:
MOV B.C
MOV C.A
CALL BHS
/'10'..1 A,B
MOV B.e
MOV C.A
CALL BHS
RET

ISltH TCH BAND C

ICONVERT AND OUTPUT HIGH ORDER HALF
/SWITCH BAND C AGAIN

ICONVERT AND OUTPUT LOW ORDER HALF
IRETURN

/
JLO F;:ECi VAL
IROUTINE TO LOAD A REGISTER WITH A VALUE
IREG IS THE NAME OF THE REGISTER TO BE LOADED
IVAL IS THE VALUE TO BE LOADED
/
LO

1$

MVI A.02 IGET 2 INTO A
S;TA. ICHAR IINIT CHAR INDEX
CALL. GCHAR IGET CHARACTER
CPI .' J ICHECI< FOR SPACE
.JZ 1$ /YES
LXI H.6$ IPOINT TO M:3G
CALL PSTR IOUTPUT STRING
Cf\L.L PLINE 10UTPUT LINE
•..IMP 5$ IEXIT
CALL H::;W IEVALUATE REG OPERAND
CPI OFF ICHEC~:~ FOR ERROR
,JZ 5$ IYES. EXIT
MOV A.E: IGET HIGH ORDER OPERAND INTO A
ORA A ICHEC~~ FOR OVERFLOW
,..IZ 2$ INC!
LXI H.7$ IPOINT TO MSG
CALI.. PSTR IOUTPUT STRING
CALL PLINE IOUTPUT LINE

t
L

j



I 2$

r
\
(

f'
\

r

3$

4$

5$
IM:::G
6~;

7$

.JMP
MOV
RAR
...INC
LXI
CALL
CALL
.JMP
LXI
DAD
MVI
STA
CALL
CPI
...IZ
LXI
CALl...
CALL
...IMP
CALL
CPI
.JZ
MOV
INX
MOV
...IMP

TXT
D"E:
TXT
DB

5$
A,C

H.7$
PSTR
PLINE
5$
H.REGS
B
A.05
ICHAR
GCHAR
.' ..
4$
H.6$
PSTR
PLINE
5$
HSW
OFF
5$
M.C
H
M.B
CMDPRS

I(LO
Cl
I(LO
o

IEXIT
IGET LOW ORDER OPERAND INTO A
ICHECK IF VALID REGISTER
IYES
IPOINT TO MSG
IOUTPUT STRING
IOUTPUT LINE
IEXIT
IGET START OF REGISTER AREA
IPOINT TO REGISTER
IGET 5 INTO A
ISAVE AT ICHAR
IOET CHAR
ICHECK FOR SPACE
IYES
IPOINT TO MSO
IOUTPUT :=:TR I NO
IOUTPUT LINE
IEXIT
IEVALUATE VAl.UE
ICHECK FOR ERROR
IEXIT
ILOAD LOW ORDER REGISTER
IUPDATE REGISTER POINTER
ILOAD HIGH ORDER REGISTER
IRETURN TO COt-1MAND PROCE:5S0R

) INPUT FORMAT ERRORI

) INVALID REGISTERI
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1
IGO L..N
1:::TAFnS PUL:=;E PROGRAM EXECUTION AT A SPECIFIED LINE
ILN 1:=: THE NUMBER OF THE SPECIFIED LINE
/
GO

1$

I
L

- ! 2$

l

LXI
IN
ANI
.JZ
LDA
CPI
JNZ
LXI
...IMP
MVI
~:;TA

CALL
CPI
.JZ
LXI
.JI'lP
CALL.
CPI
...IZ
MOV
ORA
.JZ
LXI
...IMP

H,12$
PPS
SMPP
1':'$
PGMST
OFF
1$
H,8$
1':'$

A,02
ICHAF:
GCHAR

2$
H.9$
";.$
H:;W
OFF
7<.ti
A.S
A

H.10'.!i
6$

IPOINT TO MESSAGE
IOET START STATUS
ICHEC*~ FOR START STATUS
IOUTPUT ME::;SAGE
IOET PROGRAM AREA STATUS
ICHECI< FOR ZERO
INO
IPOINT TO MSG
IERROF, EX IT
lCiET 2 INTO A
IINIT CHAR INDEX
IOET CHAR
ICHECK FOR ::;PACE
IYES
IPOINT TO M:3G
IERROR EXIT
IEVALUATE LINE NUMBER
ICHECI< FOR ERROR
IYES. EXIT
ICHECK FOR OVEF~FLmJ

INO
IPOINT TO MSG
IERROR EXIT
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IGET LOCATION COUNTER
ICHECK FOR LAST INSTRUCTION
IEXIT
IINIT LOOP COUNTER
ISAVE LOCATION COUNTER IN H,L

IOET LINE NUMBER INTO H.L

IGET START OF LINE TABLE
IPOINT TO NEXT LINE
ICHECK INDEX FOR EMPTY

IGET START OF LINE TABLE
IPOINT TO INDEX
IOET LINE INDEX
ICHECK FOR EMPTY
INO
IPOINT TO MSG
IERROR EXIT
ISAVE INDEX AT LC
1ST~RT PUL::;E PROGRAMMER
IOUTPUT STRING
/OUTPUT LINE
IRETURN TO COMMAND PROCESSOR

IGET FIRST OPERAND INTO B.C

IMPY BY 4 TO GIVE OFFSET

IGET START OF PROGRAM AREA
IPOINT TO INSTR ADDRESS
I GET OPcorlE
I~:AVE OPCODE
IUPDATE POINTER AND SKIP NULL BYTE

INO. CONTINUE •
IUPDATE LINE POINTER
IUPDATE LOOP COUNTER
IOET OFF INTO A
/CHECK FOR LAST LINE
IEXIT
ITRY AGAIN
I~;AVE LOCATION COUNTER
ISAVE INDEX IN H,L

) PROGRAM AF:EA EMPTYI

INPUT FORMAT ERROR I

INVALID LINE NUME:ERI

) LINE NUMBER OUT OF PROGRAM BOUNDS I
( -

) START PULSE PROGRAMMER I I
I
{

( -

AND OPERANDS FROM PROGRAM

B.A

A.OFF

3$

LC
OFF

2$
H
E:

L.A
H,OO
D.TLINE
o
A.M
OFF

1$
Le
L.A
H,OO
H
H
D.PGM
o
A.M
OPCODE
H
H
C.M
B.OO

MOV L.e
MVI H.OO
LXI D.TLINE
DAD D
MOV A.M
CPI OFF
..JNZ 5$
LXI Hyl1$
...IMP <:.$
STA LC
...IMP PP
CALL PSTR
CALL PLINE
,..IMP CMDPRS

TXT 1(130
DE: (J

TXT / (GO
oI:: (I

TXT 1(00
DE: 0
TXT / (GO
DB (J

TXT 1(00
DB 0

LCIA
CPI
...IZ
1"10\1
MOV
MVI
LXI
DAD
MOV
CPI
..JNZ
INX
INR
MVI
eMP
,JZ
,..I11P
STA
MOV
MVI
DAD
DAD
L.XI
DP,[1
MOV
ST_
INX
INX
MOV
MVI

1$

11$

:'

12$

10$

IF'F' .
IOBTAINS INSTRUCTIONS
ICALLS HANDLER
/
pp

2$

3$

7$
/M:;::G
:3~i

4$

5$
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IOET LOCATION COUNTER
IUPDATE LOCATION COUNTER
ISAVE LOCATION COUNTER
IGET OPCODE AGAIN
ICALL HANDLER
IRETURN

IUP(IATE POINTER
IGET SECOND OPERAND INTO D~E

H
E.M
D.OO
LC
A
LC
OPCODE
T...IMP11
CMDPRS

INX
MOV
MVI
LDA
INR
STA
LDA
...II"1F'
...IMPr

:3$

"I' IHA
\ IH,..,:\LTS PULSE PROGRAMMER. RETURNS CONTROL TO COMMAND PROCESSOR

HA· MVI
STA
...It-1P

A.OFF
LC
PP

lCiET NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIONS
I:=:AVE AT LC
IRETURN

I
lEi
II 1\11,.. IAL1 ZES ADDRE::;::; COUNTEF: OF RAM 1
I
Rl MVI H.SRAMl lCiET START ADDRES::; INTO H,L

MVI L.OO
SHLD RACl ISAVE START ADDRESS
...IMP PP IRETURN

J
/R::;!
I!I\IITIALIZES ADDRESS COUNTER OF RAM 2
;'
R":I MVI H, SF~AM2 lCiET START ADDRESS INTO H,L_.

MVI L,(>O
~;HLD F:~,C2 ISAVE START ADDRESS
..JMP PP IRETURN

I
IF.:::::
/11\11'" U~L I ZES ADDRES::: COUNTER OF RAM 3
/

MVI
MVI
SHLD
..JMP

H, SRAM~:
L,(l(l

RAC:;:
PP

ICiET START ADDRESS INTO H,L

ISAVE START ADDRESS
IRETURN

I
1::;1:: REG 1 RECi2
IREGISTER 1 IS SET TO THE VALUE STORED AT
/ neG I ::::TER 2
I

I
l-,

LXI
DAD
MO'v'
INX
1'10V
LXI
DAD
MOV
INX
MOV
...IMP

H.REGS
D
E.1'1
H
D.M
H. PEG::;
B
M.E
H
M.D
PP

IGET START OF REGISTER AREA
IPOINT TO REG2
IGET LOW ORDER REG2
IUPDATE REG2 POINTER
IGET HIGH OF:DER REG:?
IOET START OF REGISTER APEA
IPOINT TO REGl
IS:AVE LOW ORDER RESULT
IUPDATE REGl POINTER
ISAVE HIGH ORDER RESULT
IRETURN

. /
I IN F-:EG 1 REG:?
/CONTENTS OF REGl INCREMENTED BY CONTENTS OF REG2.
IRESULT LEFT IN REG1.



lCiET START OF REGISTER AREA
IPOINT TO RECi2
IOET LOW ORDER REGISTER 2
IUPDATE REG2

. IGEl HIGH ORDER REG2
IOET START OF REG AREA
IPOINT TO REG1
IGET LOW ORDER REG!
ISUBTRACT LOW ORDER REG2
ISAVE LOW ORDER RESULT
IUPDATEREG1 POINTER
IGET HIGH ORDER REG1
ISUBTRACT HIGH ORDER REG2
ISAVE HIG~ ORDER RESULT
IRETURN

I
IN L.XI H,REGS

DAD D
MOV E,M
INX H
MOV D,M
LXI H,REOS
DAD B
MOV A,M
ADD E
MOV M,A
INX H
MOV A.M
ADC [I

1"10V M,A
.JMF' F'F'

I
I

IDE REGl. REG2
JDECF~EMENT CONTENTS OF REGISTER
IOF REGISTER 2. RESULTS ~:;TORED

.I
DE LXI H,RECiS

DAD D
MOV E,M
INX H
MOV D,M
LXI H,REGS
[lAD B
MOV A,M
SUB E
MOV M,A
INX H
MOV A,M
SE:B D
MOV t1. A
.JMF' PP

i'

IGET START OF REGISTER AREA
IPOINT TO REG2
IGET LOW ORDER REG2
IUPDATE REG2 POINTER
IGET HIGH ORDER REG2
IOET START OF REGISTER AF~EA

IPOINT TO REG1
IGET LOW ORDER REG1
IADD LOW ORDER REG2
ISAVE LOW ORDER RESULT
IIJPDATE REG1 POINTER
IOEY HIGH ORDER REG1
IADD HIGH ORDER REG2
ISAVE HIGH ORDER RESULT
IRETURN

1 BY THE CONTENTS
IN REGISTER 1.
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r
L

r
!

r
i
\

I:;;r;:; REO 1 REG2
JDECREMENT CONTENTS OF REGISTER 1. IF RESULT IS NONZERO
IBRANCH TO SPECIFIED LINE NUMBER.
ILN IS STURED IN REGISTER 2.
/
~:;r:: LXI H.RECiS IGET START OF REGISTER AREA

DAD D IPOINT TO REG2
MOV E.1'1 IOET LINE NUMBER
LXI H, REG::; lCiET START OF REGISTER AHEA
DAD B IPOINT TO REGl
t'10V C.M IGET LOW ORDER F:EGl
INX H IUPDATE REGISTER POINTER
t10V B.M lCiET HIGH ORDER REGl
[lCX B I DECREMENT B,C
110V M,B I~=;AVE HIGH ORDER REC.11
DCX H IUPDATE REGISTER POINTER
MOV M,C ISAVE LOW ORDER REG1
MOV A.C ICHECK FOR ZERO
ORA B
.JZ 2$ IYES. DONE
LXI H,TLINE lCiET START OF LINE TABLE
DAD 0 IF'OINT TO INSTR INDEX
MOV A.M IOET INSTR INDEX

L
f ..~

I ~

L~
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i CPI OFF ICHECK FOR EMPTYI
i

,JZ 1$ IERROR
STA LC ISET LOCATICIN COUNTER

[' .JMP 2$ IDClNE
1$ CALL ELINE IOUTPUT LINE NUMBER

LXI H.3$ IPOINT TO M~:;G

f: CALL PSTR IOUTPUT STRING
I CALL PLINE IOUTPUT LINE

...IMP HA IHALT PULSE PROGRAMMER

f' 2$
,.IMP PP IRETURN

• IM:;::G
\

3~; TXT I(SB ) UNLIN~:~ED BRANCHI
DB 0

/OET COMPARISON CODE
I.AND. CODE
INO BRANCH. DONE
IGET START OF LINE TABLE
IPOINT TO INSTR INDEX
IOET INDEX
J CHEC:.:~ FOR EMPTY
IERROR

INO
IC(REG1) .LT. C(REG2)
ISAVE CODE
IDONE
IC(REG1) .GT. C(REG2)
I:::AVE CCIDE
IF:ETURN

CONTENTS

JOET START OF REGISTER AREA
IPOINT TO REG2
IPOINT TO LOW ORDER REG2
IUPDATE REG2 POINTER
IGET HIGH ORDER REG2
IGET S:TART OF REG I STER AREA
IPOINT TO REG1
IGET LOW ORDER REG!
ISUBTRACT LOW ORDER REG2
ISAVE LOW ORDER RESULT
IUPDATE REG1 POINTER
IOET HIGH ORDER REG!
/ ::;UBTRp,CT HIGH ORDER REG2
I SAVE HIGH CIRClER RESULT.
ICHEC.< FOR ZERO
INOM
IC(REG1) .EQ. C(REG2)
ISAVE COCIE
IDONE
ICHECK FOR NEGATIVE RESULT

NUMBER IF

A.B
A

H,TLINE
B
A.M
OFF
1$

C:OMF'
E

2$
A,02
COMP
3$
A.04
COMP
PP

H,REGS
D
E.M
H
D,M
H.REGS
B
A,M
E
C,A
H
A,M
D
E:. A
C
1$
A.Ol
COMP

LXI
DAD
MOV
lNX
MOV
LXI
DAD
MOV
SUB
MOV·
INX
MOV

MClV'
ORA
...rNZ
MVI
STA
,JI1F'
1'10V
ORA
..IF'
MVI
STA
.JMP
M'v'I
::;TA
...IMP

LDA
ANA
...IZ
LXI
DAD
MOV
CPl
.JZ

1$

/
/
ICO REG1 REG2
.ICOMPAF:ES CONTENTS OF REG 1 WITH
IOF REG2. SETS COMPARISON CODE.
I
CO

r
! '-'$L:

IE:R L.N CODE
!l"::I::~AI'.ICH TO ~:PECIF lED LINE

3' / (CODE. AND. COMP) . NE. 0
/
BR



1$

2$
IMSG

STA
.JMP
CALL
LXI
CALL
CALL
,-IMP
,JMP

TXT
DE:

LC
2$
ELINE
H, :;:$
PSTR
PLINE
HA
PP

I(BR
o

ISET LOCATION COUNTER
IDONE
/OUTPUT LINE NUMBER
IPOINT TO MESSAGE
IOUTPUT STRING
IOUTPUT LINE
IHALT PULSE PROGRAMMER
IRETURN

UNLIN~(E[I BRANCHI
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r

I
r
i

IMASK OUT OTHER BITS
ISAVE SOURCE BITS
IRETURN

IGET NEXT INSTRUCTION SOURCE
IGET SOURCE BIT~:> INTO M~=;B POSITIONS

A.e

OCO
SOURCE
PP

MOV
RRC
RRC
ANI
STA
,-IMP

/
/F't-~ NIS
IPULSE PROGRAM SOURCE SET TO NIS
IOO=FIFO, 01=RAM 1, 02=RAM 2. 03=RAM 3
I
PA

I
/01::'- F~EG 1 REG2
IOUTPUT TIME, GATE TO FIFO
12-COMPLEMENT OF TIME IS STORED AT REG!
IPULSE MASK IS STORED AT REG2
I
OF

I '
\

j

2$

CALL FETCH IOET REG CONTENTS INTO E:, C AND D,E
MOV A.E: ICHEC~~ FOR ZERO
ORA C
•..12 2$ IEXIT
MVI L.80 IGET FIFO ADDRES~; INTO H,L
MVI H,OFF
IN F'PS ICHECK PP STATUS
ANI RMPP ICHECI< FOR READY
.JZ 1$ INOT READY
(:,c~LL WF'F' IOUTPUT CONTROL WORD TO FIFO
.Jt-1P PP IRETURN

I
10 1 F~ECi 1 REG2·
/OUTPUT TIME GATE TO RAMt
/2-COMPLEMENT OF TIME STORED AT REG1
IPULSE MASK STORED·AT REG2
/
01 CALL FETCH /GET REG CONTENTS INTO B,C D,E

LHLD RAC1 IGEl RAM ADDRESS
MVI A.OF4 IGET HIGH ORDER MEMORY LIMIT
CMP H ICHECK FOR OVERFLOW
JZ 1$ IYES
CALL WPP IWRITE TO RAMi
LHLD RAe1 IGET RAM ADDRESS AGAIN
INX H IUPDATE RAM ADDRESS
INX H
INX H
INX H
SHLD RAC1 ISTORE RAM ADDRESS
~MP 2$ IDONE

1$ CALL ELINE IOUTPUT LINE NUMBER

L



LXI H,3$ IPOINT TO MSG
CALL PSTR IOUTPUT STRING
CALL PLINE 10UTPUT LINE
...JMP HA IHALT PULSE PF:CtGRAM

2$ .JMP PP IRETURN
IM:~;G

3~; TXT 1(01 ) RAM ADDRESS OVERFLOWI
DB (I

RAM ADDRESS OVERFLOWI
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ISTORE RAM ADDRESS
IDONE
/OUTPUT LINE NUMBER
IPOINT TO MSG
IOUTPUT STRING
IOUTPUT LINE
I HALT PULSE PROGRAMI'1ER
IRETURN

lCiET REG CONTENTS INTO B,C AND D.E
IGET RAM ADDRESS
lCiET HIGH ORDER MEMORY LIMIT
ICHECK FOR OVERFLOW
IYEE;
IWRITE TO RAM 2
IGET RAM ADDRESS AGAIN
IUPDATE RAM ADDRESS

AT RE01

CALL FETCH
LHLD RAC2
MVI A.OF8
CMP H
,JZ 1$
CALL WPP
LHLD RAC2
INX H
INX H
INX H
INX H
::;HLD RAC2
,JMP 2$
CALL ELINE
LXI H,3$
CALL .PSTR
CALL PLINE
...IMP HA
.JMP pp

TXT 1(02
DB 0

:7!$
IM~::(;

31;

r
I

l~

n
I

f' 10:2 F~EG 1 REG2
I IOUTPUT TI ME, GATE TO RAM 2

12-COMPLEMENT OF TIME STORED
IGATE MASK STORED AT REG2
/
02

/
/CI :::: F~EG1 REG2
IOUTF'UT TIME.GATE TO RAM
/:2 -CClr1PLEt'1ENT OF TIME I ,-.. .;:.
IPUU'::E l"i~SI< 1'-' S;TORED AT.;:.

/
t):;: CALL FETCH

LHLD RAC3
MVI A,OFC
Cl"lP H
...IZ 1$
CALL WPP
LHLD RAC3

I INX H
L INX H

INX H
- f .~ INX H1 _
c

I ~ SHLD RAC3
...JMP 2$

1$ CALL ELINE
LXI H. ~:$

CALI.. F'STR
CALL F'LINE
,.IMP HA

3
STORED AT REG1
REG2

IGET REG CONTENTS INTO B,C AND D,E
IGET RAM ADDRESS
IGET HIGH ORDER MEMORY
ICHECK FOR OVERFLOW
IYES
IWRITE TO RAM 3
IGET RAM ADDRESS AGAIN
IUPDATE RAM ADDRESS

ISTORE RAM ADDRESS
IDONE
/OUTPUT LINE NUMBER
IPOINT TO MSG
IOUTPUT STRING
IOUTPUT LINE
/HALT PULSE PROGRAMMER



PP IRETURN

1(03 ) RAM ADDRESS OVERFLOW I
o

GATE SETTINGS TO PP MEMORY
PP A[lDRES~:

2-COMPLEI""'ENT OF T! ME
PUL:::E MASK

2$ ...IMP
IMSG

. 3~; TXT
DB

I
/WI:::'P
/WFU TE::; T I ME.
IH. L CONTAIN~:;

IE:. c: CONTAINS
ID.E CONTAINS
I
WF'j:::' MOV

INX
MOV
ANI
MOV
LDA
ORA
MOV
INX
MOV
INX
MOV
RET

M.C:
H

~:F

B,A
SOURCE

1"1, t;
H
M,E
H
M.D

•
IWRITE LOW ORDER TIME
IUPDATE PP ADDRESS
IGET HIGH ORDER TIME
IMt~::¥ OUT SOURCE 81 TS
ITEMP SAVE
IGET SOURCE CODE
IADD IN HIGH ORDER TIME
IWRITE HIGH ORDER TIME
IUPDATE PP ADDRESS
lWRITE LOW ORDER GATE
/UPDATE PP AI:I[IRESS
IWRITE HIGH ORDER GATE
IRETURN·
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n
n
r

/
.I
m:::; P!:.G 1 REG2
/OU1PUTS A TIME !N UNITS OF 1 M::;EC TO THE FIFO
/REG1 CONTAINS THE TIME IN UNITS OF 1 MSEC
/REG2 CONTAINS THE PULSE MASK

I
l~

IGET REG CONTENTS INTO B.e AND D.E
10ET NUMBER OF 1 MSEC UNITS
ICHEC~~ FOR ZERO
IYES. EXIT
ITEMP STORAGE
IG£T 1 t1SEC

IGET FIFO ADDRESS

IGET PP STATUS
ICHECK FOR READY
/TRY AGAIN
IOUTPUT TIME. GATE TO FIFO
IGET COUNTER AGAIN
IUPDATE COUNTER AGAIN
IGET REG C INTO A
ICHECK FOR ZERO
IBAC.::: FOR MORE
IRETURN

INDICES IN a.e AND D.E
A

A.C
B
1 <.t;

PP

E:

FETCH
A.e

B
B.OD:3
C,OFO
H.OFF
L. :::0
PF'S
RMPP
2$
l.JPP

.JZ

CALL
MOV
ORA
dZ
PU::;f.."1

MVI
MVI
M"/I
1'1V I
IN
ANI

CALL
POP
DCX
MOV
OR{~

.-'NZ
,JMP

1$

2$

::;:$
/
In::l CH
IOBTAINS REGISTERS FROM
IERROR CODE RETURNED IN
/
FETCI-..l LXI

DAD
MOV
INX
MOV

H,REGS
D
E,M
H
D.M

IGET START OF REGISTER AREA
IF'OINT TO REG2
IGET LOW ORDER REG2
IUPDATE REG2
IGET HIGH ORDER REG2



I',

r
!

LXI
. DAD

MOV
INX
1-101./
RET

H.REGS
B
C,M
H
B. 1-1

IGET START OF REGISTER AREA AGAIN
IPOINT TO REG1
IOET LOW ORDER REG1
IUPDATE REG1
IGET HICiH ORDER REG!
IRETUF:N
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~ In I :::C REG 1 REG2
I IOUTPUT A TI ME

r
···~. I REG 1 CONT AI NS

IREG2 CONTAINS
I l

IN UNITS OF 1 SECOND TO THE FIFO
T I ME I N ~=:EC:Cll'n:::t~:. 255 ~=;EC:t:IN[I~: MA XI M1JM •
PULSE MA:::~<

sc

1$
2$

3$

/

CALL
MOV
ORA

1-10'y'
ORA
dZ
CALL
LXI
CALL
CALL
.JMP
MOV
~:T;~

LXI
PU:::H
MVI
MVI
MVI
tW I
IN
ANI
...IZ
CALL
POP
(lex
MO'y'
ORA
.JNZ
LDA
DCR
.JNZ

.•JI"'IF'

TXT
[II::

FETCH
A.e
E:
~;$

A.B
B
1$
ELINE
H.6$
PSTR
F'LINE
HA
A.e
NSEC
B. ():3E8
r::
B. (lD:3
C:.OFO
H,OFF
L, :;::Cl
PPS
R~lF'P

4$
wpp
B
E:
A.C
B

N~:':EC

A
2$
PP

/ (::::C
(1

lCiET TIME, GATE MASKS
ICHEC:K FOR ZERO

IYES. DONE
ICHECK FOR OVERFLOW

INO
IOUTPUT LINE NUMBER
IPOINT TO !"t::G
10UTPUT STRING·
IOl'TPUT LINE
IHALT PULSE PROGRAMMER
IGET NUMBER OF SECONDS
ISAVE NUMBER OF SECONDS
IOEl 1000 INTO B.e
I:::AVE E:. C
IOET 1 'MSEC

IOEl PP STATUS
la~EC~ FOR READY
ITRY AGAIN
IOUTPUT TO FIFO
IGET E:,e AGAIN
IUPDATE COUNTER
IGET C INTO A
ICHECK FOR ZERO
IBACK FOR MORE
IGET NU"'1BER OF SECONDS
IUPDATE NUMBER OF SECONDS
I E:ACK FOR !"10RE
IRETURN

TIME .OT. 255 SECONDS I

_ ! IT:l. I~;:EG 1. REG2
e L, /(IUTF'UT :=:Al'lI·'LTNG TRt,IN TO F:AM 1

/REGl CONTAINS NUMBER OF SAMPLING PULSES
? IREG2 CONTAINS ,PULSE MASK

- 1 /F:EG [12 CONTAINS SAMPLING PERI 00
.I
11 C:r~U._

110V
ORA
•..IZ
CALL

FETCH
A. E:
E:
1$
ELINE

IGET REGISTER CONTENTS
ICHECK FOR OVERFLOW

INO
IOUTPUT LINE NUMBER



1$

2$

4$

5$
IW:;G
6~i

7$

LXI H.e,$
,JMF' 4$
MOV A.e
ANA A'
,JZ 5$
::;TA N:::AI"1PL
LXI H. F:EG:::
LXI E:.OOD2
DAD B
MOV C.M
INX H
1"10V B.M
MOV A.C
ORA B
.JZ 5~i

LHLD RtlCl
M'v'I A.OF4
CMP H
...IZ ~~$

CALL WPP
LHLD RAC1·
INX H
INX H
INX H
INX H
SHLD F:AC~.

LDA N:::AMPL
DCR A
:::TA N:::AMPL
.JNZ 2$
.JMP 5$
C;,.LL ELINE
LXI H.7$
CALL. P'.::TR
CALL PLINE
...IMP HA
.JMP PP

TXT I <Tl
DB (J

TXT I(Tl
DB (I

IPClINT TO MSG
/OUTPUT ERROR
I GET NUMBER OF PUL::;ES
ICHEC.< FOR ZERO
IEXIT
ISAVE COUNT
IGET START OF REGISTER AREA
IGET D2 INTO B.C
IPOINT TO D2
IGET LOW ORDER SAMPLING TIME
IUPDATE REGISTER POINTER
IGET HIGH ORDER SAMPLING TIME
I CHEC.( FOR ZERO

IEXIT
IOET RAM ADDRESS COUNTER
IGET HIGH ORDER MEMORY LIMIT
lCHECK FOR OVERFLOW
/YES. ERROR
IWRITE TO RAM 1
IGET RAM ADDRESS AGAIN
IUPDATE RAM ADDRESS

ISTORE NEW RAM ADDRESS
IGET NUME:EF: OF SAMPLE PUU::ES
IUP(IATE
I::;AVE COUNT
IBAC~~ FOR MORE
IDONE
IOUTPUT LINE NUME:ER
IPOINT TO MSG
10UTPUT STR I NCi
IOUTPUT LINE
IHALT PULSE PROGRAMMER
IRETURN

NUMBER OF SAMPLE PULSES .GT. 2551

RAM ADDRESS OVERFLOW I
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r~

!

/
/OD REI31 REC;2
!OUTF'UT DELAY TO THE FIFO. LENGTH OF DELAY
lIS CCFE)MC(REG1) IN UNITS OF 100 NSEC.
IREGl. CONTAINS UNIT TIME vJI-·IICH MAY NOT EXCEED 819.2 USEC.
IFE CONTAINS THE NUMBER OF UNITS TO BE OUTPUT.
IREG2 CONTAINS THE PULSE MASK.
/

OD CALL FETCH ICiET TIME, GATE MA:::K:::
t'10V L,E IOET PULSE MASK INTO H,L
MOV H,D
SHL.D 1"1ASK ISAVE MASK
MO\} A,B ICHEO( FOR ZERO
ORA ['...
r" 6$ IEXIT... .:.

MVI A.OCl ICHEC:~~ FOR .LT. 81';:'2
S;lJE: C /SUBTRACT LS BYTE
11VI A,20 IGET 20 INTO A



r~ SBEr B I SUBTRACT MS E:YTE ·313
, .JNC 1$ INONZERO•,

LXI H.. 7$ IPOINT TO MSC;
Ice CALL . ELINE I OUTPUT LINE NUMBER
I CALL PSTR IOUTPUT STRING

. CALL PLINE IOllTPUT LINE

r .JMP HA IHALT PULSE PROGRAMMER
-

MOV· L.C lCiET UNIT TIME INTO H,L1$
MOV H,B

r' ·SHLD TIME I SAVE UNIT TIME
LXI H,REGS IOET START OF REO AREA INTO H.. L
LXI D.OOFE IOET FE INTO D.E
DAD 0 IF'OINT TO REGI~;TER FE

r . MOV E.M IOET LOW ORDER BYTE
I

IUPDATE POINTERI INX H,
MOV D,M IOET HIGH ORDER E:YTE
MOV A. (I ICHECK FOR ZERO
ORA E
.JZ 6$ IEXIT
MOV L.E IOET COUNT INTO H,L

.MOV H,D
~;HLD COUNT ISAVE COUNT

2$ LXI H,OOOO IINIT H,L
3$ DAD B I INCREMENT E:Y UNIT TIME

MOV E,.L lCiET TIME INTO D,E
!"lO'¥' D.H
LHLD COUNT IGET COUNT INTO H,L
DCX H IUPDATE COUNT
MOV A.L ICHEC.< FOR ZERO
ORA H
SHLD COUNT ISAVE COUNT
MOV L,E lCiET TIME BACI< INTO H,L
MOV H.D
.JZ 4$ I DONE
MVI A,OFF ICHECI< FOR .LT. 8191
~;UE: L I:::UBTRACT L~' BYTE.:.
MVI A.1F IOET lF INTO A
::::8B H ISUBTRACT M·... BYTEoj

JNC 3$ IE:ACf< FOR MORE
4$ MOV C.L lCiET TIME INTO B,C

MOV E:. H
CALL TCOMP INEGATE TII'1E
LHLD MAS.:: IGET PULSE MASK INTO H.L
MOV E.L lCiET MA::;~: INTO D.E
MOV D,H
1'1VI L,80 IGET FIFO ADDRESS INTO H,L
MVI H.OFF

- 5$ IN F'PS IOET PP STATUS
ANI F:MPP ICHEO::: FOR PP READY

I ,..IZ 5~; . ITRY AGAIN
L~ CALL WPP IOUTPUT TO pp

LHLD TIME IGET UNIT TIME BAO:~ INTO H,L
- { MOV C.L IOET UNIT TIME INTO B.C
c L MOV B.H

LHLD COUNT IOET COUNT INTO H,L AOAIN
- I - .MOV E,L IGET COUNT INTO (I, E,

MOV D.Hj
t j

MOV A.D ICHECK FOR ZERO
ORA E
,JZ 6$ IEXIT



.JMP 2$
6$ ..JMP PP
IM~=;G

7$ TXT I(OD
DE: (!
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I E:ACI< FOR MOI:~E

IEXIT

JGET LOCATION COUNTER
IPOINT TO LINE NUMBER
JOET LINE I\iUME:EF: INTO C
ICONVERT AND OUTPUT TO BUFFER
IGET SP CHAR INTO A
IOUTPUT SP CHAR TO BUFFER
/OUTPLIT LINE
IRETURN

) UNIT TIME .GT. 819.2USECI

NUMBER OF

LC
A
C~A

BHS
A.20
PCHAR
PLINEl

LDA
DCR
MOV
CALL
MVI
CALL
CALL
RET

IEL.INE
IROUT INE TO OUTPUT LINE
IPULSE PROGRAM ERROR.
1
EL INE

IEXIT
ICHECK FOR .LT. 1000

IOET REG CONTENTS INTO E:, c: AND D, E
ICHECK FOR ZERO

IGET F'P STATUS
ICHECK FOR PP READY
ITRY AGAIN
IOUTPUT TO FIFO
IRETURN

I. LT. 1.000
IOUTPUT LINE NUMBER
IPOINT TO MSG
IOUTPUT STRING
lOUTPUT LINE
IHALT PULSE PROGRf\MMER
IMPY BY 10
ICONVERT TO TWO-COMPLEMENT
/OET FIFO ADDR~3S INTO H~L

) TIME .GT. 1000 USEC/

2$

Wpp
PP

FETCH
A.C
B
4·$
A,OE8
C
A.03
B

ELINE
H~5$

PSTR
F'LINE
HA
MPY10
TCOMP
L,80
H~OFF

PPS
RMPP

/(US
(I

MVI
~;IJE:

MVI

.JZ

CALL.
MOV
ORA

TXT
DB

...INC
Ct~LL

LXI
CALL
Cf~LL.,

...IMP
CALL
CALL
MVI
MVI
IN
ANI
•.JZ
CALL
.JMP

2$

3$

1$

4$
/M::;G
5$

IU:=:
IF:OUTINE TO OUT!='UT DELAY IN UNITS OF USEC TO FIFO
IREGl CONTAINS TIME IN UNITS OF USEC. 1000 USEe MAX.
/REG2 CONTAINS PULSE MAS~

1
US

IOET REG CONTENTS INTO B.C AND D~E

ICHEC~~ FOR ZERO

IEXIT
ICONVERT TIME TO TWO-COMPLEMENT
IOET FIFO ADDRESS INTO H,L

/
IHN
IROUl'INE TO OUTPUT TIME IN UNITS OF 100 N~;EC T.O FIFO
;nEGl CONTAINS TIME IN UNITS OF 100 NSEC
/REG2 CONTAINS PULSE MASK
HN CALL' FETCH

MOV A~C

ORA B
,JZ PP
CALL TeOMP
MVI L~ :30
MVI H.OFF

lJ



f" 1$
!

IN
ANI
JZ
CALL
..IMP

F'PS
RMF'P
1$
WPP
PP

IGET PP STATUS
ICHECK FOR PP READY
ITRY AGAIN
IOUTPUT TO FIFO
IEX!T

315
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ITCOMP

f
' IPERFORt-1S TWO-COMPLEMENT

IRESULT RETURNED IN B,e
TCOMP XRA A

f
. SUB C

MOV C.A
MVI A,OO
S;E:E: B
MOV B.A
RET

ICLEAR A
ISUBTRACT LOW ORDER BYTE
ISAVE LOW ORDER RESULT
ICLEAR A AGAIN
ISUBTRACT HIGH ORDER BYTE
ISAVE HIGH ORDER RESULT
IRETURN

I
IMPY10
It'IULTIF'LIES CONTENTS OF E:,C: BY 10
IRESULT RETURNED IN B,C
MPY10 PUSH H ISAVE H,L

MOV L,C IGET MULTIPLICAND INTO H,L
"MOV H. B
DAD H IMULTIPLY BY 10
DAD H
DAD . H
DAD E:
DAD B
MOV C,L I13El RESULT INTO B.C:
1'10V E:. H
POP H IGET H,L AGAIN
RET IRETURN

Tt~BLES

TXT ICLI
TXT IEDI
TXT ILII
TXT IECI
TXT IVAI
TXT /LOI
TXT 11301
TXT IDFI
DB (I

CPI (1(1

17 CL'- ...
CPI 01
,..IZ ED
CPI 02

1''' LIi_ L.

CPI 03
,..IZ EC
CPI 04
,..IZ '·./A
CPI 05
.JZ LO
CPI 0<:•
•..IZ . GO
CPI 07
,..IZ DF
.JMP CMDPRS

/
/SYSTEM
.I
TOPSO

= I
L







PGM.,
LAS,.
SIZE
/

DS

EQU
EQU

END

NIMAX*3

LAST-FIRST
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